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Editorial 
By John T. Correll, Editor in Chief 

Deep Strike 
IN FEBRUARY, seeking to break free 

of a politically sticky question 
about future production of B-2 bomb
ers, the White House announced that 
the Pentagon would expand an on
going study of deep attack capabili
ties to include the trade-offs between 
l:mg-range bombers, landbased and 
seabased tactical aircraft, and mis
siles. A spokesman for the Department 
of Defense said that completion of 
the expanded study is expected in 
early 1997. 

This analysis is to be conducted 
by Dr. Paul G. Kaminski, the under 
secretary of Defense for Acquisition 
and Technology. He and his team 
do not begin from scratch . The ques
tion has been studied before, and 
the findi ngs are substantial. 

The dominant requirement for deep 
attack in a major regional conflict is 
to strike the enemy's centers of grav
i:y and to do it rapidly, accurately, 
and with intensity. (Centers of grav
i:y, in the parlance of modern strat
egy, are those critical points in the 
opponent's order of battle and infra
structure against which the use of 
force has greater effect than if the 
same force were appli ed elsewhere . 
These targets tend to lie deep in 
enemy territory.) 

The objective is to attack these 
centers of gravity "in parallel"-all of 
them at once-rather than serially . 
The capabil ity to do that is new and 
growing. During World War II, Eighth 
Air Force struck about fifty target sets 
i7 all of 1943. In the Persian Gulf 
War, the coalition hit 150 targets in 
t1e first twenty-four hours. Gen. Ron
e.Id R. Fogleman, USAF Chief of 
Staff, predicts that "very early in the 
next century, we may be able to en
gage 1,500 targets within the first 
hour, if not the first minutes of a 
conflict." 

If the fight is short, the probability 
of military success is high. The en
emy will have no chance to adjust, 
E.dapt, or mount a counteroffensive . 
As an Air Staff briefing officer put it , 
"With paral lel warfare, it all goes 
down at once . Every step in the re
covery tree is obstructed. Even if the 
decision-maker survives, he can't 
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know the extent of the damage, car't 
coordinate a respo1se, can't move 
repair teams. Th3 enemy is para
lyzed." 

Obviously, airp:lVJer will be para
mount. As always, range, payload , 
and responsiveness ar3 important, 
but the deep attack mission puts a 
special premium on penetration of 
hostile airspace a1d thus on stealth. 
The less susceptible an aircraft is to 
detect ion by radar, the better it can 
penetrate and :he fewer accompa
nying aircraft it will need to suppress 
enemy a r defe1ses. A report done 

The dominant 
requirement is to 

attack the enemy's 
centers of gravity and 

to do it rapidly, 
accurately, and with 

intensity. 

last year for the Gorrmission on 
Roles and Missions said that in the 
early :lays of :he Gulf War, "one 
stealtt- sortie wa.3 'wcr:h ' approxi
mately sixteen nonsteatth sorties in 
attack planning." 

Precision is likewise crucial be
cause that is what makes the new ef
ficienc, of the at:ack-and hence par
allel warfare-possible . Deep strike 
further requi res the capability to gen
erate ard sustain sorties and to 
maint&.in a high rate of attack, both 
to cover the target sets and to keep 
the enemy from bouncing back. 

Almost any weapon that reaches 
beyond the local bat:lefield has some 
value against the enemy's rear ech
elons, but certain forms of military 
power contribute more than others to 
the deep strike mission. Land-attack 
cruise missi les hEve tt-e range and 
accuracy to hit distE.nt targets. They 
can be sent into lethal &.irspace with
out risking the lives d air•::rews. While 

cruise missiles will be the weapons 
of choice in some instances, they 
come with drawbacks that include high 
cost, relatively small payload, and less 
accuracy than cheaper missiles fired 
from aircraft. 

As for carrier-based airpower, it 
is at its best when the targets are 
within air reach of safe waters and 
when a limited amount of force is 
sufficient. It can work effectively 
along with forward-based and long
range airpower to establish a US mili
tary presence or to respond to the 
initial phases of a regional crisis. 

A huge problem for the Navy in the 
deep strike mission, however, is that 
it has no stealth aircraft and does not 
figure to have any until it gets the 
Joint Strike Fighter in aoout fifteen 
years. Pumping out sorties for sus
tained conflict is not the long suit of 
naval airpower, either. A report by 
the Center for Naval Analyses and 
RAND Corp ., for example, found that 
carrier aviation produced seventeen 
percent fewer sorties per aircraft than 
landbased aircraft in the Gulf War. 

For sheer payload brought to bear 
with precision against enemy cen
ters of gravity, nothing beats the long
range bomber in the deep attack role. 
The B-2, cued by a signal from space, 
for example, will be able to target 
sixteen aimooints independently on 
a single pass. The only operational 
stealth aircraft in the world are the 
Air Force's F-117s and B-2s. 

USAF's commitment to precision 
attack capabilities has grown since 
the Gulf War. The number of its air
craft outfitted to deliver precision 
guided weapons has tripled in the 
past five years, and the weapons are 
getting better. Many of the targets in 
the enemy's heartland would fall to 
Air Force ground-attack aircraft op
erating from forward locations. 

What Dr. Kaminski and his col
leagues are likely to find is that bomb
ers, variot;s forms of tactical air
power, and missiles all contribute to 
the task at hand-but :hat all in all, 
the deep attack mission is a remark
able match with the strengths of 
landbased airpower and of the US 
Air Force . • 
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Letters 

Integrity's Importance 
Not since the 1950s have we seen 

the case for integrity put as plainly 
and succinctly as did USAF Chief of 
Staff Gen. A0nald R. Fogler,an ["In
tegrity," February 1996, p. 90]. His 
words were like a clarion·call of some
thing bypassed in the race "or tech
nological supremacy. Too seldom is 
the virtue of integrity emphasized 
these days- or even mentioned , for 
that matter. 

For too long we have bE-en con
cerned in our rating process largely 
vvith what an officer did and how well 
he did it and not with what sort of 
fellow he was. I have had countless 
officer effectiveness reports (OEAs} 
returned by reviewing officers tor too 
little of the former and too much of 
the- latter. We assumed if he got the 
job done, it mattered little what sort 
of person he was. We made a big 
thing of the ''whole man" concept but 
lo.eked away from character flaws that 
could be decisive in battle_. 

In the 1950s, while assig ed to a 
branch of Air University concerned 
with officer development, I had the 
good fortune to sit on a panel that 
considered revising the Q ER. When I 
proposed "character" as a trait that 
should be considered , I received a 
polite horselaugh from the civilian 
and military panel members , who 
promptly nixed the idea not only as 
"unworkable" but also apparently as 
irrelevant. I later concluded the prob
lem lay in the fuzzy notion of what 
"character" meant to these "air-age 
citizens" who had forgotten its impor
tance or who, because of some per
sonal failing , preferred that the mat
ter not be considered. 

On yet another o·ccasion, I pro
posed integrating into one of our pub
lications a chapter on "Officership as 
a Profession," which dealt with mat
ters of character and integ ~ity , and 
had obtained permission from the 
author and publisher to do so. A cadre 
of civilian Ph.D.s got it censored as 
"1autology. " 

I and others who believe as I ·do 
applaud General Fogleman and the 
Air Force for saying so well what we 
were unable to years ago and hope 
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that those who come after us will take 
his words to heart. 

Maj. Roy L. Goodale, 
USAF (Ret.) 

Prescott, Ariz. 

Gen. Rona d R. Fogleman's splen
did remarks on the need for integrity 
in the officer corps of the Air Force 
should be mandatory reading for ev
ery young officer serving in the armed 
forces of the United States. 

In addition, every officer serving in 
a command slot at every level in ev
ery service branch should make Gen
eral Fogleman's remarks part of his 
or her required reading. 

If some of those senior command
ers who constantly saw "the light at 
the end of the tunnel" as they jugg led 
their aspirations for another star by 
playing the political game had in
sisted-even at the risk of their ca
reers-or doing what they knew to 
be right, we'd have buried fewer troops 
in Korea and Vietnam. 

Where are the Billy Mitchel ls when 
we need them? 

Brig. Gen. Neal M. Gertz, 
USAF (Aet.) 

Palatine, Ill. 

I want to thank you fo- "Integrity." I 
have shared it with my peers, manag
ers, and people I am privileged to 
lead .... I am working on oevelopment 
of commercial ai rplanes, and if I com
promise integrity, people could die. I 
am proud to say my co-workers feel 
the same way about integrity as I do. 

Some of the con::;epts in the article 
(Avoid Careerism; Here and Now; 

Do you have a comment about a 
current Issue? Write to ·'Letters," 
Air Force Magazine, 1501 Lee 
Highway, Arlington, VA 22209-
1198. Letters should be concise, 
tlmely, and preferably typed. We 
cannot acknowledge receipt of 
letters. We reserve the right to 
condense letters as necessary. 
Unsigned letters are not accept
able. Photographs cannot be 
used or returned.-THE EDITORS 

When No One Is Looking; Good, Bad, 
and Ugly; Don't Lie) are presented 
differently from ours (Don't Shoot 
Messengers; Open Communication; 
Facts and Data Will Set Us Free), but 
the mandates behind these concepts 
are the same. I believe that common 
corporate techniques, such as public 
relations processes and technical 
mandates, won't make it. General 
Fogleman's premise-personal integ
rity-is right on! 

James G. Hutton 
Boeing Commercial Airplane 

Group 
Seattle, Wash. 

Happy Anniversary 
It is not every day that an organi

zation or an individual celebrates a 
Golden Anniversary {"Fifty Years of 
AFA," February 1996, p. 34]. 

Congratulations to the Air Force 
Association on this important mile
stone, from a supporter who joined 
AFA in 1946 and likewise celebrates 
a Golden Anniversary. 

"Fifty Years of AFA" contains well
chosen memorabilia. 

Col. G. Vinton Hallock, 
USAF (Ret.) 

Worcester, Mass. 

Farewell to Colonel Suter 
His many friends were saddened 

to learn that Moody Suter, American 
patriot, retired fighter pilot, and tire
less supporter of the US Air Force, 
died January 11, 1996, after a short 
illness ["Obituaries," March 1996 
"Aerospace World," p. 18]. 

Moody's impact over many years 
has been great, both as an active
duty blue-suiter and as a :::onsultant. 
His charged-up imagination was al
ways in gear, thinking of ways to 
make the warfighting capabilities of 
his US Air Force more formidable 
and more efficient-the best it could 
be. He passionately bel ieved that an 
American armed force that was strong 
and ready to win was the best way to 
keep the peace. 

The contributions of "the man with 
the old face" (and young heart) were 
many. They include, but certainly are 
not limited to, Red Flag, NATO War-
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rior Prep Center, USAF Aggressors, 
and Pentagon Theater Battle Arena. 
Like so many of the men with whom 
he served , Moody was convinced by 
his 230 missions in the Southeast 
Asian war that the Air Force needed 
constant effort to maintain and im
prove its warrior capabilities .... 

The Air Force lost a great member, 
but he leaves behind a community 
that is involved and in whom he in
stilled so many of his colorful cre
dos-including, "If you don't really 
want to get it done, don't ask me to do 
it. " 

Condon McDonough 
Vineyard Haven, Mass. 

Look to the Future 
Recent letters to Air Force Maga

zine reflect readers' concerns about 
the gradual phasing out of the F-4G , 
F-111 , and EF-111 ["Economical EW," 
January 1996, p . 4; "False Economy," 
February 1996, p. 5; and "Dialing 
Long Distance," February 1996, p. 
9]. I assume most readers would agree 
that fiscal and international political 
realities have had a sign ificant im
pact on the force structure of the US 
Air Force , resulting in the gradual 
phaseout of these aircraft and re
assignment of their aircrews. 

The letters criticize the EA-6B and 
F-16 by implying (and often stating 
outright) that these aircraft will never 
effectively replace the EF-111 (in the 
case of the EA-6B) or F-4G/F-111 (in 
the case of the F-16). These criti
cisms ignore today's realities , only to 
argue which is the "best Suppression 
of Enemy Air Defenses" or "best long
range" aircraft. 

This phaseout should not be inter
preted as an attack on the ir unques
tioned and unchallenged combat rec
ord . I owe my life to an F-4G aircrew 
who fired a well -targeted High-Speed 
Antiradiation Missile (HARM) shot 
while I was egressing a heavy sur
face-to-air missile ring over Kuwait. 
Difficult as it may be to accept USAF's 
decision , it is time to look to the fu 
ture rather than lament what is past. 

Future warfighting will demand ef
fective joint employment of airpower. 
The future will also continue to be 
shaped by budget const raints and 
highly scrutinized defense appropria
tions bills. Today 's Joint Force Com
mander (JFC) stands to gain much 
from aircraft that offer efficiency 
through multirole capabilities. 

With few exceptions , most fighters 
currently available to a JFC (such 
as the F/A-18, F-16, and F-15E) are 
multirole . In addition, the US Navy is 
converting the F-14 to a multirole 

capability in order to maintain viable 
options for the JFC. The mission 
trade-off from "best suited" single
role fighters to "effectively suited" 
multi role fighters is cost-effective be
cause multirole capabilities signifi
cantly enhance the JFC's flexibility 
with fewer airframes. 

Although not a classic multirole 
aircraft, the "multi-capable" EA-6B 
offers jamming and HARM capabil
ity. It has the advantage of rapid 
response via worldwide carrier de
ployment and jointly trained USN, 
USMC , and USAF aircrews . 

The multirole F-16 couples a world
class air-to-air capability (backed up 
by a "sixty-nine to zero" air combat 
score, including the first three Ad
vanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Mis
sile kills) with an impressive air-to
ground capability. In addition to its 
Low-Altitude Navigation and Target
ing Infrared for Night system , preci
sion guided munitions, and HARM 
Targeting System, the F-16 gives the 
JFC a combat-proven aircraft with 
the highest mission capable and sor
tie rates of any aircraft during Opera
tion Desert Storm. 

EA-6Bs will never fully replace EF-
111 s, nor will F-16s fully replace F-
4Gs or F-111 s. However, they offer 
significant capabilities beyond those 
available in a single-role aircraft . The 
classic "jack-of-all-trades , master of 
none" argument against multirole 
fighters has long since been refuted 
by their outstanding combat perfor
mance. Rather than continue this "my 
plane is better than your plane" food 
fight, we should focus on employing 
joint airpower with the tools on hand. 

As with the F-106, F-105, and other 
veteran fighters , we will greatly miss 
the F-4G , F-111 , and EF-111. But 
after we honor them at the retirement 
ceremonies , and as we anticipate 
future follow-on fighter technology, 
we will continue to fight with the multi
capable/multirole aircraft of today. 

Maj . Phil Ruhlman, 
USAF 

Yorktown , Va. 

U-2 Shootdowns 
It is important to note what John 

Frisbee has written about the death 
of SAC U-2 pilot Maj . Rudolf Ander
son , Jr., on an operational mission 
over Cuba on October 27 , 1962. He 
further noted that Major Anderson 
was the first recipient of the Air Force 
Cross ["The First Air Force Cross," 
December 1995 "Valor," p . 73]. 

I was chief of Special Operations 
with the Joint Staff from 1962 to 1963 
and well recall those tense days of 
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the Cuban Missile Crisis. The Air 
Force U-2 pilots of SAC's 4080th Stra
tegic Reconnaissance Wing played a 
major role in providing the President 
and other government leaders with 
information about hostile activities of 
the Soviets. 

Two rela ted and relevant subjects 
mentioned by Mr. Frisbee require 
clarification. 

First, he states "more than forty 
missi es were now in Cuba," mean
ing in late Oc::tober 1962. This is true, 
but one must distinguish between 
"missiles" and "missiles fitted with 
hydr~gen bomb nosecones." A re·
port prepared by the Guided Missfles 
and Astronautics lntel ligen0e Com
mittee, the Joint Atomic Energy Intel
ligence Committee, and the National 
Photographic Interpretation Center, 
dated October 28, 1962, states, "No 
[intermediate-range ballistic missiles], 
missi l•e transports, or erectors have 
been identified," and on October 29, 
1962, "No nuclear weapons or mis
siles nosecones have been identified 
in Cuba." 

Those of us on the Joint Staff, who 
saw the stacks of U-2 pho.tos grow 
day by day as they were collated to 
go to the President, can confirm that 
report. Thus , although the October 
196.2 missile crisis was dangerous, it 
never became a nuclear crisis. 

Sec0nd, Mr. Frisbe.e writes, "MIG-
21 s and SA-2 surface-to-air mis
siles-similar to those that had shot 
down Francis Gary Powers's U-2 over 
the USSR two years earlier-were in 
place .'' 

I thought by now that everyone in 
the Air Force knew that Powers's U-
2, on an operational mission for the 
CIA on May 1, 1960, had not been 
shot down ... . 

With regard to Powers's U-2, the 
following three citations are taken from 
the Report of Proceedings of the Com
mittee on Foreign Relations of the-US 
Senate of May 1960, from the pre
pared testimony of Allen Dulles , Di
rector of Central I ntellig.ence: 

"T heir [Soviet] vaunted fight ers 
were useless against (U-2] f lights , 
[and] their ground- to-air missile ca
pacity was inadequate. Khrushchev 
has never dared expose this to his 
own people . It was only after he 
boasted , and we believe false ly, that 
he. had been able to bring down 
[Powers's] U-2 on May 1 by ground
to-air missile, while the plane was 
flying at altitude , that he has allowed 
his people to have even an inkling of the 
capabil ity we have possessed .... 

"Our best judgment is that It did not 
happen as Glaimed by the Soviets, 
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that is we believe that it was not shot 
down at its operating altitude of around 
70,000 feet ... We believe that it was 
initially forced down to a much lower 
altitude by some as-yet-undetermined 
mechan ical malfunction. At this lower 
altitude, it was a sitting duck for So
viet defense. The pilot may have 
bailed out at any time, or he may 
have crash-landed .... 

"We are quite clear that the plane 
was not hit by a missile, because if it 
had been hit by a missile, it would 
have disintegrated in the air and they 
wouldn't have had the pieces they 
now have." 

What I have quoted ought to clarify 
that Powers's U-2 was not shot down. 
Those of us there at the time and 
familiar with the U-2 operations knew 
this almost immediately for additional 
reasons. 

I was responsible for operating a 
major overflight program into China 
and Tibet. However, on orders from 
the White House, all of those opera
tions were grounded during the spring 
of 1960 because the President was 
going to meet with Khrushchev and 
other world leaders in Paris during 
mid-May. We understood that the U-
2 program had received the same 
orders. Why this U-2 was sent out on 
May 1, 1960, for a first-time flight 
across the Soviet Union from Paki
stan to Norway, we could never un
derstand. It was definitely against 
Presidential orders. 

This comment is provided so Air 
Force personnel and other readers 
will know the facts and will not be 
misled by the fictions of that day. 

Col. L. Fletcher Prouty, 
USAF (Ret.) 

Alexandria, Va. 

Spending the Dividend 
"Percentages of Reali ty" [Decem

ber 1995 "Editorial," p. 2] made me 
recall the countless times I was asked 
by reporte rs, "Where is the peace 
dividend?" As a former public affairs 
officer for the Ballistic Missile Orga
nization at a time when major de
fense contracts were being canceled, 
I was amazed when that question 
was posed to me by reporters who 
otherwise seemed informed and in
telligent. 

Three years later, the mission has 
changed and active-duty members 
every day are asked to do more with 
less, while the defense budget takes 
hits from reporters who have never 
been to the Persian Gulf, Bosnia
Hercegovina, Somalia, or Haiti. Sim
ply put, there is no peace dividend 
because there is no peace. 

We're good at being warriors, and 
in the absence of war, we create 
missions into which we inject our
selves to solve the world's problems. 
Doing this costs money, time, and 
sometimes the lives of our young 
people. The next time someone asks 
you, "Where's the peace dividend?" 
look him straight in the eye and say, 
"We spent it." 

The Solid C-5 

Rebecca Feaster 
Jufair, Bahrain 

"Airlift Moves Up and Out" [Febru
ary 1996, p. 26] suggests potential 
replacement of early models of the 
C-5 Galaxy as they "run out of useful 
service life in the next decade." The 
estimated minimum useful service life 
is 60,000 hours for the C-5A and 
97,000 hours for the C-5B, based on 
current use and continuation of an 
effective corrosion control and main
tenance plan. On this basis, the C-5 
airframe is solid for the foreseeable 
future, considering the average time 
is 15,000 hours on the C-5A and 
7,600 hours on the C-5B. 

The article further suggests that, 
should the C-5 be used extensively 
for low-level airdrop, "structural fa
tigue would tend to accelerate and 
move up the date of its necessary 
retirement." On the contrary, analy
sis shows that even if ten percent (an 
exaggerated estimate) of the mis
sions were low-level airdrop, such 
use would have negligible effect on 
the service life of the airframe. 

There is no structural reason to 
consider retiring the C-5 fleet in the 
foreseeable future. Modernization of 
the existing airframe systems should 
prove to be much more cost-effective 
than new procurement. 

W. E. Arndt 
Director, C-5 Programs, Lockheed 

Martin 
Marietta, Ga. 

Training for All 
Surely the purpose of "The New 

Gunsmoke" [January 1996, p. 32]was 
not to "save about $500,000" but to 
provide the most complete training 
for the largest number of airmen pos
sible. Does "eliminati ng much of 
the traditional weapons-load mainte
nance segments" from the competi
tion mean that in future wars these 
skills will not be needed? The entire 
team must be trained, not just the 
personnel learning the integration of 
various types of aircraft into a single 
mission. 

As one who experienced the lack 
of both equipment and training as a 
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SCIENCE/SCOPE® 

The first of a new Keneration. integrated processor that will serve as the "brains" of the 
avionics for the U.S. Air Force F-22 Air Superiority Fighter, was recently delivered. This 
Common Integrated Processor, developed by Hughes Electronics, is an advanced, high-speed 
computer that provides the computer processing for all the F-22's avionics, sensors, and displays. 
The new, compact computer will help the F-22 process much more information than its previous 
system, in which each of the aircraft's avionics suites had its own processor, and a separate 
computer distributed the workload and output. Coupled with its stealth qualities, the F-22's new 
processing capability will help the U.S. maintain control of air space into the 21st century. 

The AX0-14 Weapon Data Link System continued its perfect record during recent U.S. Air 
Force launches of the AGM-130 standoffweapon system. The Hughes-builtAXQ-14 includes a 
data link pod mounted underneath the aircraft and a control panel with a display that fits into the 
cockpit. The system operates over a wide range of speeds and altitudes, and can be launched in 
either direct or indirect attack. Hughes has delivered more than 3,000 Weapon Data Links for the 
AGM-130/GBU-15 family of standoff weapons, many to international customers. 

U.S. Navy forces will soon be equipped with "the sonar for the 21st century." an advanced 
helicopter-borne AQS-22 Airborne Low Frequency Sonar (ALFS), developed by Hughes. With 
delivery of the first engineering development model to the Navy, Hughes has successfully 
completed a 39-month development schedule. The sonar will play a vital role in the future of 
Navy helicopters, enhancing the warfighting capabilities of SH-60R Light Airborne Multi-Purpose 
helicopters with active and passive sonar and sonobuoys, bathymetry intelligence gathering, 
underwater communications, and embedded training capabilities. 

Astronomers and astrophysicists will soon be able to obtain data that would be impossible 
to obtain from the ground. This is the result of NASA's AXAF (Advanced X-ray Astrophysics 
Facility) telescope, an orbital X-ray telescope scheduled to be launched into high-Earth orbit in 
1998. The heart of AXAF's telescope, a nest of concentric cylindrical mirror pairs, was built by 
Hughes. These mirrors are the largest and most precise set of grazing incidence optics ever built. 
With its superior capability for detecting very faint, remote sources, AXAF will provide insights 
into the age, distance, composition and history of celestial bodies. 

A hif:h-powered motion detection system adds a new dimension to surveillance, making it 
possible to detect someone through concrete and brick walls, wooden doors and other non-metal 
materials. The Motion Detection Radar (MDR), developed by Hughes, was recently used by U.S. 
law enforcement officials to apprehend a convicted felon who had escaped from his holding cell 
and was hiding in the building's duct system. Depending on a building's construction, the MDR 
system's transmitter can detect motion from 10 to 50 feet away and can be monitored up to 2,000 
feet away with a standard hand-held radio. MDR units are also in use in Canada, Germany, 
Holland, Japan, New Zealand, Russia and Sweden. 

For more information wrtte to: P.O. Box 80032, Los Angeles, CA 90080-0032 

HUGHES 
© 1996 Hughes Electronics Corporation ELECTRONICS 



Letters 

member of the Army Air Corps during 
the Louis iana Maneuvers of 1941, I 
am especially sensitive to the issue. 
The disastrous results of this kind of 
economy are painfull y depicted in 
They Fought with What They Had, by 
Walter D. Edmonds. This painful and 
deadiy history should not be forgot
ten, or it will be repeated. 

Creative Options 

Francis Person 
Lusby, Md. 

Maj. Donald W. Thompson {"Your 
Grandfather's BUFF," January 1996 
"Letters," p. BJ reiterates several ac
complishments of the legendary B-52 
and its brave crew members-accom
plishments this doddering, old, unin
formed retiree is well aware of. The 
Boeing engineers did an excellent job 
designing a conservative, robust air
craft and have beefed up portions of it 
as needed over the years. However, 
basic aircraft design teaches that high
aspect-ratio wings have a severe gust 
response. Because of this, aircraft 
designed for low-altitude penetration 
have variable swept wings to provide 
low-aspect-ratio, highly swept wings 
(e.g., the F-111, the B-1, and the Rus
sian Tu-22 "Backfire" and Tu-160 
"Blackjack" bombers, which have much 
more moderate gust loadings) .... 

In all the hype about how the B-52 
will last another thirty-five years, no 
details are give n about Boeing's 
program. Instead, I hear apples-to
oranges comparisons of B-52 flight 
hours to those of 747s. Both planes 
were designed for high-altitude cruise, 
but the B-52 has f lown a lot of low
altitude missions and wi ll continue to 
do so. 

If Boeing is doing such a good job 
of monitoring corrosion and fatigue, 
why did an engine pod fall off a B-52 
in August? That seems to be a non
event. Having worked for twenty-five 
years in research and development, I 
know that even the best-designed 
time-compression tests in the labo
ratory do not always duplicate real
world situations. 

With lead times of ten years or more 
for the development of a B-52 re
placement, find ing a severe corro
sion/fatigue problem after the B-2 line 
is shut down would jeopardize our 
heavy bomber capability. The un
knowns are unacceptable when you 
consider that we base a significant 
portion of the next thirty-five years of 
heavy bomber capability on a thirty
five-year-old aircraft operated outside 
of its optimum design condit ions. 

I have never questioned the lethal
ity of th e B-52-only its ability to 
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penetrate to the target and survive. 
With all the defense suppression we 
could muster in bomb ing Hanoi and 
Haiphong, reported losses due to 
obsolete SA-2 missiles ranged from 
twelve to fifteen B-52s and their f ine 
aircrews, with possibly six or more 
other B-52s damaged beyond repair. 
This would represent a significant 
portion of the planned fleet of B-52s 
and an unacceptable casualty level 
for today's public expectation of zero 
losses .... 

Although B-52 tactics and elec
tronic countermeasures can improve, 
in the next thirty-f ive years we will 
surely have to face overlapping, mo
bile, all-altitude surface-to-air mis
siles. Standoff weapons can destroy 
a lot of targets, but used in mass they 
become very expensive. Hardened, 
critical targets are increasing in rogue 
nations, and, unless we revert to 
nuclear weapons to neutralize them, 
we will probably have to rely on ki
netic energy weapons, which at this 
point can be delivered only by over
flying aircraft. 

As to more B-2s being unaffordable, 
former Secretary of the Air Force 
Donald B. Rice makes a strong case 
that additional B-2s promise more 
capability than several comparable 
or more expensive weapon systems. 
Capt. James H. Patton, Jr., USN 
(Ret.), makes the point that stealth is 
empowered by size. Have we fully 
explored the capability that the large, 
stealthy B-2 could provi de with large 
kinetic energy precision guided mu
nitions or other creative options? ... 

Lt. Col. Morris R. Betry, 
USAF (Ret.) 

Midlothian Va. 

The Overlooked KB-50 
I wish to correct an oversight in 

"Tribute to the Tankers" [January 1996 
"Valor," p. 49). 

Some of the firs t air refueling mis
sions flown in support of Southeast 
Asia combat operations were flown 
in the KB-50J-an aircraft conspicu
ously absent from your summary of 
"other" tankers used in Southeast 
Asia. 

In August 1964, several KB-50Js 
departed Yokota AB, Japan, for Ka
dena AB, Okinawa, landing there about 
three-and-one-half hours later. After 
minimum ground t imes, KB-50 tank
ers refueled flights of F-105s en route 
from Yokota AB to Korat AB, Thai
land. As I recall, three separate flights 
of F-105s were each being refue led 
by a flight of three KB-50s .... 

The overland refueling orbits were 
flown at 12,000 feet and primarily 

supported RF-101 and F-100 sorties 
in northern Laos and North Vietnam. 
The overwater orbits north of Da Nang 
were flown at 16,000 to 20,000 feet 
and supported all aircraft entering 
and exiting North Vietnam over the 
Gulf of Tonkin. 

KB-50J aircraft and aircrews were 
assigned to the 421 st Air Refueling 
Squadron at Yokota. As the only per
manently assigned tanker unit in 
PACAF, the 421 st fulfilled three pri
mary missions-a wartime alert at 
Yokota, temporary duty at Wake ls
land to support transpacific fighter 
deployments, and local refueling or
bits at Misawa, ltazuke, and Kadena 
to support proficiency training for 
PACAF fighters .... 

Although the combat refueling his
tory of the 421 st ARS and the KB-50J 
was short-from August 1964 until 
October 1964-it was significant be
cause it included the first in-flight re
fueling for a combat deployment and 
the first in-flight refueling in a combat 
zone. 

Lt. Col. Melvin M. Marvel, 
USAF (Ret.) 

Sacramento, Calif. 

Investigating Haney 
As an Air Force Association mem

ber and a US Postal Inspector, I read 
with interest your news item concern
ing the mail bomb investigation of 
Maj. Lester K. Haney ["News Notes," 
December 1995 "Aerospace World," 
p. 20). I was surprised and disap
pointed that you failed to mention the 
obvious participation of one of this 
nation's oldest law enforcement agen
cies, the US Postal Inspection Ser
vice, in bringing charges against Ma
jor Haney. He was arrested on a federal 
warrant by Postal Inspectors on Octo
ber 6, 1995, in Montgomery, Ala. 

Major Haney was subsequently 
indicted by a federal grand jury on 
November 7, 1995, and charged with 
violation of Title 18, US Code, Sec
tion 1716: Mailing of an Injurious Ar
ticle. Evidence is being examined by 
the US Postal Inspection Service 
Crime Laboratory in Chantilly, Va., 
one of five US Postal Inspection Ser
vice crime labs in the US. 

Terry Cullivan 
Dawson, Ill. 

Turkey, Not Pakistan 
"Gallery of South Asian Airpow

er" [February 1996, p. 76) identified 
some F-16s on p. 80 as "F-16As, 
Pakistan Air Force" when in fact they 
are Turkish F-16Cs. 

Bob Anders 
San Antonio, Tex. 
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Capitol Hill 
By Brian Green, Congressional Editor 

McCain's Rising Star 
His independent views 
command increasing atten
tion on the Senate Armed 
Services Committee. 

IN SEN. John McCain's vision of the 
US military, the Air Force takes 

center stage in meeting the most im
portant security threat facing the na
tion: the proliferation of weapons of 
mass destruction and the missiles 
to deliver them. In a recent interview 
with Air Force Magazine, the Sena
tor commented, "I view the Air Force 
as playing the lead role in any [bal
listic missile defense] systems that 
we may try to acquire." 

The Arizona Republican's star con
tinues to rise on the Senate Armed 
Services Committee, and therefore 
his view commands increasing at
tention. Senator McCain currently 
ranks fourth among Republicans on 
the SASC. Committee Chairman Sen. 
Strom Thurmond (R-S. C.), however, 
is ninety-three years old and up for 
reelection this year. Of the other two 
ranking members, Sen. John Warner 
(R-Va.) is also facing a tough re
election battle, and Sen. William S. 
Cohen (R-Me.) is retiring. 

Senator McCain often displays a 
strong independent streak. He was 
one of just three Republicans to op
pose the final defense authorization 
bill in January. Part of that opposi
tion was based on the elimination of 
ballistic missile defense policy lan
guage from the measure. However, 
he also opposed it because of what 
he termed its "wasteful, pork-barrel 
spending practices." For such prac
tices, the GOP cannot escape some 
blame, he said. "I thought that the 
Republicans in Congress would do 
a far better job than they are doing 
in controlling it." 

His efforts to weed out waste and 
low-priority, nondefense spending in 
the defense budget have had only 
partial success. 

These efforts have not only an
tagonized his fellow members of Con
gress but also have occasionally 
snared popular Air Force programs, 
such as the Civil Air Patrol. Senator 
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McCain sought last year to shift CAP 
funding from the Air Force to the 
Department of Transportation. The 
idea is still a good one, he argued; 
while CAP performs important func
tions, most of its activities have little 
to do with defense. 

"But," he said, "in all candor, I'm 
not interested in spilling a lot more 
blood over it." 

Achieving these savings is particu
larly important, the Senator argued, 
because defense budgets will be in
adequate to meet requirements. Un
til recently, he argued, the Clinton 
Administration paid scant attention 
to readiness. "Now that pendulum 
has swung," he noted, "and I hope 
it's not swinging too far in the other 
direction .... [Parts] of the force 
need to be modernized more quickly 
than is now realistic or contemplated." 

Furthermore, the military-civilian 
pay gap won't be closed because 
"the best we can do is keep up with 
the cost of living." 

Nor does Senator McCain believe 
that the budgets will sustain the force 
structure needed to support the cur
rent national military strategy. That 
strategy calls for being prepared to 
fight two major regional conflicts 
(MRCs) at nearly the same time. 

"It's obvious we're not going to 
maintain the force structure that was 
anticipated when the two-MRC sce
nario was designed," he said, add
ing that a reexamination of the strat
egy is inevitable. 

Whatever the strategy, it will have 
to focus on emerging threats, he con
tinued. These include rising Chinese 
military power, tribal and ethnic con
flict, and the rise of Islamic funda
mentalism, as well as proliferation. 
"We have not made the transition 
from the Cold War era to the post
Cold War era in establishing a frame
work to determine what is best for 
our national security," he said. 

Along with ballistic missile defense, 
technologically superior forces, includ
ing airlift, tactical combat aircraft, and 
rapidly deployable ground and am
phibious forces, deserve priority, the 
Senator said. This, he maintained, is 
because they support requirements 

ranging from the need to establish 
presence up to the need to fight a 
Persian Gulf War-style conflict. 

Senator McCain expressed par
ticular concern about shortfalls in 
modern tactical airpower and airlift. 
He strongly supports USAF's new F-
22 fighter. "There is no doubt in my 
mind that we need a follow-on fighter 
for the Air Force," he said. But, he 
noted, cost is key. The Senator, a 
former Navy aviator, warned, "If you 
get dramatic cost escalation with the 
F-22, ... it could meet the same 
fate that the Navy follow-on to the 
A-6 met." That program was can
celed. 

The Senator has no patience with 
arguments on behalf of procuring 
additional B-2 stealth bombers for 
the Air Force and Seawo/f-class at
tack submarines for the Navy. He 
describes both as vestiges of the 
Cold War. He believes the future of 
the heavy bomber resides in the B-
52, which "can play an important role 
for many, many years to come," and 
the newer B-1 B. 

Senator McCain is cautious when 
it comes to deploying troops over
seas. Yet he rejects the notion that 
the criteria set out by former Secre
tary of Defense Caspar W. Wein
berger-clear and achievable objec
tives, public support, the use of 
overwhelming force, and a clear exit 
strategy-can serve as an ironclad 
guide to such decisions. He argues 
for flexibility, particularly when use 
of US forces with minimal risk can 
help resolve a conflict. 

The Republican said that when 
troops are sent in harm's way, they 
deserve fair treatment. 

He also emphasized the need for 
equitable treatment of nondeployable 
servicemen and -women. The Fiscal 
1996 authorization measure man
dates discharge of service members 
diagnosed as HIV-positive. The Sen
ator contended, "If we're going to 
throw out HIV-positive [service mem
bers], the same should be true for 
any [member] with a disabling or 
crippling disease, cancer, diabetes, 
pregnancy .... There should be a 
uniform policy." ■ 
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Aerospace World 
By Suzann Chapman, Associate Editor 

DoD Enjoys Banner Safety Year 
The Department of Defense an

nounced on February 5 that, despite 
continuing high operations tempo 
of US armed forces, 1995 proved 
remarkably free of accidents and ca
sualties. 

The American military has com
pleted one of its safest years on 
record, said Secretary of Defense 
William J. Perry. 

In 1995, the airc raft accident rate, 
based on the number of Class A 
mishaps per 100,000 flying hours, 
dropped from 1.62 to 1.51. The num
ber of aircraft destroyed in accidents 
also dropped, from eighty-five in 1994 
to sixty-seven in 1995. The 1995 
results fit in with a long-term trend in 
military flying safety. [See box at 
right.} 

Secretary Perry said that this change 
saved the taxpayer millions of dol
lars. 

He noted specifically that the Army's 
aircraft accident rate dropped from 
1.61 to .81, marking a one-year re
duction of almost fifty percent. 

DoD also reported that off-duty 
accidental deaths in the military fell 
from 385 in 1994 to 374 in 1995. 

Joint STARS Sets Record 
The mission count for two E-8 Joint 

Surveillance and Target Attack Ra
dar System aircraft supporting the 
NATO peacekeeping operation in 
Bosnia-Hercegovina reached fifty on 
February 14, setting a record for the 
still-developmental system. 

In its only other deployment-dur
ing Operation Desert Storm in 1991-
the Joint STARS flew a total of forty
nine missions. 

Both E-8s being flown in the Balkan 
operation are preproduction models 
of the Joint STARS. One of the two 
aircraft, an E-8A, was one that saw 
action in the Persian Gulf War. It has 
been joined by an E-8C. 

Air Force Col. Robert DeBusk, 
4500th Joint STARS Squadron (Pro
visional) commander, said, "This is 
quite a distinction for a squadron with 
two developmental aircraft placed into 
an operat ional environment." The 
squadron, which set up operations at 
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GAO Sees Long-Term Trend Toward Safety 

The number of Class A military ai rcra.ft accidents has been dropping steadi ly 
for twenty years, according to a General Accounting O_ffice report released 
February 5. Cl.ass A mishaps are those causing death , permanent total disability, 
destruction of aircraft, er damage of $1 million or more. 

GAO found that such accidents declined in number from 309 in 1975 to 
seventy-six In Fiscal 1995. Fatalities decreased trom 285 to eighty-five. The 
mishap rate , or number of Class A mishaps per 100,000 flying hou rs, dropped 
from 4.3 to 1.5 in the same period. The Ai r Force's rate dropped from about 2.8 
to 1.44, according to USAF safety officials. 

GAO acknowledged that its findings would surprise many, given a widespread 
publ ic perception that military flying accidents were dramatically increasing In 
number. One- of those surprised was Rep. Ike Skelton (D-Mo.) , wh:i commis
sioned lhe report. 

"The increased media coverage of these ac_cidents left an Impression we were 
seeing higher numbers of crashes and deaths." he said. "While this report offers 
little consolation to those who have lost loved ones , it shows that military aviation 
safety has improved ." 

Representative Skelton also said the report "raises questions about the 
Independence of Invest gators." He emphasized that most members of mishap 
Investigation boa.rds cone from within the mishap unit's chain of command. "This 
creates, at a minimum, the appearance that investigations are not completely 
lndependent," he said. 

Rhein-Main AB, Germany, on Decem
ber 15, includes more than 400 Army, 
Air Force, and civilian members. 

The unit has flown daily missions 
to support Operation Joint Endeavor. 
The system includes not only the 
aircraft but also more than ten Army 
ground-station modules throughout 
the Balkan theater. In a January visit, 
Army Gen. George A. Joulwan, Su
preme Allied Commander Europe, 
told squadron members, "I'm Joint 
STARS's biggest fan." 

Plan Set for E-8 Wing 
A formal ceremony on January 29 

heralded the activation at Robins AFB, 
Ga., of a one-of-a-kind wing-the 93d 
Air Control Wing-which will operate 
Joint STARS aircraft, the flying ele
ment of the Air Force and Army battle
field management system. 

The new wing, commanded by Col. 
Ben T. Robinson, will operate under 
Air Combat Command. By 2004, the 
wing will comprise twenty Joint STARS 
aircraft and about 2,700 people. The 
new wing was to receive its first E-
8C production aircraft last month. 

Colonel Robinson said that he ex
pects to have 300 people and three 
aircraft on duty by January 1997. 

Top NRO Chiefs Resign 
Secretary of Defense Perry and 

Director of Central Intelligence John 
M. Deutch announced on February 
26 that they had asked the two most 
senior officials of the National Re
connaissance Office to "step down." 

Agreeing to leave in the shake-up 
were the NRO's director, Jeffrey K. 
Harris, and the long-time deputy di
rector, Jimmie D. Hill, who had been 
in that position since April 1982. 

In a joint statement, Secretary Perry 
and Mr. Deutch expressed "the great
est respect" for the two NRO officials 
but nonetheless cited a need to im
prove NRO management and cred
ibility. Mr. Harris and Mr. Hill are to 
be reassigned within the intelligence 
field. 

Both men were caught up in a dis
pute over an NRO stash ::if more than 
$1 billion-some reports claim the 
amount is closer to $3 billion-in un
spent Congressional appropriations. 
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No one has raised charges of mis
spending ; rather, critics claimed that 
the NAO amassed the money from 
various programs that did not require 
full appropriations. House and Senate 
oversight committees were alarmed 
at the size of the holdings. 

Two years ago, Congress also took 
issue with NAO's construction of a 
new $300 million facility in suburban 
Virginia , built with money accumu
lated in NA O's operating budget. The 
facil ity reportedly far exceeded both 
NA O's requirements and government 
building standards. 

Named to serve as the new NRO 
deputy director was Keith A. Hall , Mr. 
Deutch's executive director of Intel
ligence Community Affairs. He will 
serve as the NAO's acting director 
until the Clinton Administration names 
a replacement for Mr. Harris . 

As acting director, Mr. Hall also 
holds the position of assistant secre
tary of the Air Force for Space and 
must be confirmed in that position by 
the Senate. Senate Intelligence Com
mittee members endorsed the deci 
sion to remove Mr. Harris and Mr. 
Hill. Further, the panel recently sug
gested that the top NAO job and the 
top Air Force space position be held 
by two different persons. 

ANG Captures Space Mission 
In its first foray into space, the Air 

National Guard on January 20 added 
the 137th Space Warning Squadron 
to its force in Colorado . The unit, 
based in Greeley, Colo., will main
ta in the Air Force 's only mobile satel
lite communications ground system. 

Slated to be fully operational in 

mid-1997, the new squadron is tak
ing over the role of Air Force Space 
Command's 4th SWS, which is de
activating at Holloman AFB , N. M. 
The squadron provides backup to 
worldwide ground stations that moni
tor Defense Support Program missile
tracking satellites. 

"Should something happen to our 

These luminescent strips will be visible only from above and beside Block 40 F-16s 
specially modified for night missions. The cockpit lighting was also extensively 
modified to make the F-16s compatible with the use of night vision goggles. 
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A large-scale powered 
model of Lockheed 
Martin's candidate for 
the future Joint Strike 
Fighter program under
goes wind tunnel testing 
at NASA's Ames 
Research Center. The 
JSF will be fielded by 
USAF, the US Navy and 
Marine Corps, and 
Britain 's Royal Navy. 

fixed ground sites, we have these 
mobile units ready to take over," said 
Brig. Gen. Gerald F. Perryman, Jr., 
commander of the 21st Space Wing, 
Peterson AFB , Colo . The Air Force 
can load the mobile units onto air
craft and haul them wherever needed. 

General Perryman estimated that 
the mission transfer will save the Air 
Force about $6 million annually, the 
result of lower personnel costs. With 
its relatively stable personnel base , 
he said, "the Guard can do it cheape r 
than the active forces." 

The new unit will have 168 full
time personnel and 123 weekend 
positions. It will inherit much of its 
equipment from the 4th SWS. 

New Lighting for CAS F-16s 
The last of four Block 40 F-16s 

equipped with special interior and 
exterior lighting entered testing in 
late January at Nellis AFB, Nev. The 
special lighting will enable pilots to 
use night vision goggles (NVGs) to 
carry out nighttime close air support 
missions . 

Because standard F-16 cockpit 
lighting would temporarily "blind" fly
ers wearing NVGs, Lockheed Martin 
either installed systems to filter the 
light sources in the cockpit or fitted 
the cockpit with a different type of 
lighting. It also had to balance the 
lighting needed for nighttime NVG 
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General Godsey said that the ser
vice had followed another Blue Rib
bon recommendation in combining 
his Pentagon office wi th the Safety 
Center at Kirtland. This move, said 
the report, should preclude duplica
tion and "ensure that safety speaks 
with one voice." 

USAF Focuses on Human Factors 
In his briefing, General Godsey said 

that the Air Force continually ana
lyzes its extensive accident database, 
which runs from the first US military 
aircraft accident in 1908 to the pres
ent, and "one of the [categories] we 
highlighted was 'human factors.'" 

In a February report, GAO found 
that in seventy-three percent of 1994-
95 Class A mishaps, human error 
was a contributing factor. 

NASA, industry, and the Air Force are working together to develop a reusable 
launch vehicle to replace the space shuttle fleet. Above, a scale model of an 
RL V powerplant is fitted to an SR-71 "Blackbird" for testing at Lockheed 
Martin's "Skunk Works" in California. 

This category, he said, comprises 
"the human element that's involved 
with the mission"-and not just pilot 
error. Besides the actions of pilots, it 
includes air traffic control, mainte
nance, and supervision. 

operation against daytime require
ments-when sunl ight floods the fight
er's interior. 

The four aircraft receivec exterior 
lighting-dual-mode, electrclumines
cent strips-to increase their visibil
ity to friendly forces. In a covert mode, 
according to Lockheec Mc.rtin offi
cials, the strips can be seen only with 
night vision devices from above or 
beside the aircraft. 

USAF plans to equip 250 Block 40 
F-16s with these new features, with 
the program to start in 1998. 

USAF Changes Probe Procedures 
The Air Force announced in Feb

ruary that it had revised its aircraft 
mishap investigation procedures and 
streamlined its safety operat ons. 

Brig. Gen. Orin L. Godsey, USAF's 
chief of safety, to ld reporters that the 
service had elevated the Safety In
vestigation Board (SIB) convening 
auth'ority from three-star, nJmbered 
Air Force commanders to four-star 
major command commanders . 

Additionally, said the General , each 
SIB for a Class A mishap now includes 
a voting member from the Air Force 
Safety Center, Kirtland AFB, N. M. 

USAF took the steps to answer 
criticisms stemming from a two-month 
review by the Blue Ribbon Panel on 
Aviation Safety, commissioned by the 
USAF Chief of Staff last yaar. The 
panel , in a report released in Sep
tember 1995, found that sor;e USAF 
personnel doubted the objectivity and 
credibility of the SIB process. 
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Though the panel acknowledged 
that it could not substantiate such 
concerns, the Air Force acted any
way. 

Under the new procedures, once 
the SIB complet3s its work, the major 
command commander has only three 
options: approve the report as writ
ten, approve the report with com
ments, or direc: the entire board to 
reinvestigate all or part of the mis
hap. 

Paying more attention to the hu
man factors issue was one of the 
recommendations made by the Blue 
Ribbon Panel on Aviation Safety. 

The Air Force is formulating a risk
management program to weigh cost 
and benefit in conducting any activ
ity, not just flying, to help minimize 
the impact of human factors in acci
dents, said General Godsey. He said 
the USAF program will include suc
cessful aspects of the other services' 
safety programs. 

USAF's Director of Maintenance Maj. Gen .. Marcelite Harris is joined by Col. 
(Brig. Gen. selectee) Paul Bielowicz, Air Education and Training Command's 
director of Logistics, and Army Brig. Gen. Charles Mahan, director of Supply 
and Maintenance, at an Air Force Institute of Technology seminar. 
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General Godsey said he plans to 
bring together acquisition, medical, 
operations, and safety representatives 
"to get further into human factors." 

He explained that minimizing the 
impact of human factors "is very im
portant, because I really believe that 
is the mechanism that is going to 
help us to reduce mishap rates." 

Safety officials also are working to 
provide general guidance "to stan
dardize the basics" of crew resource 
management, as well as operational 
risk management. 

The General emphasized that the 
guidance would not lay out a specific 
program. "We can't take a program 
that will work in the fighter arena and 
mandate it on transport people," he 
said. 

More "Accountability" Sought 
The Air Force announced in Feb

ruary that it had developed strength
ened measures to hold USAF offi
cers accountable for their actions. 
This was done, USAF said, by chang
ing personnel policy in four general 
areas: documentation, assignments, 
awards and decorations, and trans
fer of adverse information. 

Late last summer, the Air Force 
began a review of personnel policy 
following criticism by Gen. Ronald R. 

Fogleman, Air Force Chief of Staff, 
that some supervisors and command
ers appeared "to condemn inappro
priate conduct one moment, condone 
it the next, or, even worse, reward it." 
General Fogleman referred to the 
aftermath of the 1994 accidental 
shootdown of two Army UH-60 Black 
Hawk helicopters by F-15s patrolling 
airspace over northern Iraq. 

The Chief of Staff found that, al
though the military justice system 
worked, the personnel evaluation pro
cess had broken down. [See "Seven 
Careers Damaged in Black Hawk 
Review Action," October 1995 "Aero
space World," p. 16.] 

In a message outlining the new 
procedures, General Fogleman said, 
"Changes in personnel policy pro
vide specific guidelines to command
ers that link disciplinary and person
nel actions, while protecting command 
prerogative." 

Changes range from required pro
visions to some that are not required 
but are strongly recommended. For 
instance, it is now mandatory to docu
ment court-martial convictions per
manently in an officer's promotion 
selection record. For lesser actions, 
commanders must carefully consider 
including comments on a promotion 
recommendation form (PRF) for of-

ficers who have received an Article 
15 (a formal administrative admon
ishment) or letter of reprimand (LOR), 
admonishment, or counseling. 

The new policy requires command
ers and supervisors to review an 
officer's unfavorable information file 
(UIF) and personnel information file 
prior to completing an evaluation re
port or PRF, nominating an officer for 
a decoration, or recommending an as
signment. Documents covering courts
martial, Article 15s, and LORs also 
now must be filed in an officer's UIF 
for at least four years. 

AFRES Crew Misused Aircraft, Van 
A two-month Air Force Reserve 

investigation substantiated allega
tions that Reservists from McChord 
AFB, Wash., used a C-141 airlifter 
and a government passenger van in 
November 1995 to help them attend 
professional basketball games in 
Charlotte, N. C., and Indianapolis, 
Ind. 

The 446th Airlift Wing crew, ac
cording to a February 2 statement by 
Maj. Gen. Robert A. McIntosh, AFRES 
chief, conducted appropriate training 
during flights November 17-19 to North 
Carolina and Indiana, but the investi
gation "uncovered a number of irregu
larities and unacceptable standards 
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of performance" bf some crew mem
bers and the chain of command. 

Besides incu rring "additional un
justified expense :o the Air Force" to 
"accommodate pe-sonal preference," 
General McIntosh said the investiga
tion revealed that crew planning and 
senior leadersh ip ::ivers ght \l\iere in
adequate. He repcrted the crew fl ew 
a low-level route, although the navi
gator was not qualified to fly ow level 
at that time. 

The crew chose to fly in:c Char
lotte/Douglas IAP, N. C., despite the 
fact that the Air National Guard unit 
there could not provide parking or 
refueling for the C-141. As a result, 
fuel costi ng $5,822 was purchased 
from a commerciE-1 firm with no gov
ernment contract. It would have cost 
$2,248 from 11e JI.NG unit. 

In Indianapol is, somE crew mem
bers used a military van transported 
aboard the C-14110 drive sixty miles 
to attend a basketball ;iame. The 
General said that travelers -nay use 
government transportat on to obtain 
meals and lodging. but ",hey must do 
so in a reasonable manner.' 

Crew members have received let
ters of reprimand, admonishment, and 
counseling-the speci f i,::; type being 
dependent on the part that each 
played in the incident. AFRES offi-
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Fifteen members of the 
Dallas Cowboys visited 
Luke AFB, Ariz., before 
winning the 1996 Super 
Bowl in nearby Tempe. 
Here, Chad Hennings, an 
Air Force Academy 
graduate who flew A-10s 
during the Persian Gulf 
War, tries on an F-16. 
Mr. Hennings plays 
defensive tackle for the 
Cowboys. Hundreds of 
Luke AFB personnel 
volunteered to help with 
Super Bowl activities. 

cials also recommended that two crew 
membe rs receive Article 15 non
judicial punishment. 

General McIntosh further stated that 
P.FRES had "initiated corrective ac
tions to prevent recurrence of such an 

incident." As part of those changes, 
Reserve numbered air forces must 
approve all training outside a unit's 
local area and AFRES headquarters 
must approve missions that require 
overnight stays on a civilian airport 
ramp. 

Unified Commands' Boundaries 
Shift 

A year-long Joint Chiefs of Staff 
review of the Unified Command Plan 
resulted in several changes for the 
nine combatant commands, accord
ing to a February 7 DoD statement. 

Under DoD's revised plan, the Pen
tagon will shift the boundary that sepa
rates US Pacific Command and US 
Central Command. In the new arrange
ment, CENTCOM gains responsibility 
for the Arabian Sea and part of the 
Indian Ocean. This step is expected 
to help eliminate "choke points" and 
provide CENTCOM with "the air, land, 
and sea battlespace it needs to con
duct joint operations and training." 

The area of US Southern Com
mand will expand to include the Gulf 
of Mexico and waters adjacent to 
Central and South America-all for
merly the responsibility of US Atlan
tic Command. This change is ex
pected to enhance SOUTHCOM's 
ability to interact with the navies of 
Central and South American nations 
and place one commander in control 
of all US military activities in the Ca
ribbean basin and Central and South 
America, stated the Pentagon release. 

The final change expands the re-

Capt. Alan Beaty (right) of PACAF's 13th ,Ur Force Geopolitical Division reviews 
air doctrine with members of the Cambodian Air Force: Lt. Col. Lim Peng Sieng 
(standing) and Gen. UI Navy. The meeting took place at Andersen AFB, Guam, 
as part of an Asia/Pacific regional symposium. 
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connaissance responsibility of US 
Strategic Command, which will now 
conduct "worldwide airborne recon
naissance [for] strategic operations, 
the Single Integrated Operational 
Plan, or other strategic missions." 

Preserve Strategic Industrial Base 
Sustaining US strategic systems 

is "essential to ensure a continued, 
viable deterrent," stated Lt. Gen. 
(Gen. selectee) Eugene E. Habiger 
in response to questions from the 
Senate Armed Services Committee 
during his February 1 nomination 
hearing as the new head of US Stra
tegic Command. 

General Habiger told members of 
the Senate committee that STRAT
COM, DoD, and the services together 
are pursuing industrial capability ini
tiatives to support "space based com
munication and sensor systems, stra
tegic missile guidance technology, 
propellant technology, and reentry 
vehicle design capability." 

He called support for these key 
strategic components and systems 
crucial because "there are no follow
ans in progress and existing systems 
must be maintained for an unfore
seeable length of time." 

General Habiger, whose nomina
tion to the top strategic position was 
confirmed last month, also stated 
that elimination of the intercontinen
tal ballistic missile leg of the nuclear 
triad wou ld be "risky and destabiliz
ing." He said such a move would 
simplify an adversary's targeting 
problem and remove an important 
capability that cannot readily be re
placed. 

Reserve Boosts EOD Role 
The Air Force Reserve recently 

hired CMSgt. John Glover, USAF 
(Ret.), to fill a newly created full-time 
civilian position to oversee the Ex
plosive Ordnance Disposal program. 
Since the Gulf War, when downsizing 
of active-duty EOD forces became a 
problem, Reservists have slowly ex
panded their EOD role. 

Following the war, Air Mobility Com
mand created 122 Reserve EOD po
sitions at its associate units. AFRES 
activated its first two associate EOD 
flights in 1994 and four more in 1995 
but still needs about seventy Reserv
ists, according to Mr. Glover. 

The twenty-five-year EOD veteran 
also said that Air Combat Command 
and Air Force Special Operations 
Command have expressed interest 
in Reserve EOD programs. 

F-22 Pilots To Wear New Helmet 
To meet performance safety require

ments for the F-22, USAF's next-gen-
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eration stealth fighter, the Air Force 
developed a helmet that is lighter, 
stronger, more stable, and has greater 
resistance to impact. The HGU-86/P 
is "a next-generation helmet." 

"We needed a helmet that would 
provide pilots a level of safety above 
the helmets being [worn] in today's 
fighter aircraft," said Dawn McGarvey
Buchwalder, life-support integrated 
product team leader with Aeronauti
cal Systems Center's F-22 System 

Program Office, Wright-Patterson AFB, 
Ohio. 

One of the chief advantages of the 
new helmet, with its improved fit, is 
that it will remain on a pilot at 600 
knots equivalent airspeed. Wind forces 
during ejections from aircraft travel
ing at 450 knots EAS cause the cur
rent helmet, the HGU-55/P, to fly off 
the pilot's head. The HGU-86/P fits 
ninety-nine percent of USAF's male 
pilots and is under evaluation for fe-
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The new HGU-86/P helmet, modeled here by Armstrong Laboratory's Patrick 
Files, is designed to protect the pilot at higher speeds, yet cause less fatigue 
than its heavier r:ousin. 

male pilots, according to Ms. Mc
Garvey-Buchwalder. 

Another feature is that flyers wear
ing the lighter helmet are less sus
ceptible to fatigue when it is worn for 
long periods. It also has an ear cup 
tensioning system to draw the ear 
cup closer to the head, thus blocking 
out excessive background noise and 
increasing the pilot's ability to con
centrate and process information. 

The HGU-86,'P has t:::i pass addi
tional tests, such as com patibility 
with the current oxygen mask, be
fore the Air Force makes a procure
rrent decision in the fall of 1996. 
Service officials are also consider
irg the new helTlet for use with cur
rent aircraft. 

F-22 Slims Down 
Under a $13.1 mi llion contract 

a-Narded by Lockheed Martin Corp. 
ir January, Alliant Techsystems Inc. 
will develop and prod uce a compos
it3 pivot shaft for the F-22 fighter. 
The component will replace a forged 
ti:anium shaft and will reduce the 
we ight of the fighter's tail section by 
a:::iout 100 pou nds. 

Weight became an issue with some 
ciitics of the fig~ ter program when 
the aircraft gained about 1,346 pounds 
t3tween its Preliminary and Critical 
Design Reviews. 

The weight stemmed from improve
ments in the engine, changes in the 
wing design, and incorporation of 
s:ealth characteristics-all of which 
were designed to enh3.nce perfor
mance. USAF officials emphasized 
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that other fighter aircraft had similar 
weight gains in jevelopment. 

Alliant Techs,stems will produce 
twenty of the composite shafts for 
nine aircraft through 1998. 

In another stE.ge of F-22 develop
ment, Pratt & Whitney completed fab
rication of the first set of hollow fan 
blades for the fi~hter's F119 turbofan 
powerplant. The F119 is the first mili
tary engine to incorporate these lower
weight blades. 

A company release said that parts 
manufacturing is on schedule for ini
tial flight test engines, with the first 
pair set for delivery to the Lockheed 
Martin-Boeing airframe team by the 
end of September. 

Expel Troops Infected With HIV? 
The Fiscal 1996 defense authoriza

t ion bill containe:l a controversial pro
vision requiring expulsion from active 
duty of any serviceman or -woman 
carrying the human immunodeficiency 
virus (HIV). The Clinton Administra
t ion vowed to fight the provision, which 
senior military o"ficials have stated is 
not "mil itarily necessary." 

At present, the armed forces in
clude an estimated 1,000 persons 
who are HIV-pos tive. Of these, eighty
f ive are Air Force members who have 
tested positive for HIV but whom the 
service deemec fit to perform their 
duties. Sponsors of the provision said 
that these individuals are nondeploy
able and therefore should not be car
ried on the rolls. 

Secretary of Defense Perry and 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Army Gen. John M. Shalikashvili is
sued a joint statement February 9 
that called the move "unwarranted 
and unwise." They said, "Discharg
ing service members deemed fit for 
duty would waste the government's 
investment in the training of these 
individuals and be disruptive to the 
military programs in which they play 
an integral role." 

They further argued that the ser
vices should continue to evaluate 
each member individually to deter
mine fitness to serve. They pointed 
out that other diseases render some 
members nondeployable, but these 
individuals are permitted to stay. 

JPATS Selection Final 
GAO on February 5 denied the 

final outstanding contractor protest 
stemming from the Pentagon's 1995 
selection of Raytheon's Beech Air
craft to supply a new Joint Primary 
Aircraft Training System. GAO's ac
tion cleared the way for the Air Force 
to proceed with its $4 billion contract 
award for JPATS. [See "Raytheon 
Wins JPATS Contract," August 1995 
"Aerospace World," p. 18.] 

Rockwell and Cessna both pro
tested the selection of the Beech Mk. 
II, a single-engine turboprop aircraft. 

The GAO decision affirmed what 
Aeronautical Systems Center officials 
called one of the "longest and most 
closely scrutinized source-selection 
competitions ever." The selection pro
cess took fourteen months and en
tailed evaluation of seven aircraft, seven 
cockpit mockups, and thousands of 
pages of contractor proposals. 

Production of the new USAF-Navy 
trainer will begin within a few months 
and extend through 2017. First flight 
is planned for summer 1998. 

Program officials stated in Febru
ary that the size of the purchase
originally pegged at 711 aircraft
may increase to some 860 JPATS 
aircraft. They base the projection on 
a review of the number of aviators 
both services need and the number 
of joint squadrons they must develop. 

Medals for Strafing Victims 
Five crew members of a USAF C-

130 attacked by Peruvian jets over 
international waters during a 1992 
counternarcotics mission received 
Purple Hearts February 12 in a Pen
tagon ceremony. 

Accepting the medals from Air 
Force Secretary Sheila E. Widnall 
and Chief of Staff Gen. Ronald R. 
Fogleman were Sherry Beard, widow 
of MSgt. Joseph H. Beard, who died 
during the incident; TSgt. (MSgt. se-
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lectee) Darren R. Trexler; TSgt. Pe
ter J. Paquette; and SSgt. Ronald P. 
Hetzel, Jr. 

Daniel G. Sobel, a former Air Force 
captain, also earned a Purple Heart 
but did not attend the ceremony. 

General Fogleman said the crew 
members epitomized "the unlimited 
liability clause that goes along with 
what we do." 

reservoir caused it to explode and 
start a fire in the cargo bay. The C-130 
lost use of its electric and hydraulic 
systems. The aircraft commander, 
Capt. Pete Eunice, landed the plane 
at an airfield in Peru. The crew won 
the 1992 Mackay Trophy. 

■ Lt. Col. Joseph A. Abbott ejected 
safely from a 62d Fighter Squadron 
F-16 that crashed December 21 about 
twelve miles southwest of Winslow, 
Ariz. Colonel Abbott was on tempo
rary duty at Luke AFB, Ariz., from 
Cannon AFB, N. M., at the time of the 
crash. 

News Notes 

In April 1992, a fourteen-person 
crew from the 310th Airlift Squadron 
at Howard AFB, Panama, was flying 
a C-130 about seventy miles from the 
Peruvian coast at an altitude of 18,500 
feet when two Peruvian Su-22 fight
ers suddenly and unexpectedly be
gan straf ing the C-130 with 30-mm 
cannon fire. 

• Gen. Richard E. Hawley will re
place Gen. Joseph W. Ralston as 
commander of Air Combat Command, 
headquartered at Langley AFB, Va. 
General Hawley was commander of 
Allied Air Forces Central Europe and 
US Air Forces in Europe, headquar
tered at Ramstein AB, Germany. 

■ US Army aviators from the Joint 
Rescue Coordination Center at How
ard AFB, Panama, rescued four USAF 
personnel February 7. The airmen 
from Howard's 24th Supply Squad
ron had been adrift almost two days, 
without power or means of communi
cation, in a sixteen-foot boat they 
had rented for a fishing trip. They 
were treated for exposure by Army 
doctors. 

The transport suffered rapid decom
pression, numerous fuel leaks, and 
damage to the number three engine. 
A direct hit on the auxiliary hydraulic 

■ Replacing General Hawley at his 
previous commands will be Lt. Gen. 
(Gen. selectee) Michael E. Ryan, 
former commander of Allied Air Forces 
Southern Europe and of 16th Air 
Force, Aviano AB, Italy. 

■ To provide an additional 800 of
ficers the opportunity to select early 
retirement, USAF extended the lat
est Temporary Early Retirement Act 

Senior Staff Changes 

RETIREMENTS: L/G Stephen B. Croker, L/G Arlen D. 
Jameson, L/G Thad A. Wolfe. 

PROMOTIONS: To be Lieutenant General: Kenneth E. 
Eickmann, Phillip J. Ford, Michael D. McGinty. 

To be Major General: Andrew M. Egeland, Jr., Bryan G. 
Hawley. 

To be AFRES Major General: Boyd L. Ashcraft, Jim L. 
Folsom, James E. Haight, Joseph A. McNeil, Robert E. Pfister, 
Donald B. Stokes. 

To be AFRES Brigadier General: John L. Baldwin, James D. 
Bankers, Ralph S. Clem, Larry L. Enyart, Jon S. Gingerich, 
Charles H. King, Ralph J. Luciani, Richard M. McGill, David R. 
Myers, James Sanders, Sanford Schlitt, David E. Tanzi, John 
L. Wilkinson. 

CHANGES: B/G Brian A. Arnold, from Comdt., Squadron 
Officer School, AU, AETC, Maxwell AFB, Ala., to Comdt., AFROTC, 
AU, AETC, Maxwell AFB, Ala., replacing B/G Susan L. Pamerleau 
... B/G Scott C. Bergren, from Exec. Officer to CINC, 
USCENTCOM, MacDill AFB, Fla., to Vice Cmdr., San Antonio 
ALC, AFMC, Kelly AFB, Tex .... B/G Claude M. Bolton, Jr., from 
Comdt., Defense Sys. Mgmt. College, Fort Belvoir, Va., to Dir., 
Requirements, Hq. AFMC, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, replac
ing retiring M/G Roy D. Bridges, Jr .... M/G William B. Davitte, 
from Cmdr., AFPC, Randolph AFB, Tex., to Dep. IG, Hq. USAF, 
Washington D. C., replacing L/G Brett M. Dula. 

L/G Brett M. Dula, from Dep. IG, Hq. USAF, Washington 
D. C., to Vice Cmdr., Hq. ACC, Langley AFB, Va., replacing 
retired L/G Thad A. Wolfe ... M/G (L/G selectee) Kenneth E. 
Eickmann, from Cmdr., Oklahoma City ALC, AFMC, Tinker AFB, 
Okla., to Cmdr., ASC, AFMC, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio ... 
M/G (L/G selectee) Phillip J. Ford, from Dir., Ops. and Log., Hq. 
USSTRATCOM, Offutt AFB, Neb., to Cmdr., 8th Air Force, ACC, 
Barksdale AFB, La., replacing retired L/G Stephen B. Croker ... 
B/G Dennis G. Haines, from Dir., Supply, DCS/Log., Hq. 
USAF, Washington, D. C., to Dir., Log., Hq. AFMC, Wright
Patterson AFB, Ohio, replacing B/G (M/G selectee) Charles H. 
Perez. 

B/G (M/G selectee) Bryan G. Hawley, from Staff Judge 
Advocate, Hq. ACC, Langley AFB, Va., to The Judge Advocate 
General, Hq. USAF, Washington, D. C., replacing retired M/G 
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Nolan Sklute ... M/G (L/G selectee) Michael D. McGinty, from 
Dir., Personnel Prgms., Education, and Training, DCS/Person
nel, Hq. USAF, Washington, D. C., to DCS/Personnel, Hq. USAF, 
Washington, D. C., replacing L/G (Gen. selectee) Eugene E. 
Habiger ... M/G David W. Mcllvoy, from Dir., Mil. Personnel 
Policy, DCS/Personnel, Hq. USAF, Washington, D. C., to Dir. 
Personnel Prgms., Education, and Training, DCS/Personnel, 
Hq. USAF, Washington, D. C., replacing M/G (L/G selectee) 
Michael D. McGinty ... L/G Kenneth A. Minihan, from Dir., DIA, 
Washington, D. C., to Dir., NSA, and Chief, Central Security 
Service, Fort Meade, Md. 

Col. (B/G selectee) William A. Moorman, from Cmdr., AFLSA, 
Office of the JAG, Hq. USAF, Bolling AFB, D. C., to Staff Judge 
Advocate, Hq. ACC, Langley AFB, Va., replacing B/G (M/G 
selectee) Bryan G. Hawley ... B/G Susan L. Pamerleau, from 
Comdt., AFROTC, AU, AETC, Maxwell AFB, Ala., to Cmdr., 
AFPC, Randolph AFB, Tex., replacing M/G William B. Davitte ... 
Col. (B/G selectee) Wilbert D. Pearson, Jr., from Dep. for 
Aeronautical Systems, Office of the Under Sec'y of Defense for 
Acquisition and Technology, OSD, Washington, D. C., to Vice 
Cmdr., ESC, AFMC, Hanscom AFB, Mass .... B/G (M/G se
lectee) Charles H. Perez, from Dir., Log., Hq. AFMC, Wright
Patterson AFB, Ohio, to Cmdr., Oklahoma City ALC, AFMC, 
Tinker AFB, Okla., replacing M/G (L/G selectee) Kenneth E. 
Eickmann. 

Col. (B/G selectee) John F. Regni, from Dir., Personnel, Hq. 
AMC, Scott AFB, Ill., to Dir., Mil. Personnel Policy, DCS/Person
nel, Hq. USAF, Washington, D. C., replacing M/G David W. 
Mcllvoy ... Col. (B/G selectee) Billy K. Stewart, from Exec. 
Officer to C/S, Hq. USAF, Washington, D. C., to Vice Cmdr., 
Warner Robins ALC, AFMC, Robins AFB, Ga .... B/G Leon A. 
Wilson, Jr., from Cmdr., Defense Fuel Supply Ctr., DLA, Fort 
Belvoir, Va., to Dir., Supply, DCS/Log., Hq. USAF, Washington, 
D. C., replacing B/G Dennis G. Haines. 

SENIOR EXECUTIVE SERVICE CHANGES: Gary M. Erick
son, to Dir., Center for Environmental Excellence, Brooks AFB, 
Tex .... Helmut W. Hellwig, to Dep. Ass't Sec'y, Research, 
Engineering, and Industrial Policy, Ass't Sec'y of the Air Force 
for Acquisition and Technology, Hq. USAF, Washington, D. C. 
... Steve N Smith, to Dir., Personnel, Hq. AFMC, Wright
Patterson AFB, Ohio. • 
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date from July 1 to September 1, 
1996. The date change also will per
mit another fifty once-deferred offi
cers to apply. Congress has autho
rized TERA through Fiscal 1999, but 
money for the program may be lim
ited after this year, according to per
sonnel officials. The service is still 
300 officers short of its goal of 1,200 
losses for Fiscal 1996. 

■ The Air Force needs fifty naviga
tors and electronic warfare officers 
to enter active duty from the Guard 
and Reserve for Fiscal 1996. Per
sonnel officials said the officers must 
have flown with in the last five years, 
among other requ irements. 

■ The last of twelve C-17 airlifters 
based at Rhein-Main AB, Germany, 
to support Operation Joint Endeavor 
returned to its home base at Charles
ton AFB, S. C., February 10, accord
ing to McDonnell Douglas offic ials. 
One C-17 remains at Ramstein AB, 
but USAF officials said future C-17 
missions to Bosnia may deploy directly 
from Charleston. 

The Swiss Air Farce received the first of its thirty-four FIA-18 Hornets from 
McDonnell Doug1as in January. Most of them will be assembled in Switzerland, 
which chose the Hornet after also evaluating the US F-16, Sweden's JAS 39 
Gripen, and France's Mirage 2000-5. 

■ As of February 20, C-17s had 
flown 493 of the 2,132 Joint Endeavor 
airlift missions. The newest transport 
had hauled forty-five percent of the 
cargo, some 12,229 of the total 27,221 
tons, and 4,079 of the 12,032 pas
sengers. 

■ The airfield at MacDill AFB, Fla., 
is back in bus iness under the Air 
Force, which reclaimed operations 
when the 1995 Defense Base Clo
sure and Realignment Commission 
reversed a 1993 decision to transfer 
the airfield to the Department of Com
merce. MacDill's 6th Air Base Wing 
is playing host to "snowbirds," who 
come to Florida to train when winter 
weather hampers flying at their north
ern home bases. 

■ Madeline McCormick, widow of 
Maj. Gen. Clarence L. Tinker, Mac
Dill's first commander, celebrated her 
100th birthday at the base January 4. 
Mrs. McCormick has survived her first 
husband, Gener9.I Tinker, who disap
peared in the Pacific in 1942 and for 
whom Tinker AFB, Okla., is named, 
and her second husband, Col. Charles 
McCormick. She started MacDill's first 
women's club after her arrival in 1940 
and participated on the Air Corps' 
Ladies Song Committee, charged with 
selecting the Ccrps' official song. 

■ Civil Air Patrol volunteers in Penn
sylvania and New York helped local 
officials with everything from sand
bagging to aerial surveillance during 
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heavy flooding in the northeast in 
January. Through January 26, they 
had wo-ked more than 3,600 man
hours a,d 110 flying hcurs. 

■ Sixty cadets from CAP's Arizona 
Wing marched for the first time in the 
thirtieth annual Parada del Sol cel
ebration January 27 ir Scottsdale, 
Ariz. 

■ For the fourth consecutive year, 
Air Intelligence Agency's 488th Intel
ligence Squadron, RAF Mildenhall, 
UK, is USAF's nominee for the Na
tional Security Agency Director's Tro
phy, given to DoD's best mobile tac
tical support cryptologic unit. 

■ DoD is compiling a '·by name" list 
of servi:;e members who supported 
NATO operations in the former Yugo
slavia er on the Adriatic Sea since 
July 1, 1992, and who may be eligible 
to wear the NATO medal, which was 
approved by the Secretary of Defense 
in December. Members who think they 
qualify will need official travel orders 
to verify their participation. 

■ Electronic Systems Center's Peace 
Shield 2.nd Atmospheric Early Warn
ing System program offices at Hans
com AF3, Mass., have won the 1995 
Gen. Bernard A. Schriever Award. 

■ The last of 113 T-3A Firefly train
ing aircraft landed at Hondo, Tex., in 
January, completing the aircraft
procuct on portion of a $54.8 million 
contract awarded by Aeronautical 
Systems Center at Wright-Patterson 
AFB, Ohio, in 1992. The Air Force 
has already used the T-3A, which
unlike its predecessor the T-41 Mes-
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calaro-can handle aerobatic flight, 
to screen 491 candidates and sent 
428 of them on to undergraduate pi
lot training. 

■ The Air Force selected twenty
nine officers out of 170 applicants for 
the test pilot program. Twenty-five 
will attend the USAF Test Pilot School 
at Edwards AFB, Calif., and two the 
US Navy's Test Pilot School at NAS 
Patuxent River, Md. Two others will 
attend the test pilot education pro
gram, which includes master's de
gree work at the Air Force Institute of 
Technology prior to Test Pilot School. 

■ AFIT conferred eleven doctoral 
degrees and 153 master of science 
degrees during its winter 1995 com
mencement. The school educates 
nearly 34,000 students annually and 
administers 3,000 more students at 
civilian institutions. 

■ The Intermediate and Senior Ser
vice School Board selected 221 out 
of 520 officers for senior service 
schools, a forty-three percent selec
tion rate, and 485 out of 1,183 offi
cers for intermediate service schools, 
a forty-one percent rate. It also se
lected four chaplains for intermedi
ate service schools. 

■ The Defense Finance and Ac
counting Service has created a World 
Wide Web home page called "DFAS 

Lane." Reached at http://www.dfas.mil, 
the page includes current pay charts, 
discussions of agency priorities, and 
an interactive forum. 

■ Next month, Nebraska will honor 
the fiftieth anniversary of the found
ing of Strategic Air Command by dedi
cating Highway 370 between Bellevue 
and Gretna, Neb., the SAC Memorial 
Highway. The event is part of a six
month celebration called "America's 
Shield," in the greater Omaha area, 
which began in March. 

■ DoD announced February 13 that 
the Office of the Assistant to the 
Secretary of Defense for Atomic 
Energy has changed its name to the 
Office of the Assistant to the Secre
tary of Defense for Nuclear and 
Chemical and Biological Defense 
Programs. The office has added or 
expanded its responsibilities to in
clude chemical matters-including 
destruction of chemical weapons in 
the US and Russia-biological mat
ters, arms-control treaties and agree
ments implementation, and the co
operative threat-reduction program. 

■ USAF awarded more than $5.3 
billion in Fiscal 1995 to small-busi
ness contractors, including more than 
$1.75 billion to disadvantaged busi
nesses and almost $500 million to 
businesses owned by women. Sec-

retary Widnall said the service "sig
nificantly exceeded previous dollar 
obligation amounts." 

■ The Global Aeronautical Foun
dation, Inc., of Moorpark, Calif., has 
restored to flying condition an EC-
121T Warning Star Constellation, 
used by both USAF and the Navy as 
an airborne early warning system from 
the late 1950s to late 1970s. The 
foundation plans to fly the aircraft at 
air shows this summer. 

Obituary 
Dr. Anthony J. Cacioppo, former 

chief scientist with the Foreign Tech
nology Division (now National Air In
telligence Center) at Wright-Patterson 
AFB, Ohio, died January 13 at age 
seventy-two. His early Air Force work 
in electronic warfare provided coun
termeasures data to Southeast Asia 
aircrews, helping reduce the aircraft 
loss rate. He also created the intelli
gence community's first systematic 
Soviet technological threat assess
ment and made advances in the trans
fer of foreign science and technology 
to US research and development. Af
ter his retirement from government 
service in 1986, he became chairman 
of the biomedical engineering depart
ment at Wright State University, Day
ton, Ohio. ■ 
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USAF's top leaders see airpower as the 
instrument and the product of strategic change. 

-------------

The New American 
Way of War ByJohnT.Correll.EditorinChief 

G EN. Ronald R. Fogleman, USAF 
Chief of Staff, believes that a 

"new American way of war" is emerg
ing. Traditionally, the US has "re
lied on large forces employing mass, 
concentration, and firepower to attrit 
enemy forces and defeat them in what 
many times became costly but suc
cessful battles," he said at the Air 
Force Association's Air Warfare sym
posium in Orlando, Fla., in Febru
ary. Now, however, technology and 
circumstances are leading to unique 
military advantages, particularly in 
airpower, that can be employed "to 
compel an adversary to do our will at 
the least cost to the United States in 
lives and resources." 

We have an obligation as well as 
an opportunity, General Fogleman 
said, to make the transition from 
"brute force" attrition strategy to "a 
concept that leverages our sophisti
cated military capabilities to achieve 
US objectives by applying what I'd 
like to refer to as an asymmetric 
force strategy." 

Secretary of the Air Force Sheila 
E. Widnall pointed to USAF' s con
tributions to the national security 
strategy of engagement abroad and 
"enlargement" of democracy around 
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the world and said that "those con
tributions themselves shape the Air 
Force of the future." Looking back 
from the vantage of years hence, 
she said, we will see the "profound 
impact" of the Air Force's humani
tarian and training missions and in 
the other international contacts that 
occur daily. "I never cease to be 
amazed at the ability of our twenty
year-olds to represent the US effec
tively in Bosnia[-Hercegovina], 
work closely with their Russian 
counterparts on a peacekeeping op
eration, or help build schools in El 
Salvador." 

International contacts also have 
direct military utility. For example, 
Secretary Widnall said, in the suc
cessful air campaign against the 
Bosnian Serbs last fall, the coopera
tion of coalition air forces functioned 
as "a glue for the political consensus 
needed to see that operation through 
to completion." 

More and more, General Fogle
man said, "whether it is a hot crisis 
or a crisis in development," the na
tional command authorities "turn to 
our military establishment because 
it is one of the few elements in our 
government that has consistently 
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demonstrated the ability to respond 
and make things happen." 

Among the factors making the new 
American way of war possible, he 
said, are "the extended range, the 
precision, and the lethality of mod
ern weapon systems that are increas
ingly leveraging and leveraged by 
an agile C4I [command, control, com
munications, computers, and intelli
gence] capability that enables war
fighters to analyze, to act, and to 
assess before an adversary has the 
capability to act. " 

In the Gulf and in the Balkans 
The Air Force's most recent com

bat experiences-the Persian Gulf 
War of 1991 and Operation Delib
erate Force last year in Bosnia
were previews of the asymmetric 
force model. In the Gulf War, Gen
eral Fogleman said, the US and its 
partners in the allied coalition ini
tially "looked at attacking the fron
tal strength of Iraq ' s army, which 
was then occupying Kuwait" but 
wisely passed up that approach and 
"chose to capitalize on the coali
tion's asymmetrical advantage in 
airpower to attack [Iraqi leader 
Saddam Hussein's] strategic and 
tactical centers of gravity. 

"The coalition conducted a con
centrated forty-three-day air cam
paign [that] took away Hussein ' s 
eyes , attritted his forces in the field , 
rendered his command and control 
relatiYely ineffective, destroyed his 
war production capability, and de
nied vital supplies to his troops .... 
This operation prevented a bloody 
slugfest on the ground while allow
ing coalition forces to safely prepare 
for an offensive that engaged a badly 
degraded enemy force with the asym
metric strength of our ground forces . 
The result was a 100-hour ground 
offensive that concluded the Gulf 
War." 

Another example of asymmetric 
force immediately followed the Gulf 
War with the use of airpower to en
force UN sanctions against Iraq. "For 
over four-and-a-half years, the United 
States and its allies have leveraged 
our advantage in airpower, both 
carrier-based and landbased, in south
west Asia to achieve political objec
tives without placing large numbers 
of young Americans in harm' s way," 
General Fogleman said. "This has 
been an air occupation of Iraq." 

Prior to Operation Deliberate Force 
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in 1995, command authorities in the 
Balkans had constrained the use of 
airpower rather than using the asym
metric advantage of it. "We could 
only conduct limited area attack op
erations, and so the airpower that 
was being applied in the air-to-ground 
role had very little political link
age," General Fogleman said. "In 
fact, for many of us airmen, it was 
very reminiscent of what we had 
seen in Vietnam." 

That changed with Operation De
liberate Force in August and Sep
tember. It was conducted with a co
herent strategy that "gave airpower 
the freedom of maneuver to attack 
the full range of targets that were 
carefully selected to reduce the Bos
nian Serb military advantage," Gen
eral Fogleman said. "Allied air forces 
took down the Bosnian Serb air de
fenses, and they launched extraordi
narily precise air strikes that deprived 
the Serbs of vital warfighting re
sources while minimizing collateral 
damage ." 

Late last year, Secretary of De
fense William J. Perry recognized 
what airpower had achieved in the 
Balkans and said , "Deliberate Force 
was the absolute , critical step in 
bringing the warring parties to the 
negotiating table at Dayton, [Ohio,] 
leading to the peace agreement." 

Precision, Information, and Airlift 
Several characteristics of modern 

airpower stood out starkly in the 
Deliberate Force campaign. The first 
of these was precision. 

"Deliberate Force extended a trend 
that began with the Vietnam War
in which about 0 .2 percent of our 
weapons expended were precision
and continued in Desert Storm where , 
contrary to the general perception of 
its having been a 'video war,' only 
about nine percent of our bombs were 
precision guided," Secretary Wid
nall said. " In Deliberate Force, more 
than sixty percent of the bombs 
dropped by the NA TO force were 
precision guided." 

The significance of precision weap
onry went beyond the straightfor
ward military value. In what Secretary 
Widnall described as a "media-inten
sive environment," limiting collat
eral damage was crucial. "The NA TO 
air operation was operationally ro
bust, but it was politically fragile. 
With the first report of civilian casu
alties, the entire operation would have 

been put at risk, but that report never 
came." 

The campaign also demonstrated 
"information dominance," she said. 
"We have employed the E-8 Joint 
Surveillance and Target Attack Ra
dar System, a modified Boeing 707 
with its moving-target indicator and 
synthetic aperture radar, to take in
credibly detailed real-time pictures 
of Serbian movements and encamp
ments . The NATO commander en
forcing the separation there has taken 
to slapping those pictures down in 
front of the Serbs during their meet
ings to say, ' See, you can't do any
thing we don'( know about!' This is 
powerful. It's like playing poker and 
being able to see all the cards against 
an opponent who knows that you can 
do just that." 

Despite terrible local weather con
ditions, forces and equipment were 
inserted rapidly into Bosnia by US 
Air Force strategic airlift, which 
Secretary Widnall termed a "unique 
national treasure." As the airlift drew 
to a close, she was struck by "the 
ease with which we had just executed 
a mission that no other nation on 
Earth could even attempt." 

In Deliberate Force, she said, "we 
affirmed the utility of air forces in 
providing options for our national 
policymakers. Over the years of our 
growing involvement in the war in 
the former Yugoslavia, this nation 
had used political tools-economic 
tools, diplomatic tools-all to no 
avail. The nation's air forces pro
vided a military option at relatively 
low risk with a real prospect of suc
cess. And that option paid off. " 

Working With the Constraints 
General Fogleman noted three ma

jor constraints that make it difficult 
to continue with old-style force-on
force attrition strategies. 

■ Fewer forces. The nation no 
longer has the large military force 
structure it once did. What the armed 
forces do, they must do with smaller 
numbers. 

■ Casualties and collateral dam
age. "Americans have come to ex
pect military operations to be quick 
and decisive so that our troops can 
return home quickly," General Fogle
man said. The public is not tolerant 
of casualties or of firepower that hits 
in the wrong place. 

■ The "CNN effect." Horrors of 
war are transmitted in real time into 
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homes by television. Operations that 
are not precise, efficient, and fo
cused could lose public support in a 
hurry. 

It is the Air Force's intention to 
"provide advanced capabilities that 
will give us responsive, precise, and 
survivable capability to implement a 
new American way of war," General 
Fogleman said. "These same capa
bilities will help minimize casual
ties on both sides. They'll reduce the 
CNN effect. And they'll allow us to 
wage war in a way that corresponds 
to what appears to be the values of 
American society vis-a-vis what they 
are willing to accept on the battle
field." 

Airpower, he said, "will also pro
vide a tremendous leverage to re
solve future crises rapidly at low 
cost. All of these developments point 
to a significant increase in the role 
of airpower in achieving our nation's 
security objectives using asymmet
ric strategy." 

Time-Phased Modernization 
The Air Force, General Fogleman 

said, is pursuing a "balanced, time
phased modernization program" to 
"field air and space systems that will 
bolster our ability to execute a new 
American way of war well into the 
next century." 

In the near term, he said, the Air 
Force is buying the C-17 "to ad
dress the nation's most pressing 
military shortfall-strategic lift." 
The investment in the C-17 has al
ready paid off in Bosnia, where the 
C-17 delivered large loads like those 
carried by C-5s and C-14ls to air
fields that, up to now, could not be 
used by an airlifter larger than the 
C-130 intratheater transport. Even
tually, the Air Force will replace a 
fleet of 250 C-141 airlifters with 
120 C-17s. 

"In the midterm of our moderniza
tion plan, we are upgrading the ca
pability of the long-range bomber 
force and procuring a family of au
tonomous precision weapons to le
verage the range and pay load of that 
bomber force," said General Fogle
man. This summer, he noted, the B-
2 bomber will be equipped with the 
GPS-Aided Targeting System/GPS
Aided Munition that will enable the 
stealth bomber to target sixteen aim
points independently on a single pass. 
"We're beginning to change our 
thinking from how many aircraft does 
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it take to destroy one target to how 
many targets can we destroy with 
one aircraft," General Fogleman said. 

Also working for the midterm are 
an expendable launch vehicle "that 
will provide assured, affordable ac
cess to space," the Spacebased In
frared system to support theater mis
sile defense, and the CV-22 tiltrotor 
aircraft for special operations forces. 

The long term will bring two sys
tems that General Fogleman de
clared to be "truly revolutionary"
the F-22 fighter and the Airborne 
Laser (ABL), which will strike from 
hundreds of kilometers away to in
tercept ballistic missiles in the boost 
phase. "The Secretary and I were 
recently briefed by an independent 
review team that foresaw no show
stoppers in developing the Airborne 
Laser, to include fielding a demon
strator by 2002," General Fogle
man said. At a press conference in 
Orlando, Secretary Widnall pro
nounced progress on the ABL to be 
"a genuine ten on a scientific Rich
ter scale." 

Asked whether USAF' s plans for 
the asymmetrical power strategy in
clude nonlethal systems, General 
Fogleman said it definitely includes 
such nonlethal systems as air mobil
ity forces, but "if we're talking about 
gooey gunk being dropped in bombs 
or something like that-I'm not too 
dewy-eyed about gooey gunk." 

Models and Metrics Fall Behind 
"Too many people, to include pro

fessional airmen, still conceive of 
airpower in terms of functional stove
pipes-fighters, bombers, space, 
intel, and so on," General Fogleman 
said. "We've got to come to appreci
ate airpower for what it is: a collec
tion of unique capabilities that ex
ploit the control of the air and space 
medium to gain a powerful advan
tage in time and mass and position 
and awareness in pursuit of national 
security interests." 

Analytical models and metrics 
have not yet caught up with opera
tional practice. "The current attri
tion models that assess the results of 
force-on-force engagements, based 
on force ratios and territory lost or 
gained, aren't really very relevant 
with forces that are employed in ac
cordance with asymmetric strate
gies," he said. 

General Fogleman said there is no 
longer any question of "individual 

services attempting to develop the 
resources to win the war on their 
own or the individual services trying 
to get in on the action for the sake of 
being in on the action." At the same 
time, he added, all indications "point 
to a significant increase in the role 
of airpower in achieving our nation's 
security objectives, using asymmet
ric strategy." 

In theater conflict, the unified 
commander in chief (CINC) devel
ops a war plan to strike at the enemy's 
strategic and tactical centers of 
gravity. "While these may vary as a 
function of the enemy, these centers 
generally include things like the lead
ership elite, command and control, 
internal security mechanisms, war 
production capability, and one, some, 
or all branches of the armed forces
in short, it's the enemy ability to 
effectively wage war," General Fogle
man said. 

The Air Force's role is twofold. 
"Theater commanders count on us to 
support them with ready air and space 
capabilities, often on very short no
tice," General Fogleman said. The 
other task is to think and plan ahead. 
"By their very nature," said the Gen
eral, "CINCs tend to focus on deal
ing with near-term developments." 
By statute, the services are respon
sible for organizing, training, and 
equipping forces, and it is up to them 
to take the longer view. 

"They've got to anticipate the ca
pabilities that the CINCs of the fu
ture will require," General Fogle
man said. "The services have got to 
articulate and advocate those capa
bilities. The Air Force has got to 
stay in front of this effort because 
we offer so much to the nation in this 
respect." 

It is difficult to imagine an asym
metric strategy, pitting US strengths 
against the weaknesses of the adver
sary, in which airpower would not 
be paramount. 

As General Fogleman said, "Once 
the United States decides to engage, 
and our naval forces are steaming to 
the theater of operations, and our 
ground forces are being transported 
to the affected theater, the Air Force 
can be employing airpower to achieve 
theater situation awareness, to stop 
aggression in its tracks, to attack 
vital strategic targets, and to seize 
control of the air to make sure that 
the later arriving forces arrive in a 
benign air environment." ■ 
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Senior officers survey programs and 
prospects at an AFA symposium. 

Perspectives on 
Air Warf a re ByJohnA.Tirpak,SeniorEditor 

THE Air Force Association held 
its annual Air Warfare sympo

siumFebruary 15-16 in Orlando, Fla. 
The speakers included not only the 
Air Force Secretary and Chief of Staff 
[see "The New American Way of 
War," p. 20] but also heads of four 
USAF operational commands-Air 
Combat Command, Air Mobility 
Command, Air Force Space Com
mand, US Air Forces in Europe-and 
a senior Air Force acquisition offi
cial. The Army's senior general for 
doctrine also made a presentation. 

Gen.Joseph W. Ralston, then ACC 
commander and now vice chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, praised 
the symposium as the AF A event 
"that does the best job of bringing 
the senior leadership of the Air Force 
and industry partners together." 

Air Combat Command: General 
Ralston 

The Air Force cannot afford all 
the programs already in its pipeline 
and can scarcely look at new projects 
unless they promise tremendous new 
capabilities, General Ralston told the 
Orlando attendees. 

"At best, we are in a zero-sum 
game," he cautioned. 
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In the Air Force's 1998-03 Pro
gram Objective Memorandum-the 
upcoming six-year defense spend
ing plan-the Air Force is already 
facing a $4.5 billion shortfall "just 
for the programs that we've got on 
the books," the General pointed out. 
"So, anyone who comes forward with 
a new, grand idea, we're going to 
have to kill something to proceed 
with that grand idea, no matter how 
good it is." 

He added that the Air Force has an 
obligation to be honest with industry 
about the money situation, so con
tractors don't waste effort on projects 
that won't make the cut. 

"When you are about to spend your 
discretionary dollars on a program," 
he said, addressing industry attend
ees, "it certainly needs to be one that 
has some prayer of success, in terms 
of the overall funding." 

The F-22 advanced fighter is "ab
solutely fundamental" and remains 
the top Air Force modernization pro
gram, General Ralston said, adding 
that it is "not an overstatement" that 
the airplane will provide air superi
ority for US forces "for the first half 
of the twenty-first century," given 
its expense and predicted service life. 

All photos by Randy Jolly 

The F-15 will need improvements 
to keep it viable until the F-22 enters 
service, "but we can't do much," 
General Ralston acknowledged. Pri
orities include an upgrade to the APG-
63 radar and the Link 16 digital data
sharing system. 

Air Combat Command considers 
the Airborne Laser for theater mis
sile defense a "revolutionary sys
tem" and has fully funded a concept 
demonstrator that should fly in 2001, 
the General noted. 

The thirty-year-old computers that 
power the Region and Sector Opera
tions Control Center system "just 
can't do the job" and will be mod
ernized. 
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General Ralston put to rest the 
idea that the days are numbered for 
the A-10 Thunderbolt II attack air
craft, saying it has "served us well 
and will continue to do so as far into 
the future as I can see." It has been 
funded for embedded Global Posi
tioning System (GPS) capability and 
the Enhanced Position Location Re
porting System (EPLRS) radio, so it 
can communicate with the Army 
ground troops it supports. 

The F-16 pilot force is getting night 
vision goggles, and the aircraft is 
receiving a capability for carrying 
the Joint Direct Attack Munition 
(JDAM), Joint Standoff Weapon, 
Wind-Corrected Munition Dispenser 
(WCMD), and EPLRS radio. 

"I would also like to see a way to 
do Link 16," as well as the EPLRS 
on the F-16, General Ralston said, 
and "perhaps there is a way you could 
do both" in the same box. 

The B-1 heavy bomber is funded 
for a conventional-weapons upgrade 
and defensive-systems improvement, 
"so it can face the threat of the twenty
first century," said the General. Con
gress added funding to the Fiscal 

1996 budget for a "virtual umbili
cal" that will allow the B-1 to drop a 
"JD AM-like" weapon within the next 
two years, and General Ralston said 
ACC considers this a "smart hedge" 
to provide some near-term, near
precision capability for the B-1. 

Though he says he is a "strong 
supporter" of the B-2 stealth bomber, 
General Ralston noted "we still have 
over $ 1.5 billion worth of develop
ment ... to do" on it. 

"As you know, Congress has ap
propriated $493 million for the B-2, 
and those decisions will be made in 
Washington on how to spend that," 
but "certainly we need at least that 
much" money to fund necessary test-
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ing and spare parts for the stealth 
bomber. 

The General said he expects that the 
Defense Department's ongoing-and 
newly expanded-"deep strike" study 
will "build very heavily on [DoD's] 
heavy bomber study last year," which 
concluded that a force of twenty B-2s 
was sufficient for the Air Force. He 
noted that ACC was involved in de
veloping last year's conclusions, but 
he expressed his belief that the issue 
will get "a fresh look." 

He also said he expects the B-52 
will remain a combat asset for a long 
time to come. 

"I find it an interesting statistic 
that the average B-52H has fewer 
flying hours and fewer landings than 
the average 767 in the commercial 
fleet," the General remarked, "so it 
has got a lot of life left on it." The 
airplane could serve "for well be
yond the lives of just about anybody 
in this room." 

The Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff 
Missile, Sensor-Fuzed Weapon, and 
AIM-9X short-range dogfight mis
sile are all "fully funded," he said. 

Two E-8 Joint Surveillance and Tar-
get Attack Radar System 
aircraft are meeting ex
pectations in their de
ployment to Bosnia
Hercegovina. However, 
the number of E-3 Air
borne Warning and Con
trol System airplanes 
worldwide is not suffi
cient to meet CINC de
sires, General Ralston 
said. "We' re doing all that 
we can to generate more 
sorties," and the Radar 
System Improvement 
Program for AW ACS is 

considered a priority, he added. 
The case is much the same when it 

comes to the RC-135 Rivet Joint 
electronic surveillance aircraft. "We 
need some additional Rivet Joint" 
craft, the General emphasized. Con
gress added money to reengine the 
existing aircraft, he added, but "that's 
an expensive program, and we've 
got some work to do to sort out how 
we approach that." 

General Ralston is also very sup
portive of unmanned aerial vehicles 
and the C-130J theater transport air
craft, which will be "very important 
to us, as we have a good-size fleet of 
C-130s aging out" of the inventory. 

General Ralston was pleased to 

report that Air Force "combat readi
ness is at an all-time high," with 
ninety-four percent of active squad
rons and ninety-six percent of Guard 
and Reserve squadrons at readiness 
condition C-1 or C-2. This, he claimed, 
indicates that decisions made to cut 
force structure in order to preserve 
readiness were "the right ones." 

Air Mobility Command: General 
Rutherford 

In spite of inadequate warning, 
"screwed-up planning," and "stinko" 
weather, the Air Force's movement 
of US troops to Bosnia for Operation 
Joint Endeavor was a huge success 
and vindicated the C-17 and the re
quirements that led to it, according 
to Gen. Robert L. Rutherford, head 
of USAF's Air Mobility Command 
and the joint-service US Transporta
tion Command. 

The Bosnian lift "was a relatively 
small effort," General Rutherford 
explained, but the poor conditions 
and activation of long-dormant fa
cilities taught important lessons, he 
said. 

"We need to pay more attention to 
our infrastructure, especially that 
infrastructure in Europe [that] we've 
moved out of'-such places as Tor
rejon and Moron ABs, Spain, and 
Rhein-Main AB, Germany, the Gen
eral said. This is true, he continued, 
"because we may well have to go 
back in there and use it again, and 
we'd better ... keep it in pretty good 
condition [and] exercise it, which 
we have not been doing enough." 

When the operation began, AMC 
planned to do the job with only 
twenty-six C-130s. However, "as the 
elements started to take their toll," 
said the General, "and we wanted to 
stay on the time line, it became obvi
ous that we needed additional lift. 
Consequently, we ended up moving 
twelve of our nineteen C-l 7s into 
the theater." 

The fields from which AMC oper
ated were austere at best, with "holes 
in the runway, ... minimum lighting, 
and no precision approach capabil
ity." Crews had to rely on the C-130's 
radar altimeter and the C-17' s GPS 
"to get down to 400 feet" in visibility 
that was typically only one mile. 

At Tuzla, Bosnia-the main operat
ing field-available ramp space was 
only 200 by 600 feet, and operations 
were conducted off taxiways a mere 
fifty feet wide. 
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"No way you were going to get a 
C-5 in there unless you parked it on 
the runway," General Rutherford as
serted. "And if you parked it there, 
and you broke it, you were out of 
luck." 

Because there was "an airplane 
landing every fifteen minutes [at 
Tuzla] at the height of operations, 
space was at an absolute premium." 
Given the tight ramp space, the need 
to maneuver on the ground, and the 
pace of operations, the General con
cluded, the situation was a textbook 
illustration of "the reasons we bought 
the C-17, and I can't think of a better 
example of why we needed it. " 

The dozen C-17s moved "17,000 
short tons in a thirty-day 
period" and carried a third 
of the whole airlift opera
tion, General Rutherford 
said. Also participating 
were ten C-141 Star lifters 
and two C-5 Galaxys, but 
they had to operate at sites 
more distant from the ac
tion, he added. 

"What did we learn?" 
he asked rhetorically. 
"We learned that we 
would have liked to have 
had some more planning 
time. We learned that 
there are some seams in an operation 
like this where you start using strate
gic lift in a tactical role, and we need 
to go back and think about that." 

General Ralston also highlighted 
the fact that "we still don't have a 
good feel for in-transit visibility" -
for knowing where certain cargo is 
and how it's getting to its destina
tion. AMC also discovered that "even 
a small operation like this can be 
very manpower-intensive. " He noted 
that AMC deployed 1,700 troops into 
the Balkan theater . 

Asked if the currently planned buy 
of C-17 sis adequate to AMC' s needs, 
General Rutherford said the ques
tion is being reviewed. 

"We've said all along, somewhere 
between 120 and 140 is probably the 
right number for strategic lift," he 
noted. More C-17 s might fill the unmet 
brigade-airlift requirement and mod
ernize the aeromedical evacuation fleet. 

Soon, it will be time to "look at 
replacing that C-5A," the General 
added. It took fourteen years from 
concept to production on the C-17, 
and "we cannot wait another fourteen 
years to ... replace the C-5A," he said. 
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Air Force Space Command: 
General Ashy 

The North American Air Defense 
system, run jointly by Canada and 
the US , has not gone out of business 
with the end of the Cold War, re
ported Gen. Joseph W. Ashy, head 
of North American Aerospace De
fense Command (NORAD), US Space 
Command, and Air Force Space Com
mand. 

At the time of the symposium, 
the Canada-US agreement keeping 
NORAD going was on the verge of 
being renewed "for the eighth time ," 
General Ashy said, " so we ' 11 be 
around at least another five years." 

The organization has "downsized, 

. .. resized, and . . . reconfigured," 
he continued, to be more relevant 
"and more cost-effective." 

NORAD still provides nuclear at
tack warning and assessment and 
performs the air sovereignty mis
sion, though in a much-reduced, "re
adjusted" manner to be less expen
sive, General Ashy said. If deterrence 
ever fails, NORAD will , in fact, be 
in charge of continental air defense. 

The organization continues to keep 
an eye on the movements of Russian 
submarines , as well as on the opera
tions tempo and training of Russian 
bomber crews. Russia has 101 "fairly 
modernized" bombers that bear watch
ing, the General noted. Also of keen 
interest is the Russian interconti
nental ballistic missile force, par
ticularly "road- and rail-mobile SS-
24s and SS-25s ," General Ashy said. 

Increasingly, though, NORAD and 
US Space Command are being more 
integrated with the civilian space 
program, particularly when it comes 
to communications , navigation, and 
weather satellites. 

Asked to comment on the increas
ing civilian dependence on GPS [ see 

"GPS in Peace and War," p. 76], 
General Ashy said GPS was fielded 
"as a military system for a very good 
reason"-because of the navigational 
accuracy it can provide to combat 
systems . It required a military in
vestment of nearly $8 billion. 

Still, the system has generated ci
vilian business worth as much as 
$30 billion, and "what we have to do 
is balance this whole thing," the 
General said. "President Clinton will 
soon sign a new policy on Selective 
Availability, which .. . will prob
ably be a compromise." Technolo
gies are germinating that " I can't 
comment on," he said, but these tech
nologies may make it easier to en-

sure that GPS is available only to US 
military users at one level of accu
racy and to commercial users on an
other, "to the benefit of all." 

General Ashy asked his listeners 
to spread the word that Cheyenne 
Mountain AS, Colo., remains the hub 
of NORAD and US Space Command 
activities and is not a Cold War relic. 

"Some question why we need Chey
enne Mountain in the mountain," 
he said. " It is our command-and
control node . . .. It is critical to the 
defense of North America. It was 
built there for a very good reason," 
and it would make no sense to relo
cate it. Besides the increased vul
nerability of another site, "it costs 
resources to move it out," he said. 

"We are modernizing it," he said. 
"We 've spent over a billion dollars 
on it , and we are well into the second 
phase .... I want to make sure we 
keep our modernization program on 
track." 

General Ashy said NORAD and 
US Space Command are in the pro
cess of evaluating a new estimate of 
the threat from ballistic missiles and 
that threat's implications on field-
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ing a ballistic missile defense of the 
continent. 

Missile proliferation "is something 
we watch very closely," the General 
said . "We're posturing ourselves to 
be prepared to deal with this threat 
when the time is appropriate." 

At the CINC NORAD level, "we 
have postured ourselves to think this 
through as a concept of operations, 
so [the Ballistic Missile Defense 
Organization] can model and simu
late capabilities that would be pro
duced by the Air Force and Army in 
an operationally pertinent way ." 

Ballistic missile defense will have 
to be undertaken in cooperation with 
Canada, under the terms of the 
NORAD agreement, the General 
noted. 

US Air Forces in Europe: 
General Hawley 

Gen . Richard E. Hawley, then 
USAFE commander, noted that the 
United States possesses a "zeal to 
exploit the potential" of new tech
nologies, which can rapidly project 
power anywhere in the world within 
hours. The General worries, however, 
that in its zeal, the US "might lose 
sight of some of the more subtle ben
efits" of keeping forces based over
seas , he told the Orlando conference. 

The alliances formed by the US 
around the globe have safeguarded 
the world " through half a century of 
unparalleled danger to mankind," he 
said. The track record-which shows 
that the presence of US forces has a 
calming influence on simmering con
flicts- suggests that there should not 
be a wholesale retreat to US shores, 
projecting power from afar, but rather 
a continued policy of "active en
gagement, " he asserted. 

General Hawley observed that for
ward presence is often "the best and 
least expensive way" to effectively 
head off a problem. 

"Let's not lose sight of the critical 
role of forward-deployed forces in 
areas of instability ," he said. 

He explained that such forces "give 
us a seat at the table- usually the 
most influential seat-when issues 
of interest to the US are being de
bated . They sustain our system of 
alliances, which in turn allows us to 
leverage the military capabilities of 
allies in pursuit of common inter
ests. They preserve our access to 
bases, ports, and airfields, without 
which we might not even have the 
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The Force XXI Tool Kit 

The Army got a late start shifting gears for the post-Cold War world but is 
following the Air Force's lead in preparing itself for a new strategy and a new 
range of threats, reported Army Gen. Will iam W. Hartzog, commanding 
general of the Army's Training and Doctrine Command. 

General Hartzog told attendees that, after events in eastern Europe "sig
naled a change in where our world was and where ii was going, ... [USAF) 
had a strategy and you had ii articulated very rapidly. We took longer to do 
that." For two years , the Army has been developing a hardware and doctrine 
plan that will convert it into "Force XXI," which will be more of a "tool kit" for 
world crises than "a threat-based Army," he explained. 

Only recently has the Army progressed from "grease pencils on acetate" to 
"light pens on video screens" in an effort to collect and make sense of 
battlefield information, the General said. 

"Technology had come upon the Army in a way we had not anticipated," he 
explained. "We decided . . . we can't afford to take th is cautious, casual way 
of making changes; we have to make a major step." 

After a long internal debate about what the Army should do and be, General 
Hartzog said the miss ion has boiled down to several key concepts : deterring 
war, compell ing an adversary to submit, reassuring allies, and supporting 
other services and national strategy. 

"We have to be more doctrinally flexible and operationally agile," he said . 
The new Army will focus on being "more tailorable" to the situation and 

"more modular," to be able to assemble the right ingredients for a given 
mission. This has required "redesigning the tactical Army" in such a way that 
the result will be relevant for the next twenty years . It will involve unprec
edented sensor data, from such eye-in-the-sky systems as the Joint Surveil
lance and Target Attack Radar System down to "a flip-down monocle on a 
soldier's helmet." This, in turn , will require sensor fusion systems that will 
collate information so that everyone on the "blue force" knows who is where . 

Special attention will have to be given to not overloading people with 
extraneous information, General Hartzog said. But information will be the key 
because most of the equ ipment will be "legacy systems" that cannot be easily 
replaced , and the only way to make them more powerful will be to use them 
more effectively , "in the right place at the right time, .. . linking the sensors 
to the shooters ." 

What "it all boils down to is real-time situational awareness ," he said. 
"We have to redesign the institutional Army," which has had "the same staff 

organization since 1911." It could use some "deep thought" about what 
aspects of it are still really necessary, the General said. 

The new doctrine will emphasize force projection and protection, informa
tion dominance, shaping the battlespace-setting the conditions under which 
the Army will f ight-decisive operations, then sustaining operations and 
making the transition to future operations. 

Many experiments have been run , and a prototype unit is being organized 
that will put the new thinking and technology to the test at the National 
Training Center, Fort Irwin, Calif., next year. With regard to new hardware , 
General Hartzog said , "We will only buy those things that are critical" to the 
Army's future success. 

option to engage. They give us a pool 
of regional experts both in and out of 
uniform, frequently very senior ex
perts, who have served as leaders in 
the region of interest." 

It is "often overlooked" that US 
allies provided a quarter of the forces 
in the Persian Gulf War, half the 
aircraft in Operation Deny Flight, 
and seventy percent of the ground 
force in Joint Endeavor, he noted. 

Having access to overseas bases is 
the "most critical" benefit of being 
forward deployed, General Hawley 
said. "If we didn't have access to 
Rhein-Main and Ramstein, [Ger
many,] you couldn't 'do' Bosnia," 
he pointed out. "If you want to put a 
fire out while it's still small, you 
better have a firehouse close to the 
action ." 

There is a "multiplier effect," in 
that allies use similar tactics and 
procedures and "often equip their 
forces with weapons of US manu
facture," providing interoperability 
advantages. 

While he does not advocate aban
doning the pursuit of new capabili
ties that can give the US the advan
tage of long reach, the General instead 
argued for maintaining "a balanced 
approach" that recognizes and capi
talizes on the advantages of both 
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long-range weapons and forward 
deployment. 

He also disputed the claim that 
overseas-based forces are "somehow 
more expensive" than US-based ones. 
Because host nations pay some sup
port costs for US forces on their soil, 
"the only way we can save money by 
withdrawing forces from overseas is 
if we decommission them and put 
them in the boneyard." 

General Hawley made a plea on 
behalf of 73,000 Air Force troops 
and dependents in USAFE "who are 
living and working in some of the 
worst facilities found anywhere in 
our Air Force." The US, he said, 
stopped investing in fac ilities in 
Europe when the Berlin Wall came 
down because of the uncertainties 
about what would happen next. 

"But that period of uncertainty is 
now over. We know with some con
fidence what our posture in Europe 
will be for the next decade or so. It is 
time to fulfill our obligation to give 
our people facilities that meet Air 
Force standards and are able to sup
port the missions that we call on 
them to do." Because his troops don't 
"live in anyone's district, their needs 
sometimes get pushed to the bottom 
of the stack .... I'd appreciate your 
help in keeping that from happen
ing." 

USAF Acquisition: General 
Muellner 

Only a few years ago, the C-17 
airlifter "was in great, great trouble, 
. . . but [it] has become a model 
program," in large part because the 
acquisition process has been stream
lined, Lt. Gen. George K. Muellner, 
principal deputy assistant secretary 
of the Air Force for Acquisition, 
said in his Orlando address. 

At the depth of the aircraft's prob-
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lem period, the C-17 was costing 
USAF $330 million a copy, but "the 
government and industry got their 
act together," and now the C-1 7 may 
come in for as low as $173 million a 
copy, saving $4 billion over the life 
of the program. "That' s what stream
lining can do for you," General 
Muellner said. 

Across the Air Force, cost has be
come a paramount consideration in 
any program. General Muellner as
sured his listeners that "there's still 
a focus on meeting the warfighter' s 
needs but doing so in a much more 
effective manner." The C-17 is an 
example of success in doing so, he 
said. 

It is a myth that streamlining will 
work only on major projects, the 
General continued. Experience on 
numerous smaller efforts has shown 
that "it works at all levels." 

The F-22 fighter program has be
come the flagship of acquisition re
form because it has pioneered the 
use of integrated product teams "of 
government and industry people work
ing hand in hand" to make the pro
gram perform technically as well as 
financially, said General Muellner. 

"It has now become a model not 
only for our other programs and our 
sister services but also [for] the way 
the Defense Department now func-

tions in the acquisition process," the 
General asserted. 

He cited numerous cases of pro
grams in which the act of relaxing 
military standards or shifting to com
mercial practices sped up the acqui
sition process and saved money while 
not harming-or while actually im
proving-the performance of the 
system. These model programs in
cluded JDAM, WCMD, Milstar sat
ellite program, and GPS. 

General Muellner also said the Air 
Force won't hesitate to cancel a sys
tem that can't meet target cost. He 
argued that the AGM-137 Triservice 
Standoff Attack Missile, while tech
nically sophisticated, was "a failure." 

TSSAM "would have cost us in 
excess of $2 million a round," said 
General Muellner. "Clearly that would 
not fit in" with Air Force spending 
limits. Its replacement program, the 
Joint Standoff Air-to-Surface Mis
sile, has "cost as one of its key perfor
mance parameters. If we fail to meet 
the cost, the program is at risk of 
cancelation, just as if you failed to 
meet the survivability requirement." 

The Joint Strike Fighter, a prospec
tive aircraft that is to emerge from the 
Joint Advanced Strike Technology pro
gram, was set up "as a pilot program to 
capture all the benefits of acquisition 
reform and streamlining," said General 
Muellner, who previously headed the 
JAST effort. The program does all its 
business in a paperless format over the 
Internet and involves industry "in ev
ery aspect," such as writing require
ments and choosing models to verify 
performance and trade-offs. 

Commonality savings will be real
ized by getting all the services to use 
the airplane. Britain's participation will 
increase efficiency, spread develop
ment costs further, and expand the 

production run. 
"We've had a lot of suc

cesses, but we've got a 
long way to go," the Gen
eral said. He cautioned that 
warfighters are now "very, 
very serious about trading 
off cost over performance. 
That is an ongoing part of 
every acquisition program 
from the front end and 
throughout its life." 

The Air Force Scien
tific Advisory Board's 
"New World Vistas" re-
port [see "New World 

Vistas," March 1996,p. 20Jhas given 
the acquisition department "a very 
good roadmap of where we need to 
go in the future," the General said. 

"We ... are responding to that by 
reorganizing our [science and tech
nology] program right now in line 
with that, identifying when and where 
we divest activities ... more readily 
available on the commercial market, 
... and making sure we're putting 
the right amount of money into these 
technologies of the future." ■ 
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Valor 
By John L. Frisbee, Contributing Editor 

A CAP for the Sub Threat 
In the early months of World 
War II, the US was not pre
pared to deal with the German 
submarine threat. A civilian 
organization, CAP, volun
teered to help fill the gap. 

0 N DECEMBER 7, 1941, Japan, Ger
many, and Italy declared war on 

the US. Germany immediately be
gan submarine attacks on US ship
ping, concentrating on the sea-lanes 
along our East Coast. The results 
were catastrophic for the movement 
of oil from Gulf of Mexico ports to 
the northeast and for shipment of 
supplies to our European Allies. In 
January 1942, twelve vessels were 
sunk along the coast. In March forty
two went down, and by May the toll 
was so high that no figures were re
leased to the public. The US military 
did not have enough ships and planes 
to combat the German menace. 

Fortunately, one organization could 
take significant action to help limit 
the attacks-the Civil Air Patrol. Or
ganized a week before Japan's at
tack on Pearl Harbor and placed un
der the Office of Civilian Defense, 
CAP was composed of private pilots 
and support personnel who believed 
that war lay just over the horizon 
and knew they could perform many 
services to help the military. Its mem
bers , who ranged from millionaires 
to mechanics , served in units through
out the country, personally providing 
many of the aircraft and spare parts. 
Before the war ended, CAP numbered 
100,000 men and women from eigh
teen years of age to more than fifty. 

In February 1942, CAP requested
and finally was granted-permission 
to conduct submarine patrols in air
craft of at least ninety horsepower. 
Their function was to find enemy sub
marines, then call in military aircraft 
and ships to sink them. Funds were 
provided for two bases, at Atlantic 
City, N. J., and Rehoboth, Del. Even
tually twenty-one CAP bases would 
dot the coast. CAP volunteers were 
paid from five to eight dollars per 
day to cover their expenses. 
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Submarine patrol was hazardous 
duty. Few of the pilots had any over
water flying experience, but their pa
trol areas lay from twenty to 100 
miles offshore. They flew at 300 feet, 
too low to use parachutes. Patrols 
often were carried out in weather 
below Army and Navy minimums. 
Their light planes were not designed 
to survive ditching, which could be 
fatal, especially in winter. Because 
of these perils, female CAP pilots 
were not allowed to volunteer for sub
marine duty, but they flew in other 
capacities. 

CAP located more than 150 sub
marines, many of which were given 
the coup de grace by the Army or 
Navy. Eventually the light planes 
capable of carrying two 100-pound 
bombs or a depth charge were armed 
and single-handedly sank at least 
one submarine, damaging several 
more. German captains soon learned 
that the appearance of a light plane 
meant that heavy help was on the 
way and that a crash dive was in 
order. As time passed, the combina
tion of CAP and military might drove 
the submarines further and further 
from shore with a drastic reduction 
in US and Allied shipping losses. 

There were many acts of heroism 
by CAP sea-patrol crews. One in par
ticular deserves telling, not only be
cause of the valor displayed by the 
crew but also because it earned the 
first two of more than 800 Air Med
als awarded to CAP members . 

On the afternoon of July 21, 1942, 
a CAP Fairchild aircraft went down 
about twenty miles at sea from the 
CAP base at Rehoboth. A radio call 
from the crashed plane's sister ship 
gave the location . CAP Maj. Hugh 
R. Sharp, Jr., commander of the 
base, and CAP Lt. Edmond I. Ed
wards immediately took off in an old 
Sikorsky amphibian, bucking a strong 
northeast wind. When they reached 
the crash scene, the left wing float 
of the amphibian was damaged while 
landing on the rough sea and was 
taking on water. Edwards climbed 
out on the hull and located Henry 
Cross, the pilot of the downed plane, 
who at first was hidden by ten-foot 

swells. His observer had disappeared 
and never was found. 

From his precarious perch on the 
hull, Edwards threw a rope to Cross, 
who appeared to be paralyzed. With 
great difficulty, the Sikorsky was 
maneuvered close enough for Ed
wards to reach Cross and pull him 
aboard, where it was apparent that 
his back had been broken. Now, as 
the sun set, the challenge was to get 
the injured man ashore and to a hos
pital, but the listing amphibian could 
not take off in its damaged condition , 
let alone withstand the rough sea. It 
would have to be taxied to shore. To 
keep the plane on an even keel, 
Edwards crawled out on the right wing 
and clung there until a Coast Guard 
ship arrived and towed them to shore. 
A chilled and soaking Edwards had 
been on the wing for more than seven 
hours when the rescue was com
pleted . Henry Cross recovered and 
returned to duty with CAP but was 
not able to return to flying. 

For this feat of skill and courage , 
the first Air Medals awarded to CAP 
members were presented to Major 
Sharp and Lieutenant Edwards by 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt in a 
ceremony at the White House. These 
were the only Air Medals awarded to 
CAP members for specific actions . 
The other 800 were for sustained 
operations in hazardous conditions . 

When CAP ended its patrol mis
sions, its antisubmarine units had flown 
nearly 87,000 missions totaling some 
twenty-four million miles over water, 
helped defeat the submarine menace, 
and rescued many survivors at sea. 
Other units continued to assist the mili
tary in many ways. According to Gen. 
H. H. "Hap" Arnold, fifty CAP mem
bers lost their lives serving the coun
try during World War II. 

CAP became an auxiliary of the 
Air Force in 1948. Its members serve 
the US today as they have for more 
than half a century, flying ninety per
cent of landbased search-and-rescue 
missions for civilian aircraft, conduct
ing counterdrug surveillance, train
ing cadets, and participating in avia
tion education. CAP is a resource that 
far outweighs its modest cost. ■ 
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Air Force engineers build operating facil it ies for US 
peacekeeping forces deploying to Bosnia. 

RED HORSE of the 
Balkans By Bill Gertz 

W ITHOUT fanfare, the Air Force 
carried out a sizable ground 

operation in the Balkans this win
ter, helping the Army set u:;, a base 
of operations at the American sec
tor headquarters in Tuzla, Bosnia
Hercegovina. The biggest mission 
entailed rapid construction of huge 
tent cities at Tuzla airfield-once a 
MiG fighter base-and other areas 
in order to house thousands of sol
diers pouring in from staging areas 
in Hungary and Croatia. 

These enormous compounds of 
wood-frame ter:ts began springing 
up in December at Tuzla airfield and 
two adjacent areas known as Tuzla 
East and Tuzla West. Cons.truction 
was the work ofUSAF's 823d Civil 
Engineering Squadron, better known 
by the acronym RED HORSE (Rapid 
Engineer Deployable, Heavy Opera
tional Repair Squadron, Engineer). 

"It's different from w h::.t we' re 
used to," reported Col. Susanne M. 
Waylett, RED HORSE commander 
and the fi rst woman to hold that po
sition. "We've operated primarily in 
southwest Asia. We're very accus
tomed to operating in the heat but 
not in the cold." 

In the initial phase of NATO's 
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Even in an Air Force better known for airborne lasers, advanced fighters, and 
satellites, there is still a place for hammers, nails, and elbow grease. RED 
HORSE personnel arrived early in Bosnia-Hercegovina and worked around the 
clock to make sure that arriving troops would have a dry, warm place to sleep. 

Operation Joint Endeavor, the brutal 
Balkan winter featured not only 
breathtaking cold but also alternat
ing periods of rain, snow, and ice. At 
times, an ocean of mud encased 
Tuzla, which has served as the logis
tic hub for Task Force Eagle, the 
name used by the US-led multi
national force comprising the US 
Army's 1st Armored Division and 
units made up of Turkish, Scandina
vian, Baltic, and Russian troops. 
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Colonel Way lett, wearing a Kevlar 
helmet tightly ,:inched under her chin 
and a standard-issue 9-mm Beretta 
pistol strapped around her flak vest, 
took time out from the job one day to 
talk about the mission, while out
side, on the grounds of Tent City 
One, members of RED HORSE sawed 
and hammered away. 

"Almost Miraculous" 
"I feel the troops have adapted 

very, very well," said the Colonel. 
"The productivity that we've dem
onstrated, considering the weather 
conditions, is almost miraculous." 
One reason for this, Colonel Way lett 
explained, was motivation to com
plete the job-something not felt to 
the same degree by the ground troops 
stationed in the country. "They're 
here for a year," she said of the 
soldiers. "When we're finished build
ing their base caops, we go home. 
We know the faster we get finished, 
the faster they get into good billets, 
and the faster we can go do other 
things for other customers." 

The 823d RED HORSE Squadron, 
whose home statio::i is Hurlburt Field, 
Fla., deployed about 250 troops to 
the Balkan;;. In their first two months 
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in the country, they built several tent 
cities at Tuzla airfield and moved on 
to three other locations, where tents 
were going up as quickly as Air Force 
transport aircraft could deliver con
struction materials. By February, the 
Air Force had stationed about 550 
troops in Bosnia, about half of them 
RED HORSE members. The rest 
served as air traffic controllers, air
lift ground personnel, communica
tions specialists, engineers, and the 
like. 

Getting Tuzla' s operating surfaces 
into shape proved easier than many 
had expected. Capt. Anthony Davit, 
civil engineer with the 4100th Air 
Base Group (Provisional), said the 
runways and taxiways were in good 
shape, with only a few shallow pot
holes, which were easily repaired 
with cold-patch asphalt. However, 
the lights presented a greater prob
lem. The Captain said that they had 
to replace fixtures and bulbs for the 
runway lights and contract with the 
Tuzla Electric Co. to repair exten
sive breaks in the taxiway lighting 
cables. 

By December 20, the day NATO 
officially took over the Balkan peace
keeping operation, USAF had deposit-

ed at the Tuzla base seventy-three 
airmen and all of the communica
tions gear needed for flight opera
tions. Flight operations were being 
directed from an old tower whose 
windows were crisscrossed with tape. 
The tower's prior occupants, Bosnian 
government forces, believed the tape 
would protect controllers from a shell 
blast. 

After the Army determined it need
ed help setting up tent cities, RED 
HORSE was called in and went to 
work building the tents. Col. Neal 
Patton, 4100th Air Base Group (Pro
visional) commander, is in charge of 
Air Force operations at Tuzla and 
arrived with combat air controllers 
December 6 and began working with 
the departing United Nations troops 
to prepare for the airlift. 

It was common to see ground crews 
running out of tents by the airstrip 
to greet the arriving cargo aircraft. 
Transports kept their engines run
ning while unloading and took off as 
soon as their cargo was moved off 
with the help of front loaders and 
other heavy cargo-handling equip
ment. 

By February 1, USAF had landed 
more than 700 transport aircraft into 
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Tuzla, mostly C-130s, C-14ls, and 
C-17s. 

Blanketing the Marshes 
Pitching tents in Bosnia was not 

easy. CMSgt. Ricardo D. Garcia, 
enlisted manager of the RED HORSE 
advance team, explained that before 
the tent cities could be built on the 
marshy airfield areas the ground had 
to be covered with special "geo
textile" fabric blankets, which were 
then covered with eight to ten inches 
of gravel. The blankets separated 
the gravel from the mud but allowed 
drainage. Otherwise, the gravel would 
have just sunk into the mud, said 
Sergeant Garcia. 

RED HORSE units were first es
tablished during the Vietnam War. 
They built their first faci lities at Bien 
Hoa AB, South Vietnam. During the 
Persian Gulf War, the 823d RED 

The deploying RED HORSE personnel and their equipment arrived mostly in C-
130s, C-141s, and C-17s (above, refueling from a KC-135). An in-demand asset, 
RED HORSE engineers have recently spent up to 280 days per year tra·1eling. 

The first RED HORSE personnel 
arrived ~n Tuzla on Christrr_as Eve. 
"It was the first year I mis sec Christ
mas at home," said Capt. George 
Forbes, •:>f Warrenton, Va. "It pretty 
much sucked." 

But overall, the Cc.plain, a civil 
engineering graduate of Virginia 
Tech, views ,he ope::-atic,n as "a good 
mission." 

"We' re helping thousands of troops 
in a short time, and the pace doesn't 
give yo1 any time to think about 
home." 

Col. Susanne M. Waylett commands the 823d Civil Engines.ring Squadron, 
Hurlburt Field, F!a. Before battling the cold and mud of the Balkans, the 823d 
faced vastly different challenges in Saudi Arabia, Somalia, and Haiti. 

Captain Forbes, who has ,pent as 
many as 280 days a year traveling on 
construction projects, is part of a 
twelve-member RED HORSE sur
vey team that conducted mil and 
water tests at Tuzla East and Tuzla 
West before the tent cities were built. 

Captain Forbes noted that the mili
tary operation will leave the Bosnians 
with better roads, power-ge:ieration 
facilities, and wa;:er systems. Like 
many of the squad members, ~he Cap
tain has a gung-ho attiUde. "That's 
reflected in our motto," he said. " 'Can 
do. Will do. Have done.' ., 

HORSE built a:1 entire air base in 
Saudi Anbia. The unit also built 2.4 
miles of revetments ir:. Mogad~shu, 
Somalia, ~o pn::itect US aircraft dur
ing the ht:.manit,uian mission there. 
And many of be "Horsemer:." of the 
823d finished military construction 
projects in Haiti Eround the end of 
November, just in time to begin pre
paring fer deplcyment to Bosma. 

RED HORSE rr:.embers are trEined 
for heavy cngineeLng operation, and 
boast of their abili~v to launch twelve
person teams to remote or hostile 
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locations within twelve hours of a 
'·go" order. Team, with ninety-four 
persons and 50( tons of equipment 
can be on the g::-c,·.md within forty
e~ght hours. With::.:n six dE1ys, the full 
squadron of nearly 300 men and 
"Vt omen and 1.100 tons cf equipment 
can be deployed. 

Thei::- missions incln& base-camp 
construction fas in Tuzla), rapid ru::1-
\vay re:;Jair, airfi,elj lighi:ing and i:i
stallation, barrie::- and revetment con
struction, well d::-illing, and concrete 
nd asphalt constructio:1. 

Another key project for tte squad 
is the constructio:1 of six facilities 
known as "Force Provide::-s," the 
Army equivalent of the Air Force's 
Harvest Eagle rest and re,:;reation 
centers. 

Army plans called for the deploy
ment, by mid-February, of 18,000 
US troo:;:,s to eastern Bcsnia, spread 
out among about i:Wv dozen base 
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camps and the Tuzla complex. Sev
eral thousand more international 
troops also faced deployment in the 
US sectors. 

For security reasons, soldiers and 
airmen have been forbidden to leave 
their bases. To improve morale in 
the many months of duty ahead, 
the Army asked the 823d to set up 
Force Provider centers at three for
ward operating bases in the Tuzla 
Valley. 

In Good TEMPER 
Two Force Provider centers will 

be set up at Tuzla East, two more at 
Tuzla West, and the last two at 
Lukavac. Each location will pro
vide between 1,650 and 2,200 sol
diers with morale, welfare, and rec
reation centers, medical facilities, 
chapels, laundry centers, and an 
exchange store in sixty-four-foot
square metal-frame tents. The TEM
PER (Tent, Extendable Modular 
Personnel) tents come with central 
heating ducts. 

Thanks to a donation from a grocery chain back in the States, more than 100 of 
the troops in the Balkans were able to enjoy a steak dinner-a real boost to 
morale for Army and Air Force personnel serving thousands of miles from home. 

The 823d is building the Force 
Providers at Tuzla East and West, 
while US Army engineers, along with 
the defense contracting firm Brown 
& Root, headquartered in Houston, 
Tex., are building the facilities at 
Lukavac. 

The idea is to rotate soldiers through 
the facilities for rest and recreation. 
These tents are heated better than 
those in the field, and recreation 
facilities include basketball courts, 

large-screen televisions, weight rooms, 
and dining rooms. Also on hand is 
what many troops long for: a hot 
shower. 

"If there is one thing that every
body in this installation would like 
to ha\'e, it's a hot shower," said Col
onel Waylett. "And we're trying 
really hard to get as much ... avail
able as we can." 

RED HORSE' s first priority is to 
get the soldiers under cover in heated 
tents, and the next is to provide la
trine and bathing facilities. RED 

Colonel Waylett is proud of the RED HORSE crew, who, despite the lack of the 
customary lead time to plan for the deployment, have "stepped forward and 
met every challenge." 
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HORSE is also helping at the dining 
facility, where, at breakfast and din
ner, one encounters the unusual 
sight of Russian paratroopers eating 
T-rations alongside American Gls. 

Normally, RED HORSE is a self
sustaining outfit that provides its own 
food, medical technicians, and main
tenance personnel. This time, how
ever, the nearly 300 RED HORSE 
troops are eating with others at the 
main base facility. "Because we're 
being supported out of the joint din
ing facility, I've brought in my ser
vices personnel, and we're going to 
give them a hand in feeding the 
masses," Colonel Waylett said. 

The objective, she explained, is 
"supporting everybody who's de
ployed in whatever way we can, 
whether it's doing standard base
camp construction or providing [ other 
types of] service that we have the 
capability to provide." 

No Privacy 
Privacy for male and female troops 

in Bosnia often does not exist. Asked 
about segregating the sexes, Colo
nel Waylett replied, "Nope. Don't 
believe in it." She added, "Some 
units do, and some units are uncom
fortable about integrating [men and 
women]. In RED HORSE, at least, 
no matter where we deploy, we do 
not segregate. It's important because 
we operate as a team." 

In tents shared by men and women, 
changing clothes can be awkward. 
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the largest airlift in Europe since 
World War II. 

<f) ' 

The heavy aircraft operations
C-5s, C-17s, C-14ls, and C-130s that 
fly in and out around the clock-are 
under the command of the 615th 
Tanker Airlift Control Element. For 
the Hungarians, who view their sup
port of Joint Endeavor as a foot in 
the door to joining the NA TO Alli
ance, the huge airlift operation is 
impressive. 

::, 

"In this airfield, we have never 
seen such a mass quantity of tech
nology and equipment," said Hun
garian Air Force Col. Zoltan Pinter, 
deputy commander of the active MiG-
21 base at Taszar. "And we never 
thought there was enough room for 
all that." 

Whether in Tuzla, Bosnia (above), or Taszar, Hungary (below), USAF engineer
ing personnel have performed with a productivity that Colonel Waylett termed 
"almost miraculous," considering the austere conditions they faced. 

About fifty of the MiG-21s based 
in Hungary had to be moved to an
other airfield during the deployment. 

Male troops usually wait for females 
to leave the tent before changing 
clothes-but some don't. 

SrA. Tony Carrender, of Destin, 
Fla., is a RED HORSE heating tech
nician. He worries about millions of 
mines that have been planted or scat
tered throughout Bosnia, including 
areas around the airfield where he is 
working. "If it's not concrete, I don't 
walk on it," he said. 

Casualties among the RED HORSE 
crew in the first six weeks of the 
deployment were limited to work
related injuries. One airman acci
dentally shot his foot with a pneu
matic nail gun and had to have surgery 
at an Army medical facility before 
the Air Force evacuated him to the 
United States. A second airman suf
fered a painful shoulder separation 
when a load of materials shifted and 
pinned him to the inside of a metal 
shipping container. 

The deployment is not a problem 
for Sr A. Jason Arrowood, of Mount 
Airy, :\1:d. "I don't mind being here, 
as long as we're doing some good," 
said the Airman, who orders materi
als for RED HORSE. 

Colonel Way lett is proud of the RED 
HORSE crew. "They have stepped 
forward and met every challenge that 
has been presented. This has been far 
different from most of our deploy
ments to do base-camp support be
cause normally we have a lot of lead 
time to do planning, material order
ing. This has not been that way, and 
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\Ve still have to be :c.::,le to produce the 
support that's nece-,sary." 

Another major Air Force logistics 
hub is located at the former Warsaw 
Pact MiG base in Taszar, Hungary, 
about 100 miles sc-·..1thwest of Buda
p~st. The base, which is being rented 
by the US military for $37,000 a 
month, has a sign at the entrance to 
the airs~rip th:it ~ays it is the site of 

Several MiG-2ls, covered in can
vas, were lined up nearby, appar
ently used for spare pans. At the 
airfield one day, a MiG-29 arrived 
overhead and began flying aerobatic 
maneuvers over the American op
eration, prompting one Army lieu
tenant colonel to quip, "I guess 
they're trying to tell us it's time to 
leave." ■ 

Bill Ger~z covers nz=.tiona 1 security affairs for the Washington Times. In 
January, he sper.t 'Tlore rhan three weeks with US forces in Bosnia . His most 
recent Air Force Magazine article, "The Air Force and Missile Defer.se." 
aopeared in the Fe!Jruar/ 1996 issue. 
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Verbatim 

Shadow on the Subcontinent 
"The relationship between India 

and Pakistan continues to be unsat
isfactory, and the potential for con
flict is high. Each of these nations 
possesses nuclear capability, so ev
ery effort must be made to avoid 
military confrontation. India is mak
ing preparations for a nuclear test, 
and we assume that, if one nation 
conducts a test, the other will fol
low." 
John M. Deutch, Director of Cen
tral Intelligence, in the CIA 's an
nual "Worldwide Threat Assessment 
Brief," presented February 22, 1996, 
to the Senate Select Committee on 
Intelligence. 

Pilotless Aircraft? 
"We're doing it now [using pilot

less, uninhabited aircraft]. Certainly 
in the Predator for surveillance air
craft, we are doing that. . . . We 
[also] basically made the decision 
that the surveillance-warning-navi
gation missions that we had in space 
could best be accomplished un
manned. That decision was made a 
long time ago. It has to do with the 
nature of the medium and [the fact 
that] the times in which we can have 
a satellite operate in that environ
ment are measured in the tens of 
years. We make those decisions all 
the time. There's a lot of excitement 
about what the Predator has been 
able to accomplish, but at the same 
time we also are getting great utility 
from the U-2 [manned reconnais
sance aircraft]. It's very, very impor
tant to understand that there's a bal
ance here. " 
Air Force Secretary Sheila E. Wid
na/1, in a February 16, 1996, press 
conference at AFA 's Air Warfare 
symposium in Orlando, Fla. 

Compared to $40 Billion Today 
"What we must now do is ensure 

that we put more money into recapi
talizing the force and into moderniz
ing the force .... In my judgment, 
you're talking about $60 billion a year 
... somewhere in ... the 1998 time 
frame . . .. It's a good benchmark to 
discipline the system so we don't 
each year take money out of acqui-
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sition accounts to pay for other 
things ." 
Army Gen. John M. Shalikashvili, 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, in February 15, 1996, remarks 
to the Defense Writers Group in 
Washington, D. C. 

Double ... 
"I want to stress that it's not the 

job of the military to run a police 
state, and it's not their job to go 
out aggressively to search for war 
criminals, and they don't intend to 
do that. " 
Pentagon spokesman Kenneth H. 
Bacon, in a February 13, 1996, press 
briefing on US military missions in 
Bosnia-Hercegovina. 

... Vision 
"I think we served clear notice on 

Karadzic, Mladic, and other indicted 
war criminals that they will be brought 
to justice and that , sooner or later, 
they will be arrested if they do not 
voluntarily surrender. " 
John H. F. Shattuck, assistant sec
retary of state, in a briefing the next 
day on a US diplomatic mission to 
Bosnia. He referred to Radovan Ka
radzic, the Bosnian Serb political 
leader, and Gen. Ratko Mladic, the 
Bosnian Serb military leader. 

Ralston and the Revolution 
"In my view, [the term] ' revolution 

in military affairs' refers to the rec
ognition that future war will be fought 
in the context of an information-rich 
battlefield . . .. This recognition calls 
for a different way of thinking about 
battle , as well as the training and 
equipping to prepare for it. In an en
vironment of ever-increasing infor
mation, the commander will have 
staggering situational awareness .... 
The real challenge of our future is to 
understand more precisely what we 
recognize intuitively-that the in
formation-age battlefield will be very 
different, and the force that masters 
the means and methods will have a 
decisive advantage." 
Gen. Joseph W. Ralston, USAF, for
mer commander of Air Combat 
Command and now vice chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in a 

January 22, 1996, letter to the Sen
ate Armed Services Committee. 

The Iran Nightmare 
"Iran is undertaking a major pro

gram to develop a nuclear weapon . 
... Iran is also pursuing a biological 
warfare program that could give them 
a weapon near the turn of the cen
tury. We expect Iran to become es
sentially self-sufficient in chemical 
weapon precursor production in the 
next three to five years. I ran has 
negotiated with North Korea to pur
chase the No Dong 1 [long-range 
missile], which is especially worri
some, given the threat that it would 
pose to Israel." 
USAF Lt. Gen. James R. Clapper, 
Jr., then director of the Defense In
telligence Agency, in secret testi
mony to the Senate Armed Services 
Committee. A partial transcript of 
the testimony, delivered January 17, 
1995, was recently declassified. 

Thinking the Unthinkable 
"War between China and Taiwan 

is unthinkable today. It makes no 
sense. It is as unthinkable as an Iraqi 
invasion of Kuwait was in July 1990, 
as unthinkable as China entering the 
Korean War against the United States 
was in November 1950, as unthink
able as Britain having to expel the 
Argentines from the Falklands seemed 
in 1982." 
Foreign affairs analyst Jim Hoag
land, writing in the February 11, 
1996, Washington Post. 

Deutch's Reassurances 
"The June presidential election will 

be an important juncture in the brief 
history of democratic Russia. Should 
the Russian people choose a Com
munist or hard-line nationalist, fur
ther progress toward democracy and 
economic reform would be in ques
tion . Even if a hard-line government 
takes power, however, Russia is not 
likely to be transformed back into 
the Soviet Union. Moreover, the Rus
sian military, struggling to cope with 
numerous problems, is not likely to 
regain its former strength." 
CIA Director Deutch in the "World
wide Threat Assessment Brief. " ■ 
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Despite its experimental look, the B-2 is well on its way to operational 
status, accumulating up to thirty sorties per week. The bomber's flyers and 
maintainers are impressed by its reliability and maneuverability. 

T HREE or four times a day, the 
sleek, sinister-looking B-2s roar 

out of their hangars, glide along a 
taxiway to the airstrip, push forward, 
and then seemingly levitate into the 
Missouri sky. They hook up with 
tankers, practice aerial refueling, 
cross a few states, carry out a prac
tice bomb run, do some low-level 
hill dodging, and return. 

It's almost routine, but no one 
expected it to be that way-not at 
this point. 

The hundreds of Air Force people 
who fly, maintain, and support the 
B-2s at Whiteman AFB, Mo., are 
"writing the book" on the new bomb
er, and it is now clear that they have 
raced a few chapters ahead of sched
ule. They are quickly filling in the 
gaps of knowledge about the true 
capabilities of this aircraft, a huge 
wing with windows and wheels, 
crammed with dozens of new tech
nologies. 

"We're taking some pretty big 
steps right now," reported Brig. Gen. 
(Maj. Gen. selectee) Ronald C. Mar
cotte, commander of the 509th Bomb 
Wing and the man who has shep
herded the B-2 program at Whiteman 
since before the first stealth bomber 
arrived in December 1993. The "steps" 
mark the location of the B-2 on a 
continuum of crawl, walk, run-a 
strategy the people of the 509th scru
pulously follow. 

When General Marcotte was orga
nizing the unit for the B-2's arrival, 
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he asked those experienced with 
bringing new airplanes on-line what 
he could expect. 

The experts, noting that the B-2 is 
still considered to be in develop
ment, cautioned him not to try to do 
too much too fast, the General said. 
Though the B-2 had been wrung out 
in flight test, its novel technologies 
might still provide some unpleasant 
surprises in initial service. Extreme 
caution was called for. 

National Treasure 
"You don't have to think very hard 

to realize this is a lot of national 
treasure we're talking about," Gen
eral Marcotte said. The unit flyaway 
cost of each bomber is a breath-catch
ing $600 million, and in addition 
"there are all the people and the fa
cilities put into it." 

Air Force officials knew that crit
ics of the B-2 would be watching 
keenly for any error that would sug
gest the new bomber was unreliable, 
a technological failure, or unsafe. 
The months before the B-2 arrived 
were spent trying to figure out how 
to bring it to operational status "in a 
fashion that you don't make mis
takes that could, basically, end it 
all," General Marcotte said. 

The General was told that the B-2s 
would likely fly "maybe once or twice 
a quarter" in the initial phase of de
ployment, given USAF's experience 
with other large, complex flying 
machines and considering the many 

unproven technologies rolled up in 
the new bomber. He likened the first 
operational sortie, carried out less 
than a week after the first B-2 ar
rived at Whiteman, to "a shuttle 
launch ... with cameras rolling and 
hundreds of personnel" attending to 
every detail. 

Now, the launch of an airplane 
takes place "with one supervisor out 
there," and the sorties amass at up to 
thirty a week. Two years ago, such a 
rate would have been wishful think
ing, but the B-2 is "exceeding any 
expectations," said General Marcotte. 
He added, "I expected more 'un
known unknowns,' " and he was pre
pared for "one step forward, one step 
back, ... but we haven't had that." 

The B-2 went to its first Red Flag 
exercise last summer, "a year ahead 
of schedule," General Marcotte noted. 
It made an appearance at the Paris 
Air Show last June and at the Sin
gapore Air Show in February by way 
of Guam. A second, more challeng
ing Red Flag role was planned for 
early this year. In early summer, the 
509th will receive a new, improved 
model of the B-2-the first Block 20 
airplane. 

General Marcotte said that the Air 
Force is "on track" in its plans for 
the B-2 squadron to become an op
erational unit of US Strategic Com
mand in March 1997. In that month, 
it will take its place alongside the B-
52 in the bomber leg of the strategic 
nuclear triad, the General said. 

"We're doing very well," he as
serted. "We're pushing forward in a 
safe and productive fashion." 

General Marcotte said he has ham
mered on the message of caution to 
his people because most of them have 
"succeeded their entire career by ... 
being aggressive." Now, the same 
individuals must blend this attribute 
with caution. 

To be part of the initial cadre as
signed to the B-2, pilots went through 
a rigorous selection process. An 
individual's record had to be spot
less, without the slightest safety in
fraction. Each candidate needed the 
recommendation of his wing com
mander, other endorsements, and 
thousands of hours of flight time. 
Many of the first pilots have combat 
experience, and all have demon
strated an ability to learn and progress 
quickly. Maturity was an important 
factor, and they had to pass muster 
in personal interviews not only with 
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General Marcotte but also with Gen. 
John Michael Loh, former command
er of Air Combat Command. 

Mature Pilot Force 
"We have a very mature pilot 

force," said Col. Gregory H. Power, 
509th Operations Group commander. 
"My youngest pilot is a midlevel 
captain," he noted. The pilots' expe
rience comes mostly from flying in 
bomber units, but there are veterans 
of various fighter aircraft as well. B-
2 pilot training, once administered 
by flight-test and contractor pilots, 
now is carried out by USAF instruc
tor pilots at Whiteman. 

"The training program is about six 
months [long], which is typical of 
bombers," reported Col. James F. 
Whitney, Jr., chief of the 509th For
mal Training Unit. 

Besides flying the airplane and 

Each bomber has its own "dock," a purpose-built hangar with floor umbilicals 
that mate perfectly with the airplane. The glossy floors are spotless because the 
B-2's tight tolerances make fuel leaks and hydraulic leaks a thing of the past. 

There is a mix of ranks in the B-2 
pilot cadre, and it is intentional, the 
result of a lesson learned in the B-1 
program. The pilots bringing that 
system into service all had about the 
same experience level and about the 
same number of years of service. It 
was a situation that led to staffing 
bottlenecks and difficulty turning 
officers loose for professional mili
tary education. 

The B-2's smooth contours play a large role in its stealthiness, and its wide 
expanses of exotic surfacing must be carefully protected. Note the special 
footwear on SSgt. David Maxwell as he inspects two of the F118 engines. 

Every B-2 pilot can count on fly
ing about one sortie per week. Each 
flight is preceded by a day of mis
sion planning and a full dress re
hearsal in the Weapon System Train
er. This full-motion simulator is 
"ninety-five to ninety-eight percent 
like the real aircraft," said Col. 
Jonathan George, commander of the 
393d Bomb Squadron. "It really is 
outstanding fidelity." 

Colonel George asserted that the 
simulator gives a "very accurate" feel 
for the way the B-2 handles. Another 
instructor, Maj. Steven M. Tippets, 
said its state-of-the-art graphics sys
tem accurately depicts the country
side surrounding Whiteman for "al
most 200 miles in every direction, 
just about down to every tree." 

establishing the rules by which it 
flies-covering everything from take
off weather minimums to weapons 
release procedures-pilots are also 
heavily involved in developing tac
tics for the airplane, exploring what 
it can do operationally in order to 
derive the maximum effect from its 
unprecedented range, payload, and 
stealth. 

"It's a free-for-all," said Capt. John 
S. Paganoni, a B-2 pilot. "With all 
this combined expertise from all over, 
there's no predisposed thought and 
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no inertia" requiring that things be 
done in a traditional way. "We have a 
lot of guys here who were in the war" 
in the Persian Gulf in 1991, and their 
combat experience is proving highly 
valuable in developing "the best way 
to employ the airplane," he said. 

Captain Paganoni added that the 
B-2 pilots are considered the experts 
on their still-new airplane and are 
invited to think tanks and confer
ences where tactics and strategy for 
the entire Air Force are developed. 
"We have a direct impact," he said. 

Because the 509th has a small num
ber of operational aircraft, the wing 
"relies more heavily on simulators 
than other flying units," said Colo
nel Whitney. However, he does not 
believe that the 509th will use more 
and more simulator time as a substi
tute for real flying time. 
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Lots of Stress 
"To make a good pilot," said Colo

nel Whitney, "you hc.ve to handle 
inordinate amounts of stress. A pilot 
knows he's not going to get hurt in a 
simulator." 

Mission planning entails plotting 
radar threats the 3-2 would face on a 
given run and determining how best 
to avoid or defeat them with the B-2's 
stealth capabilities. It's a process that 
can take "one day, plus" to complete, 
said B-2 pilot Capt. Scott Hughes. 

B-2 crews fly to bomb ranges in 
Utah, Wisconsin, and Kansas in or
der to perform practice runs within 
the US; they go to other sites when 
required to do so by the particular 
exercise or the specific mission to be 
rehearsed. About one in every five 
sorties entails the release of a live 
bomb, inert bomb, or smoke bomb. 
During the fligh~, a weapon release 
can be fully simdated. with nothing 
actually being dropped. 

All flights involve practice in aerial 
refueling. The E--2 has a consider
able bow wave that can make tanker 
rendezvous "kinj of tricky,'" Major 
Tippets said. 

Low-level flying is usually part of 
a four-hour trair_ing sortie. Though 
the B-2 is designed to be stealthy at 
medium and high altitudes, and may 
not need to make ground-hugging 
flights, the pilots practice the skill 
because under S:)me circumstances 
it might be required. 

"There are some advantages to 
going low," Captain Hughes said, 
"and, if you don· t train to do it, you 
lose the ability to do it." 
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Above, Whiteman 
weapons loaders 

practice their trade on a 
specially built replica of 
the B-2's undersurface, 

bomb bays, and 
cockpit. This trainer 

makes it unnecessary to 
occupy an actual 

aircraft for loading 
practice. At right is the 

huge bomb bay contain
ing two of the up to 

sixteen Mk. 84 2,000-
pound bombs that the 

B-2 can carry. 

General Marcotte noted that the 
B-2's flight profiles will be "totally 
target-dependent" and crews "ha·,e 
to be able to do it all." 

To get the most out of what is an 
exhaustive preflight inspection, two 
training sorties are flown back-to
back to save time. When one crew 
lands, the engines are kept turning 
while a second crew climbs aboard. 

The operational concept forming 

up for the B-2 generally goes like 
this: The Air Force would send the 
B-2 as a single ship against a "high
value target set" well within an 
enemy's air defense net. The bomber 
would be equipped and flown in a 
way that would permit it to hit mul
tiple aimpoints in a single pass with 
great accuracy. 

Soon the B-2 will have capability 
for employing a near-precision weap
on guided by signals from the Glob
al Positioning System satellite con
stellation, the GPS-Aided Targeting 
Systern/GPS-AidedMunition (GATS/ 
GAM). Later, it will have the Joint 
Direct Attack Munition. Both weap
ons will be able to hit a target through 
bad weather, relying on cues from 
GPS satellites and aimpoints desig-

nated by the mission commander on 
the photographic-quality synthetic 
aperture radar. Unlike precision weap
ons of the Gulf War, it will not be 
necessary for the mission commander 
to manually hold an aimpoint for the 
bomb. 

Triple Threat 
One B-2 pilot, Maj. Gregory A. 

Biscone, asserted that the B-2 en-
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joys "all the advantages of an F-15E 
in terms of precision, with all the 
advantages of the B-52 in load, 
coupled with the advantages of the 
F-117 in stealth." 

The B-2 can land at "twice as many 
fields" as the B-1 can, General Mar
cotte said, meaning the aircraft can 
be deployed just about anywhere, 
worldwide. Deployment kits are be
ing developed now, and within a year 
the Air Force should have enough to 
permit three to eight aircraft to fly a 
mission to an expeditionary airfield. 

In a major regional conflict, the B-
2s may well fly and fight directly from 
Whiteman, requiring missions lasting 
more than twenty-four hours. The 
airplane's part in last year's Red Flag 
exercise was "planned and run all from 
Whiteman," said Colonel Power. 

The pilots are unconcerned about 
sustaining such a seemingly exhaust
ing flying schedule. Unlike the B-52, 
which can carry additional crew, the 
B-2 can carry only two pilots. The B-
2 bomber is highly automated, and 
the pilots believe it is safe for one of 
the crew members to take a nap while 
the other flies the airplane. 

"For the initial round [ of combat], 
adrenaline alone will keep you go
ing," Major Biscone said, and for 
continuing missions, "we may do 
go/no-go pills" relied on by some 
combat crews during the Gulf War. 

However, he added, "crew ratio is 
the only thing that will sustain long 
sortie durations." So far, USAF has 
no plan to put a third crew member 
on the B-2, although there is room 
and an escape hatch exists for a third 
ejection seat. General Marcotte said 
that "for training purposes only, it 
would be nice to have a third seat in 
the B-2," but he would not put this 
near the top of a wish list for im
provements to the airplane. 

The General said he is pleased 
that, with videoconferencing, he has 
the ability to get the System Pro
gram Office, the test center, the con
tractor, and the operations room all 
talking to each other at a moment's 
notice, such as for an in-flight emer
gency. 

Captain Paganoni noted that the 
B-2 does offer two amenities helpful 
in reducing crew fatigue on a long 
mission-the means to prepare a hot 
meal and a flush toilet. 

Staying Sharp 
To supplement their B-2 time, the 
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8-2 pilots routinely take a break from the highly automated bomber to get 
refreshers in the fast-moving T-38 Talon. The twin-jet trainer requires quick 
thinking and vigorous cross-check, helping stealth pilots maintain their edge. 

pilots also fly the T-38 Talon, which 
helps build their flight experience 
and keep their airmanship edge, said 
Maj. WilliamR. "Buzz"Barrett. "The 
B-2 and the T-38 fly very differ
ently," he said, with the B-2 being 
"much easier to fly." 

While the B-2 is highly automated 
and will cruise with minimal effort, 
the T-38 "does 300 knots in the pat
tern. There's a lot of cross-check, ... 
a lot of airmanship decisions. The B-
2 requires more systems knowledge, 
but the T-38 keeps your pilot skills 
sharp," he said. 

In a time of budget stringency, 
only B-2, U-2, and F-117 units have 
access to T-38s as companion train
ers. 

After a B-2 mission, an extensive 
debrief takes place. In the room are 
the flight crew, contractor represen
tatives, maintenance specialists, and 
people from the B-2 Combined Test 
Force at Edwards AFB, Calif. Gripes 
are detailed, and lessons learned are 
submitted on Air Force Form 847. 
These, in turn, build the B-2 Dash 
One manual, which describes better
flying tips as well as a host of "do 
nots" that could lead to damage or 
destruction of the aircraft. 

The initial cadre of maintenance 
personnel on the B-2 was handpicked, 
but shortly after the B-2 came to 
Whiteman it became a specialty avail
able for any enlisted person with 
good enough marks. There are one
and two-stripe airmen working on 

the airplane. They get four to eight 
weeks of specialized training for it, 
and the aircraft has proven docile in 
their hands. 

"You can do ninety percent of the 
maintenance on the B-2 without re
moving any panels," according to 2d 
Lt. Jeffrey M. Burnside, of the 393d 
Bomb Squadron. "There was a great 
deal of thought put into maintenance 
when they were designing this air
craft." 

As to its reliability, Lieutenant 
Burnside said the B-2 is a champ. 
"You don't have people sitting around 
with nothing to do," he said, "but 
they aren't here all night fixing 
things, either." 

Propulsion Specialist SrA. Michael 
P. Sullivan observed that the B-2's 
F 118 turbofans are similar to others 
he has worked on, though "a little 
harder to get to" because they are 
buried in the fuselage to hide their 
fan blades from radar. He has "no 
big gripes" with the engines. 

Flight controls are critical to the 
highly unstable B-2, which operates 
by a quad-redundant, fly-by-wire 
system, but they "work great," said 
SrA. Robert G. Rayburn, who spe
cializes in them. "I haven't seen any 
problem areas." 

Each B-2 has its own "dock," a 
term the crews prefer over "hangar" 
because the airplane is positioned 
carefully to hook up with umbilicals 
in the floor. Each dock is immacu
late, with none of the hydraulic fluid 
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Engines keep turning as a Spirit changes pilots for another training sortie-a 
practice that eliminates the need for a lengthy preflight. The B-2's reliability 
has allowed crews to gain experience far faster than originally predicted. 

or fuel puddles o::- stains one would 
find under any other large airplane. 

"Used to be, if an aiq::lane didn't 
leak, it meant there wasn't any fuel 
in it," Lieutenant Burnside said, but 
the B-2 is a departure frorr: most 
large aircraft. 

"The tolerances are very tight" 
between panels on the 3.ircraft, Air
man Sullivan said. "They have to be; 
leaks can darr:.age the LO," or low
observable-stealth-c":laracteristics 
of the surface. 

Tolerances are so tight that the B-
2, even with a wingspan comi:;arable 
to that of the B-52 (the wings of 
which can flex up ,o eighteen feet in 
flight), remaim highly rigid. Its wings 
flex less than three feet, and as a 
result nothing drips. 

"We don't have hydraulic prob
lems or electri:::al problems, only one 
fuel [incident}, and no ~eaks," Colo
nel Power noted. He also said that , 
to date, no B-2 crew has had :o shut 
down rn engine in flignt. 

"Yon just don't lose sorties on 
this airplane," said Major Bi scone, a 
veteran of many aborts with his pre
vious ship, theB-:2. "If you're sched
uled to go, you go." 

The Blackout 
Only one really serious in-flight 

emergency has occurred; on that oc
casion, all the displays in one B-2's 
glass cockpit went blank. T":le air
plane landed wirhout further inci
dent. 
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The specialized work pertammg 
to the B-2's stealth characteristics is 
conducted in a windowless, keypad
entry hangar across from the fligtt 
line. There, experts maintain the ad
vanced materials and gear that re
duce the B-2' s radar cross section
special tape that shields panel joints, 
heat-absorbent tiles in the exhaust 
area, and structures made of epoxy 
resins and other exotic materials. 

"Tape is tape," observed Cap:. 
Casey W. Hughson, who supervises 
LO maintenance in the 509th Mair::
tenance Squadron. "Fly it around long 
enough at high speed and it will start 
to peel back." The tape must be carcc
fully reapplied using special adhe
sives, and it must rest on the airplane 
just so, lest it disturb the surface 
con:ours. A barely noticeable dis
ruption of the surface contour can 
increase the airplane's radar crms 
section considerably. 

"What these guys de isn't a sc> 
ence; it's an art," Captain Hughson 
said. "For example, getting the paint 
on exactly one mil thick-that's an 
art." 

The LO shop is also the first line 
of repair for the B-2. There have 
been no catastrophic problems, but 
there have been some challenges. A 
birdstrike several months ago hit a 
bull's-eye on a B-2 control surface. 
Though the Whiteman team initially 
thought the part would have to go 
bac~ to the factory, it was diagnosed 
and repaired at the base. 

The B-2 is not problem-free, how
ever. The LO shop spends most of its 
time maintaining the aft deck, part 
of the exhaust covered with heat
absorbent tiles similar to those on 
the space shuttle. The aft deck also 
experiences lots of dynamic stress in 
flight. Cracks occur regularly. 

"The aft deck is a known chal
lenge," General Marcotte said, "but 
we are repairing it mostly ourselves." 

Northrop Grumman has developed 
new procedures that "speed up the 
process" to repair cracks, General 
Marcotte noted. "What used to be 
months now is down to a week or 
two weeks." 

Wea pons loaders have a rare ad
vantage in the B-2 program. They 
are able to practice on a weapons 
loading trainer that is a close replica 
of the B-2's bomb bay and cockpit. 
They practice the extremely precise 
process-down to millimeter accu
racy-of loading Mk. 84 bombs and 
nuclear "shapes" but can also simu
late malfunctions and emergencies 
that might be hazardous if practiced 
with a real aircraft. 

"It was purpose-built" for weap
ons loading and "allows us to train 
loaders without sacrificing an air
plane from the flying lineup," Colo
nel Power said. With only eight air
craft available, "that's a tremendous 
help." 

Different Kind of Stealth 
The B-2's stealthiness is what sets 

it apart from the other bombers in Air 
Combat Command, and it is one of 
the big unknowns still being explored 
in the program. Though the Air Force 
has operated a stealthy airplane un
der combat conditions-the F-117 in 
Operation Desert Storm-General 
Marcotte said that the B-2 "is stealthy 
in a different way from the F-117" 
because of the techniques and mate
rials used. 

Early this year, the first of a 
planned series of tests was run to see 
how well the B-2' s stealthiness holds 
up in the field. The test is called the 
Periodic RCS (Radar Cross Section) 
Surveillance Mission (PRSM), and 
it determines whether field mainte
nance can keep the B-2 at the speci
fied, factory-installed levels of ra
dar observability. 

The test findings are classified, 
but "we were pleasantly surprised ... 
and very happy with the results," 
said Colonel Power. Technical or-
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ders have been upgraded-"we need 
to do some fine-tuning." However, 
said the Colonel, "we are applying 
the lessons learned, and next time 
we'll see even better results." 

The B-2 is being phased into ser
vice gradually. The 509th has been 
operating with the initial batch of 
airplanes-Block 10 models-but 
has already returned one to the fac
tory, where it will be reconfigured 
into a Block 30 version. As Whiteman 
gets Block 20s from the assembly 
line, its Block 10s will be traded back 
for refitting. When fully equipped 
with Block 20s, the 509th will start 
trading them back for Block 30s, 
which will have the full complement 
of capability planned for the B-2, in 
both weaponry and stealth. 

During this rolling conversion 
period-expected to last another four 
years or so-the 509th will have a 
stable complement of eight to nine 
B-2s at any given time, so today's 
operating pace is likely to remain 
"fairly stable" until the last eleven 
Block 30 airplanes start arriving, 
Colonel Power said. 

The B-2 seems to levitate into the sky, and pilots must avoid flaring a landing or 
risk a long "float" because of massive ground effect. Also, the Spirit's consider
able bow wave makes aerial refueling "kind of tricky," according to B-2 pilots. 

The 509th is now undergoing nu
clear surety inspections, involving 
tests of security, procedures, and 
facilities. Colonel Power said the 
unit expects to receive certification 
for nuclear weapons by January 1, 
1997. Initial operational capability 
will focus on the nuclear mission, 
but it is clear that the Air Force 
would prefer to measure the B-2 

against full requirement and full ca
pability, which will come only with 
the arrival of the Block 30 airplane. 

"Initial LO signature tests have 
confirmed the stealthiness of the B-
2 and provided confidence that the 
final configuration will meet the 
user's needs," an Air Staff spokes
woman said. "Initial tests on the ra
dar, navigation, and weapon-delivery 
systems are complete, and we are 
working to deliver full functionality 
and capability in our Block 30 con
figuration." 

The B-2 is one of the "cleanest" aerodynamic designs ever to go into produc
tion, and the payoff is reduced radar cross section and increased range. Split 
ailerons, visible here, function as rudders on the tailless flying wing. 
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Flight testing of the B-2 airframe 
and of the weapons in the Block 10 
and Block 20 is complete, the Air 
Staff reported. Block 30 testing is 
already under way and should be 
finished next summer. 

The Whiteman facilities built to 
support the B-2 were designed and 
constructed bearing in mind that the 
B-2 has a very long life expectancy. 
"These buildings will last a hundred 
years," Colonel Power said. Each of 
the twenty currently planned B-2s 
will have its own dock at Whiteman, 
but "the acreage is here" to accom
modate more if they are built, he 
added. 

General Marcotte was wrapping 
up his stewardship of the B-2 early 
this year and counted it as the plum 
job of his career. Looking ahead to 
emerging technologies that may com
pete with the B-2, he said he cannot 
foresee "the bomber losing its place 
in the near future." 

The B-2 brings "a tremendous ad
vantage" to war planners because it 
"ensures the capability to slow down 
an enemy," buying time for follow
on forces, he continued. So far, incre
mental improvements in engine and 
weapons technology for smaller air
craft haven't come close to matching 
the B-2's ability to "get a warning 
order and twenty hours later be drop
ping bombs" precisely on target. 

"We have to make our own people 
understand what it brings to the 
fight." ■ 
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Claims for compensation wait 213 days for a decision. If 
there's an appeal, add two years. Ten percent of the caseload 
is cleared when claimants die while awaiting a decision. 

Fixing the Mess in 
Veterans Benefits 
By David Masci 

C IRCUMSTANCE has forced James 
Badini to take a long look at the 

nation's veterans benefits claims 
system, and he doesn't like what he 
sees. 

Mr. Badini developed severe al
lergies and bronchitis while serving 
in the Air Force from 1967 to 1971. 
His health condition worsened, and 
in 197 4 he filed two disability claims 
with the Department of Veterans 
Affairs (VA). 

Two years later, the VA ruled 
that Mr. Badini was not entitled to 
receive benefits for his allergy. He 
appealed the decision and in 1978, 
four years after he filed the claim, 
the VA awarded disability compen
sation for his allergy condition. 

As for his bronchitis case, Mr. 
Badini is still fighting the VA-more 
than twenty years after he filed the 
claim. "Part of it is my fault," he said, 
noting that at times he simply stopped 
pursuing the claim. Still, he puts most 
of the blame on the VA, which, he 
said, simply botched his case. 

"People who wouldn't normally 
make mistakes [do] make mistakes 
because they are under pressure to 
put out so many cases," he said. 

Complaints like Mr. Badini's are 
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Compensation and Pensions 
Average number of days to process a claim 

Case type FY 1994 FY 1996 FY 1998 

Veteran's compensation ................................... 213 ... ......................... 140 ... .. ........ ... ............ 106 
Veteran's pension .............. ..... ...... ............... ...... 123 ............... ....... ........ 88 .. ...... ...................... 77 
Survivor's pension ............. .. ...... .......................... 65 ...... ......... ........... .... 51 .............................. 44 
DIC ....... ...... .. ............ .................. ............ .. ..... ...... 111 ..................... ... ...... 76 .............................. 68 

In 1994, Congress ordered the VA to streamline its claims process on the appellate 
level and to significantly reduce the time required to process a claim. Figures for 
1994 are actual. Figures for 1996 and 1998 are goals set by the government. "DIC" 
stands for Dependency and Indemnity Compensation. 

common in the veterans community. 
Many have waited years to have the~r 
claims resolved, with the delays 
caused mainly by a huge backlog of 
cases. Others say that their cases 
have been bungled by the VA, caus
ing further delay and hardship. 

Bleak Picture 
Statistics from the past paint a 

bleak picture of the benefit system. 
According to the VA itself, a veteran 
who filed a new compensation claim 
in early 1994 waited an average of 
213 days for a decision from the re
gional office. Moreover, if that dee~ -
sion were appealed, the veteran could 
expect to wait more than two years 
for a ruling from the Board of Veter
ans' Appeals (BVA). If the BVA 
sent that case back to the regional 
office for reprocessing, another year 
or two would elapse before a final 
decision was rendered. 

For years, descriptions of the VA's 
adjudication system ranged from 
merely "inefficient" to "in crisis." 
Finally, in 1994, Congress started to 
address the issue, passing legisla
tion that gave the agency a mandate 
to streamline the appellate claims 
process and reduce the overall time 
required to process a claim. 

Many veterans advocates agree that 
since then, the VA has reduced the 
overall case backlog and the time it 
takes to process a claim. 

The number of claims pending fell 
from 531,000 in September 1993 to 
some 450,000 in September 1995. 
The number of days needed to pro
cess a new compensation claim 
dropped from 170 at the end of 1994 
to 146 at the end of 1995. The time it 
takes for the BV A to rule on a case 
has also dropped, from 781 days in 
1994 to 687 days in October 1995. 

Opinions differ, however, as to 
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the degree of progress one should 
ascribe to these changes. 

According to VA officials, the 
system is now working much more 
efficiently than it did just two years 
ago. "We've been able to implement 
a more simplified and targeted pro
cess," reported Stephen L. Lemons, 
central area director for the Veter
ans Benefits Administration (VBA), 
referring to efforts to cut red tape 
and put more people to work resolv
ing claims. 

Mr. Lemons and his colleagues at 
the VA said that the process will 
continue to improve and that, over 
the next few years, the backlog will 
reach manageable levels. 

Veterans service organizations are 
far less optimistic. 

Kenneth A. Goss, the Air Force 
Association's director of National 
Defense Issues, said: "While the VA 
says it is working to fix the claims
processing system, far too many vets 
die or are left destitute before their 
request for aid is answered. Claim 
files get lost, misrouted, or stuck in 
one place for far too long. Statistics 
quoted by the VA are averages; far 
too many vets wait years to get their 
claims resolved." 

"The backlog is coming down, and 
so is the timeliness of the processing 
claims, but not dramatically enough," 
said Robert J. Collins, a field repre
sentative for the National Veterans 
Service of the Veterans of Foreign 
Wars (VFW). 

Others have different concerns. 
"The problem is quality," said Rick 
Surratt, assistant national legislative 
director at the Disabled American 
Veterans (DAV). Mr. Surratt and oth
ers accused the VA of being sloppy in 
its claims processing. This, they said, 
forces the VA to devote precious time 
and resources to cleaning up its mis
takes and imposes unnecessary bur
dens on some veterans. 

The benefit claims system has three 
distinct levels: the VBA, which pro
cesses all claims for benefits through 
its regional offices; the BV A, which 
hears all cases in dispute between 
veterans and the VBA; and the Court 
of Veterans Appeals, which hears a 
handful of cases each year that are 
still in dispute after the BV A has 
rendered a decision. 

Long, Complex Process 
This process, like many within the 

federal government, can be long and 
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complex. It begins when a veteran 
files a claim for benefits with one of 
the VA' s fifty-eight regional offices 
around the country. Most claims fall 
into one of three categories: disabil
ity compensation, pension benefits, 
or educational benefits. 

Each claim is examined by a rat
ing board at the regional office. Ac
cording to the VBA, more than fifty 
percent of all such claims are rou
tinely granted at this first stage. 

If the rating board does not grant 
all or part of a claim, the veteran is 
entitled to file a notice of disagree
ment disputing the decision. In Fis
cal 1994, only 1.3 percent-61,813 
out of the nearly 4.7 million claims 
filed-were disputed. 

Veterans who dispute a claim first 
receive a VBA hearing, conducted 
in Washington by VBA staff. If the 
decision of the rating board is not 
altered, or if the veteran is still not 
satisfied, the case can be appealed to 
the Board of Veterans Appeals. 

The BVA is not part of the Veter
ans Benefits Administration. It is a 
separate body within the VA charged 
with ruling on claims cases appealed 
from the regional offices. Only 45,000 
cases, or roughly one percent of the 
total number filed in 1994, were ap
pealed to the BV A. 

The B VA has broader authority than 
a traditional appellate tribunal. Usu
ally, appellate bodies only decide 
whether the law was properly applied 
in the case at hand-they do not re
examine the factual evidence. This 
board, however, is empowered to de
cide questions of fact as well as law. 

For instance, if a veteran claims 
that the VBA denied benefits be
cause it misread his medical records, 
the BV A could reexamine the records 
and decide to reverse the original 
ruling. 

According to the federal govern
ment's most recent statistics (from 
1994 ), outright reversals of VBA de
cisions occur in twenty percent of 
claims appealed. In these cases, the 
BVA orders the VBA to award the 
benefit or benefits previously denied. 

In another 46. 7 percent of the claims 
that come up for a review, the BVA 
does not reverse the judgment but 
remands them to the regional offices 
for further work. Cases are remanded 
for a variety of reasons, but chief 
among them is that the regional of
fice did not have adequate service or 
medical records to make an informed 

decision on the claim. The B VA will 
order the regional office to search for 
additional records or, in the case of 
medical questions, may ask for a new 
physical examination. 

In 22. 7 percent of the cases, the 
regional office decision is affirmed 
by the B VA and the veteran's claim 
is once again denied. 

The remaining cases, which con
stitute just over ten percent of the 
total, are dismissed because the vet
eran dies during the appeals process 
or the BV A decides that the claim 
was entirely groundless. 

If the BVA rejects a veteran's 
claim, he is entitled to another ap
peal, this time to the Court of Veter
ans Appeals. The court is the VA' s 
final level of adjudication and only 
decides questions of law. If no legal 
issue is at stake, the court will not 
accept a veteran's case for review. 

At all levels in the process, the 
law requires that, in close cases, the 
benefit of the doubt be given to the 
veteran. 

Paved With Good Intentions 
Still, despite good intentions, the 

system has not worked for many vet
erans in the past. Problems stemmed 
from a number of causes, including 
mismanagement and personnel cuts. 
VA officials have acknowledged that 
too many agency employees were 
engaged in administrative tasks when 
they should have been directly in
volved in processing claims. Also, 
the number of full-time employees 
working for the VBA has shrunk in 
recent years. 

"They're trying to do more and 
more with less and less," said Mr. 
Collins of the VFW. 

Military downsizing has put extra 
strain on the system, as greater num
bers of service personnel have be
come veterans. This, in conjunction 
with the upsurge of ailments and 
disabilities attributed to service in 
the Persian Gulf War, has led to 
more claims being filed with the VA. 

Another problem was that the Court 
of Veterans Appeals, created in 1988, 
began handing down decisions that 
foisted more work on the regional 
offices and the BV A. Court rulings 
struck down or altered rules and pro
cedures used by the VA to adjudi
cate claims. This, in turn, forced the 
offices and the B VA to reopen a 
substantial number of cases, adding 
to the backlog. 
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Work load category 

New cla ims received 
Total claims processed 
Pending at end of year 

Pending Work Load 
Compensation and pension cases 

FY 1994 

2,782 ,000 
2,8 18,000 

452,000 

FY 1995 

2,362,000 
2,428,000 

386,000 

FY 1996 

2,174,000 
2 ,263,000 

297,000 

FY 1998 

NIA 
NIA 

250 ,0C0 

Taken together, faster processing and a downturn in new claims have enabled the 
VA to begin working off the claims backlog. Figures for 1994 are actual. Figures for 
1995 and 1996 are estimates. The 1998 figure is a goal. 

been able to modernize our equip
ment, we've obviated the need for 
clerical personnel," said the VBA' s 
Mr. Lemons. By cutting back the 
number of administrative workers, 
regional offices have been able to 
divert more employees into claims 
processing. 

Even so, veterans' organizations 
said that the VA has a long way to go 

In addition, the advent of the court 
brought new responsibilities to the 
regional offices and the BV A. Nota
bly, written decisions regarding a case 
had to be much more detailed. This, 
of course, required decision-makers 
to spend more time on each case. 

Average Appeals Response Time 
Board of '/eterans' Appeals 

BVA cases decided 
Average response time in days 

FY 1994 

22,045 
781 

FY 1995 

28,000 
745 

FY 1996 

33,600 
687 

Percent 
Change 

+52 
-12 

By 1994, the consensus in the VA, 
veterans' organizations, and Con
gress was that something needed to 
be done to make the claims system 
faster and more efficient. In that year, 
Congress passed the Veterans Ben
efits Act, making procedural and 
other changes designed to allow the 
BV A to handle more cases more 
quickly. 

Figures for 1994 are actual. Figures for 1995 and 1996 are estimates. 

Before enactment of this legisla
tion, three board members were re
quired to render a decision in each 
veteran's appeal. The new law au
thorized the BV A to allow one board 
member to decide an appeal. This , 
according to Charles L. Cragin, BV A 
chairman, has allowed each board 
member to handle twenty-five per
cent more cases than before . 

In addition, the act eliminated 
the BV A's long-standing sixty-five
member cap, giving the BV A the 
authority to hire more members to 
reduce the backlog. 

Saving Time and Money 
The law also authorized and en

couraged the BVA to develop new 
ways to save time and resources . For 
instance, hearings have been con
ducted via videoconferencing. Ac
cording to Mr. Cragin, innovations 
like this have reduced delays and 
freed board members to handle even 
more cases. "When a board member 
doesn't have to travel , that saves 
time and resources ," he said. 

Finally , the act established the 
Veterans ' Claims Adjudication Com
mission, a nine-member panel ere-

ated to look at the problems facing 
regional offices and the BV A and to 
recommend additional ways to re
duce the backlog and processing time. 

The commission plans to issue a 
final report on its findings and rec
ommendations this spring. 

Though the act focused primarily 
on overhauling the B VA, change was 
also taking place at the regional of
fices. 

"We found that we needed more 
decision-makers ," said J. Gary Hick
man, director of the VA ' s Compen
sation and Pension Service. 

The number of people actualJy 
deciding claims has been increased 
from 500 to almost 900 over the la,t 
few years, Mr. Hickman said. Dur
ing this period, the VBA also autho
rized $20 million to pay overtime 
for workers in the regional offices, 
allowing them to work more hours in 
order to further alleviate the back
log. 

The VBA has established a medi
cal records center in St. Louis , Mo. 
Before the center opened, employ
ees at regional offices often wasted 
much time trying to track down a 
veteran's records . Now, all medical 
records are available at one location 
and are easier to access. 

Finally, the VBA, like the BVA, 
has also turned to technology to 
maximize efficiency . All regional 
office employees now have personal 
computers , for example. "As we ' ve 

David Masci, a reporter in Washingon, 0 . C., covers veterans affairs for 
Congressional Quarterly. This is his first article for Air Force Magazine. 
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before it declares victory in the war 
to reduce the claims backlog and 
processing time. 

One recurring complaint concerns 
the quality of the decisions rendered. 
"The problem is that [regional of
fices] don' t get it right the first time," 
said DAV' s Mr. Surratt, who added 
that roughly two-thirds of the cases 
appealed from the regional offices 
are either reversed or remanded. He 
recommends that the VBA examine 
old remanded cases to find the errors 
that occurred most frequently and 
develop a strategy to avoid them in 
the future . 

According to Mr. Surratt and oth
ers , poor quality at the regional of
fices overloads the BV A. It also 
makes more work for the regional 
offices because almost half the cases 
heard by the BVA are sent back for 
reconsideration. 

Mistakes also take their toll on 
the claimants. Some veterans' cases 
bounce between the regional office 
and the BVA several times . Many of 
these have also been held up at the 
VBA as they move back and forth 
between the rating board members 
at the regional office and the hearing 
officers in Washington. 

Veterans' organizations have said 
that improving quality is the only 
way the VA can ever reduce the 
claims backlog to a manageable level. 
Said Ronald W. Scholz, national ser
vice director at the Paralyzed Veter
ans of America, "If you do it right 
the first time at the regional office, 
you will, over time, be able to elimi
nate the backlog." ■ 
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Industrial Associates 

Listed below are the Industrial Associates of the Air Force Association. Through this affiliation, these companies support 
the objectives of AFA as they relate to the responsible use of aerospace technology for the betterment of society and 

the maintenance of adequate aerospace power as a requisite of national security and international amity. 

3M/Federal Systems Depart-
ment 

AAI Corp. 
AEL Industries, Inc. 
Aerojet 
Aerojet Electronic Systems Div. 
Aerospace Corp. 
Aerospatiale, Inc. 
AIL Systems Inc., a subsidiary of 

Eaton Corp. 
Alliant Techsystems Inc. 
AlliedSignal Aerospace Co. 
American-Amicable Life 

Insurance Co . of Texas 
Analytic Services Inc. (ANSER) 
Anheuser-Busch, Inc. 
ARING 
Army Times Publishing Co. 
Astronautics Corp. of America/ 

Kearfott Guidance & 
Navigation 

AT&T Federal Systems 
Atlantic Research Corp. 
Aviation Week Group Newsletters 
Autometric, Inc. 
Battelle Memorial Institute 
BDM International , Inc. 
Bell Helicopter Textron 
Betac Corp. 
Blue Chip Computers Co. 
Boeing Defense & Space Group 
Bombardier Inc., Canadair 
Booz•Allen & Hamilton Inc. 
Bose Corp. 
British Aerospace, Inc. 
Burdeshaw Associates, Ltd. 
C31 
CAE-Link Corp. 
Calspan Advanced Technology 

Center 
Canadian Marconi Co 
Carter Chevrolet Agency, Inc. 
Cessna Aircraft Co. 
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, 

Inc., The 
Chrysler Technologies Airborne 

Systems 
Cobham pie 
Coltec Industries, Inc, 
Computer Sciences Corp. 
Computing Devices International 
COMSAT Aeronautical Services 
Contraves Inc. 
Cubic Corp. 
Cypress International, Inc. 
Daimler-Benz Aerospace of 

North America Inc. 
Datatape Inc. 
Dowty Aerospace 
DynCorp 
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Eastman Kodak Co .. C&GS 
ECC International Corp, 
EDO Corp .• Government 

Systems Div. 
EDS 
EG&G Defense Systems Group 
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 
ESCO Electronics Corp. 
E-Systems, Inc. 
Evans & Sutherland 
Exide Electronics 
Firearms Training Systems, Inc. 
GDE Systems, Inc. 
GE Aircraft Engines 
GEC Avionics , Inc. 
GEC-Marconi Electronic Systems 

Corp. 
General Atomics 
Gentry & Associates, Inc. 
Geodynamics Corp. 
Government Employees 

Insurance Co. (GEICO) 
GTE Government Systems Corp. 
GTE Government Systems 

Corp., Electronic Defense 
Systems Div. 

Gulfstream Aerospace Corp. 
Harley-Davidson Inc. 
Harris Electronic Systems Sector 
Harris Government Communica-

tions Systems Div. 
Harris Government Support 

Systems Div. 
Honeywell Inc., Space and 

Aviation Control 
Howell Instruments, Inc. 
Hughes Aircraft Co. 
Hughes Danbury Optical 

Systems, Inc. 
IMO Industries Inc 
Information Technology 

Solutions, Inc. 
Ingersoll-Rand Co. 
Innovative Technologies Corp. 
Israel Aircraft Industries lnt'I, Inc. 
ITT Defense 
Jane's Information Group 
Johnson Controls World Services 

Inc. 
Judd's, Inc. 
Kollsman 
Lear Astronics Corp. 
Learjet Inc. 
Litton Amecom 
Litton Applied Technology 
Litton Data Systems 
Litton Guidance & Control 

Systems 

Litton Industries 
Lockheed Martin Corp. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 

Aeronautics Sector 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 

Electronics Sector 
Lockheed Martin Corp,, 

Information & Services Sector 
Lockheed Martin Corp., Space & 

Strategic Missiles Sector 
Logicon, Inc. 
Logistics Management Institute 
Loral Corp. 
Loral Fairchild Systems 
Loral Federal Systems 
Loral Vought Systems 
Lucas Aerospace Inc. 
Magnavox Electronic Systems 

Co, 
Management Consulting & 

Research, Inc. 
Martin-Baker Aircraft Co. Ltd. 
Maira Aerospace Inc. 
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace-

East 
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace-

West 
McDonnell Douglas Corp. 
MITRE Corp., The 
Motorola Inc., GSTG 
NavCom Defense Electronics, 

Inc. 
Northrop Grumman Corp. 
Northrop Grumman Corp., B-2 

Div, 
Northrop Grumman Corp,, 

Electronics & Systems 
Integration Div. 

Northrop Grumman Corp., 
Military Aircraft Div, 

Northrop Grumman Corp ., 
Surveillance & Battle 
Management Systems
Melbourne 

OEA, Inc. 
Orbital Sciences Corp. 
OSC Fairchild Defense 
Oshkosh Truck Corp. 
Pemco Aeroplex, Inc. 
Per Udsen Co. 
PRB Associates, Inc. 
PRC 
Precision Echo, Inc. 
Presearch Inc. 
Racal Communications , Inc. 
Rafael USA, Inc. 
RAND 
Raytheon Aircraft Co. 
Raytheon Co. 
AEGON/OPTICAL, Inc. 

Reflectone , Inc. 
Research Triangle Institute 
Rockwell Aerospace Operations 
Rockwell Collins Avionics & 

Communications Div, 
Rockwell 
Rockwell Electronics Operations 
Rolls-Royce Inc. 
Rosemount Inc, 
Sabreliner Corp. 
Sargent Fletcher Inc., a Cobham 

pie company 
Scheduled Airlines Traffic 

Offices, Inc. (SatoTravel) 
Science Applications lnt'I Corp. 
Smiths Industries, Aerospace & 

Defence Systems Co. 
Software Productivity Consortium 
Space Applications Corp. 
Sun Microsystems Federal, Inc 
Sundstrand Aerospace 
Sverdrup Aerospace 
Systems Research Laboratories/ 

Defense Electronic Systems 
TAAS-lsrael Industries, Ltd. 
TEAC America, Inc. 
Technical Products Group, Inc. 
Teledyne Brown Engineering 
Teledyne, Inc. 
Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical 
Telephonies Corp. 
TELOS Corp. 
Texas Instruments, Defense 

Systems & Electronics Group 
Textron 
Textron Defense Systems 
Thiokol Corp. 
Tracor, Inc. 
Trident Data Systems 
TRW Inc., Avionics and 

Surveillance Group 
TRW Space & Electronics Group 
TRW Systems Integration Group 
UNC Aviation Services 
Unisys Corp. 
United Technologies Corp. 
Universal Propulsion Co., Inc, 
UTC, Hamilton Standard 
UTC, Pratt & Whitney 
UTC, Pratt & Whitney/Space 

Propulsion Operations 
UTC, Sikorsky Aircraft 
Virtual Prototypes, Inc. 
Watkins-Johnson Co. 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Westinghouse Norden Systems 
Whittaker, Safety Systems 
Williams International 
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In what could pass for a 1930s
vintage photo, a rare Ford Trimotor 
4A T-E "Tin Goose" sits outside the 

museum 's Pioneer Airport, 
adjacent to EAA headquarters. The 
aircraft, serial number 69, was built 

in 1929 and restored in 1986. 
Museum visitors are permitted to 
ride in it, taking off from the old
time airfield. Founded in Milwau-

kee, Wis ., in the 1960s, the 
museum moved to its present 

location in 1983. It not only 
restores and exhibits aircraft but 

often maintains and flies rare and 
noteworthy ones, such as this 

Trimotor. 

Along with five theaters, a library, 
and photo and art galleries, the 

museum offers the Eagle Hangar, a 
tribute to the aircraft and people 

who served in World War II. 
Aircraft on display in this hall 

include a North American XP-51 
Mustang and a P-64 and a Boeing 

B-17G Flying Fortress, as well as a 
Japanese fighter airplane and a Bf-

109E from Germany. One of the 
most important aircraft on display 

is this beautifully restored 
Lockheed P-38 Lightning painted in 

the colors of America 's all-time 
leading ace, Maj. Richard I. Bong, 

a Wisconsin native. 

I 
---~=---_L.--==-~~ -
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The museum 's display includes more 
than ninety historic aircraft, including 
replicas of the Wright Flyer and 
Voyager, used in 1986 by Jeana 
Yeager and Dick Rutan for their 
nonstop, round-the-world flight. Among 
the most interesting examples of 
aircraft at the museum is the restored 
Aerocar (left), one of a handful 
originally built in the 1940s as designer 
Molt Taylor's answer to combining 
flying and driving with a minimum of 
fuss. 
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The aer,al shot above shows th& 
spr6 wling EAA headquarters 

complex, inc'uding the museum, 
Eagle Hargar, and Pioneer Airporr 

in the ba~kground. In the far 
baciground is Wittman Regiona: 
A.'rp:Jrt, sit& of the association's 

annual fly-in. The facility is named 
for award-winning airplane racer 

and 1'!.'sco,1sin native, S. J. "Steve" 
Witttnan, whose racing airplanes 

are on display at the museum. 
Other types of specialized aircraft, 
such as the Pitts S-2 "Big Stinker" 
us&d for air show aerobatics, and 

such '1o.77e':JUilts as the Lancair 200 
and zhe Beoe 80-5 "Micro" havG 

their o-vn sections in the museum. 

Pa u/ H. Poberezny, an Army Air 
Forces and Air National Guard pi/or 
who re iire'.i as a lieutenant co/one: 

'n 1970, founded EAA with his 
f riends in 1953 to encourag& 
a,77a 'eur aircraft builders and 

restorers. What began as a 
'7e,'gh!Jorhood gathering to ex

chang'3 ideas is now an organiza-
1ion with more than 160,000 

members. 
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Many of the museum's restored 
aircraft are regulars on the air 
show circuit. Above, even the 

founder keeps a hand in, as Mr. 
Poberezny flies a P-51 Mustang. 
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This rare Japanese Nakajima Ki-43 
''Oscar" is among ~he aircraft used by 

America 's World War II adversaries on 
display in the eagle Hangar. The fighter 

represented a level of sochisti-::ation in 
aircraft design that the Ailies N<:Jr3 not 

p .-epared for in tf;e wa, s early days. 
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Constructed with "nonstrategic" 
building skills and crafted from 
molded plywood, the de Havilland 
Mosquito was very maneuverable 
and successful in many roles, from 
night fighting to photo
reconnaissance. The British-built 
light bomber is one of a dozen 
World War /I-era airplanes on 
display at any given time in the 
Eagle Hangar, the museum 's most 
popular wing . In describing this 
hall, EAA Executive Vice President 
Gregory J. Anderson says, "The 
Eagle Hangar collection presents 
l'he factual and inspirational 
context of ordinary individuals who 
did extraordinary things, from the 
home front to the front lines around 
the world." 

Many of t.'le fT1Useum 's 150,000 
annual visitors fly in for a visit, so 
it 's not ur.common to see a l;neup 
of severa .' types of aircraft a~ 
nearby Wittman Regional Airport. 
Acti·1ity at the airfield peaks when 
more than 800,000 visitors gather 
at Oshkosh for the annual Fly-In 
Convention . The aircraft, displays, 
pavilions, workshops, and "f,y" 
market that make up this show 
spread out 01,er 1,400 acres 
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When not on national tours, the 
B-1 lG Aluminum Overcast is one 

of the highlights of the Eagle 
Hangar. Restoration of such 

classics is the museum's backbone 
arid requires a great effort from 

more than a dozen aircraft 
technicians, aviation students, and 

volunteers. EAA's Aviation 
Foundation has two restoration 

areas, one within the museum and 
another for larger airplanes at 

Wittman Airport. The aircraft arrive 
in all kinds of condition-from 

pristine to parts shipped in crates. 
Some are restored to flying status, 

:>thers for permanent museum 
displ:J.y. Those that fly give today's 
aviation devotees a chance to hear 

hist:>ry in the drone of four 1, 000-
horsepower radial engines. 
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In displaying the many facets of the 
flying machine's development, EAA's 
Air Adventure Museum offers insight 

into an invention of monumental 
importance that continues to inspire 

and challenge. ■ 
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The Congressional Defense E:stablishment 

Bob Stump 
Arizona 

Robert K. Dornan 
Cali fornia 

John M. McHugh 
New York 

J. C. Walls, Jr . 
Oklahoma 
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Republicans 
Floyd D. Spence 

Chairman 
South Carolina 

Duncan Hunter 
Cali fornia 

Joel Hefley 
Colorado 

James IVI. Talenl 
Misso uri 

John R. Kasich 
Ohio 

Jim Saxton 
New Jersey 

Terry Everett 
Alabama 

Will am M. Thornberry John N. Hostelller 
Texas Indiana 

James B. Longley , Jr. 
Maine 

Todd Tiahrt 
Kansas 

Herbert H. Bateman 
Virginia 

Randy Cunningham 
California 

Roscoe G. Bartlett 
Maryland 

Saxby Chambliss 
Georgia 

Richard Haslings 
Washington 

(Members arranged by seniority in committee) 

James V. Hansen 
Utah 

Steph en E. Buyer 
Indiana 

Howarc P. McKean 
California 

Van Hilleary 
Te1nessee 

Curt P. Weldon 
Pennsy lvania 

Peter G. Torkildsen 
Massachusetts 

Ron Lewis 
Kentucky 

Joe Scarborough 
Florida 

Tillie K. Fowler 
Florida 

Walter B. Jones, Jr. 
North Carolina 
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G. V. "Sonny" Montgomery Patricia Schroeder 
Mississippi Colorado 

Solomon P. Ortiz 
Texas 

Gene Taylor 
Mississippi 

Robert A. Underwood 
Guam 

William J. Jellerson 
Louisiana 

Dwen B. Pickett 
Virginia 

Neil Abercrombie 
Hawaii 

Jane Harman 
California 

Rosa L. Delaura 
Connecticut 
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Ronald V. Dellums 
Ranking Minority Member 

California 

Ike Skelton 
Missouri 

Lane Evans 
Illinois 

Chet Edwards 
Texas 

Paul McHale 
Pennsylvania 

Mike Ward 
Kentucky 

An Air Force Magazine 

Democrats 

Norman Sisisky 
Virginia 

John S. Tanner 
Tennessee 

Frank Tejeda 
Texas 

Pete Geren 
Texas 

Patrick J. Kennedy 
Rhode Island 

John M. Spratt , Jr. 
South Carolina 

Glen Browder 
Alabama 

Martin T. Meehan 
Massachusetts 

"Pete" Peterson 
Florida 

National 
Security 

Committee 
(formerly House Armed 

Services Committee) 
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Armed Ser,vices 
Committee 
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J. James Exon 
Nebraska 

John Warner 
Virginia 

Bob Smith 
New Hampshire 

Carl Levin 
Michigan 

Robert C. Byrd 
West Virginia 

Strom Thurmond 
Chairman 

South Carnlina 

William S. Cohen 
Maine 

Sam Nunn 
Ranking Minority Member 

Georgia 

Edward M. Kennedy 
Massachusetts 

Charles S. Robb 
Virginia 

Republicans 

John McCain 
Arizona 

Ka y Bail ey Hutchison 
Texas 

Trent Lott 
Mississippi 

James M. Inhale 
Oklahoma 

Democrats 

Jeff Bingaman 
NeN Mexico 

Joseph I. Lieberman 
Cc.nnecticut 

John Glenn 
Ohio 

Richard H. Bryan 
Nevada 

Daniel R. Coats 
Indiana 

Rick Santorum 
Pennsylvania 
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Joseph M. McDade 
Pennsylvania 

David L. Hobson 
Ohio 

~-
C. W. "Bill" Young 

Chairman 
Florida 

A 

Bob Livingston 
Louisiana 

Henry Bonilla 
Texas 

Republicans 

Jerry Lewis 
California 

George Nethercutt 
Washington 

Joe Skeen 
New Mexico 

Ernest J. lstook, Jr. 
Oklahoma 

National Security Appropriations 
Subcommittee 
(formerly House Defense Appropriations Subcommittee) 

Norman D. Dicks 
Washington 
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John P. Murtha 
Ranking Minority Member 

Pennsylvania 

Charles N. Wilson 
Texas 

Democrats 

W. G. "Bill " Heiner 
North Carolina 

Martin D. Sabo 
Minnesota 

David R. Obey 
Wisconsin 
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Ted Stevens 
Chairman 

Plaska 

Republicans 

Tha d Cochran 
Mississippi 

Arlen Specter 
Pennsylvania 

Pete V. Domenici Christopher "Kit" Bond Mitch McConnell 
Ne\/1 Mexico Missouri Kentucky 

Defense Appropriations 
Subcommittee 

Connie Mack 
Florida 

Richar:I C. Shelby 
Alabama 

Danie i K. Inouye 
Ranking Minority Member 

Hawaii 

Ernest F. "Fritz" Hollings J. Bennett Johnston Robert C. Byrd 
South Carolina Louisiana We~t Virginia 

Dale Bumpers Frank R. Lautenberg 
Arkansas Ne.v Jersey 
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Judd Gregg 

New Hampshire 
Mark 0. Hatfield 
ex officio, Oregon 

Democrats 

Patrick J. Leahy 
Vermont 

Tom Harkin 
Iowa 
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Bering, Henrik. Outpost Berlin: 
The History of the American Mili
tary Forces in Berlin, 1945-1994. 
edition q, Inc ., 551 N. Kimberly 
Dr., Carol Stream, IL 60188-
1881. 1995. Including photos, 
maps, notes, and bibliography, 
266 pages. $16 .95. 

Boyne, Walter, Paul Coggan, 
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Jesse, Tim Laming, Bob 
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Including photos , 224 pages. 
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Cardozier, V. R. The Mobiliza
tion of the United States in World 
War II: How the Government, 
Military, and Industry Prepared 
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1995. Including bibliography and 
index, 277 pages , $38.50. 

Churchill, Winston S. Great 
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appendices, maps, and index, 
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1995. Including photos, maps, 

selected bibliography, and in
dex, 175 pages. $31 .95. 
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pages. $26 95. 
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Ave., New York, NY 10022. 1995. 
Including photos, notes, bibliog
raphy, and index, 380 pages. 
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Mason , The United States Air 
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TX 75042-4506. 1995. Including 
photos, 224 pages. $29 95. 
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pages. $29 .95 , 
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19310 1995. Including photos, 
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Jets . Smithsonian Institution 
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A statistical portrait of USAF in the first 
hot conflict of the Cold War. 

Within minutes of taking 
off, US airmen could have 

their RF-BOs (right) over 
MiG Alley (opposite), as the 
skies over the area between 

the Yalu and Chongchon 
Rivers in northwest Korea 
were known. There the air 

was thick with MiG-15s 
piloted by North Korean, 

Chinese, and (it is now 
known) Russian pilots. 

Below is a C-119 Flying 
Boxcar at Chinhae AB, 

South Korea 

l"IA EARLY half a century ago, from June 25, 1950, through July 27, 1953, 
T 1,1 the newly independent Air Force, in conjunction with other US 

services and various allies operating under the United Nations banner, 
halted aggression by North Korea and its Chinese allies. 

Data charted in this section are drawn from the comprehensive US Air Force 
Statistical Dig,est, Fiscal Year 1953: Summary of USAF Combat Operations in 
Korea, June 1950-July 1953, published in 1954, and the authorized USAF 
history, The United States Air Force in Korea, 1950-1953, published in 1983 
by the Office of Air Force History. 
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Fifth Air Force 

3d Air Rescue Squadron 

6th Troop Carrier (Heavy) Squadron 

7th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

8th Bombardment (Light) Squadron 

8th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

8th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron 

9th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

13th Bombardment (Light) Squadron 

22d Troop Carrier (Heavy) Squadron 

35th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

36th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

39th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

40th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

41 st Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

68th Fighter Squadron 

80th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

339th Fighter Squadron 

512th Weather Reconnaissance Squadron 

Thirteenth Air Force 

2d Air Rescue Squadron 

12th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

21st Troop Carrier Squadron 

24th Maintenance Group 

24th Supply Group 

44th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

67th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

Twentieth Air Force 

2d Air Rescue Squadron 

4th Fighter Squadron 

16th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

25th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

26th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

28th Bombardment (Medium) Squadron 

30th Bombardment (Medium) Squadron 

31st Strategic Reconnaissance Squadron 

93d Bombardment (Medium) Squadron 

514th Weather Reconnaissance Squadron 

Far East Air Materiel Command 
13th Maintenance Group 

13th Supply Group 

13th Medical Group 

13th Air Base Group 
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J A P A N 

Fifth Air Force 
7th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

8th Bombardment (Light) Squadron 

8th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

12th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

12th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron 

13th Bombardment (Light) Squadron 

15th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron 

16th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

25th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

34th Bombardment (Light) Squadron 

35th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

36th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

37th Bombardment (Light) Squadron 

39th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

45th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron 

67th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

69th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

80th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

9oth Bombardment (Light) Squadron 

95th Bombardment (Light) Squadron 

310th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

311th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

319th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

334th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

335th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

336th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

417th Engineering Aviation Brigade 

428th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

429th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

430th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

605th Tactical Control Squadron 

606th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 

607th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 

608th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 

2157th Air Rescue Squadron 

6148th Tactical Control Squadron 

6149th Tactical Control Squadron 

Thirteenth Air Force 
31st Air Rescue Squadron 

32d Air Rescue Squadron 

44th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

581 st Air Resupply and Communications Wing 

Twentieth Air Force 
4th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

26th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

28th Bombardment (Medium) Squadron 

30th Bombardment (Medium) Squadron 

33d Air Rescue Squadron 

34th Air Rescue Squadron 

54th Strategic Reconnaissance Squadron 

79th Air Rescue Squadron 

93d Bombardment (Medium) Squadron 

623d Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 

624th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 
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851 st Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 

852d Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 

6319th Air Base Wing 

Far East Air Forces Logistics Forces 
24th Air Depot Wing 

75th Air Depot Wing 

6400th Air Depot Wing 

6418th Air Depot Wing 

Japan Air Defense Force 
3d Air Rescue Group 

9th Fighter-Bomber Squadron 

12th Strategic Fighter Wing 

40th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

41 st Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

56th Strategic Reconnaissance Squadron 

68th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

339th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron 

610th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 

611th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 

613th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 

618th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 

620th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 

621 st Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 

847th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 

848th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 

849th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 

850th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron 

6101 st Air Base Wing 

315th Air Division 

6th Troop Carrier (Heavy) Squadron 

19th Troop Carrier (Medium) Squadron 

21st Troop Carrier (Heavy) Squadron 

22d Troop Carrier (Heavy) Squadron 

34th Troop Carrier (Medium) Squadron 

43d Troop Carrier (Medium) Squadron 

50th Troop Carrier (Medium) Squadron 

61 st Troop Carrier (Medium) Squadron 

62d Troop Carrier (Medium) Squadron 

344th Troop Carrier (Medium) Squadron 

815th Troop Carrier (Medium) Squadron 

816th Troop Carrier (Medium) Squadron 

817th Troop Carrier (Medium) Squadron 

6127th Air Terminal Group 

6461 st Troop Carrier (Medium) Squadron 

Far East Air Forces Bomber Command (Provisional) 
28th Bombardment (Medium) Squadron 

30th Bombardment (Medium) Squadron 

91 st Strategic Reconnaissance Squadron 

93d Bombardment (Medium) Squadron 

343d Bombardment (Medium) Squadron 

344th Bombardment (Medium) Squadron 

345th Bombardment (Medium) Squadron 

370th Bombardment (Medium) Squadron 

371 st Bombardment (Medium) Squadron 

372d Bombardment (Medium) Squadron 
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Fiscal Vear 
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1950-51 
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I tlie Korean Theater 

Killed, Died Wounded, Missing, Total ·casualties resolved after the war were 

of Wounds Evacuated Captured Casual t ies included in this year-category. 

423 224 27 

218 102 10 

90 42 23 

449 233 

1,180 368 293 

Combatant Killed, Died 
Command of Wounds 

Far East Air Forces 892 

Strategic Air Command 183 

Military Air Transport Service 21 

Tactical Air Command 59 

Air Defense Command 25 

Total period 1,180 

D 

674 

330 

155 

682 

1,841 

ware 
Wounded, Missing, Total 
Evacuated Captured Casualties 

289 201 1,382 

51 64 298 

16 38 

4 14 77 

8 13 46 

368 293 1,841 

Two B-26 units, USAF's 3d 
Bombardment Wing and 452d 
Bombardment Wing, special
ized in nighttime intrusion. With 
the start in mid-1951 of a new 
railway-interdiction effort 
(code-named "Strangle"), night 
Interdiction assumed added 
Importance, but the pace of B-
26 day operations picked up in 
the last half of the war. 

Jul.-Dec. Ja1_-Jun . Jul.-Dec. Jan .-Jun. Jul.-Dec. 
1950 1951 1952 

Jan.- Jun. 
1953 

In the UN air effort, USAF conducted 
the lion's share of total sorties-

720,980, or about seventy percent. 
Significant numbers also were flown 
by aviators of the US Navy (167,552 

sorties) and the US Marine Corps 
(107,303 sorties). Another contribu
tion (a total of 44,873 sorties) came 

from the air forces of friendly or 
allied natlons-Soath Korea, Austra

l/a, South Africa, Thailand, Greece, 
and Britain. 

800,000 

600,000 

400,000 

200,000 

0 
Allies 

44,873 
Marines 
107,303 

Navy 
167,552 

Air Force 
720,980 
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_g 
0. 

_______ Interdiction ......... ... .. 192,581 

Close air support ...... 57,665 

_ All other ................... 222,078 

Parameter 

Total sorties 

Tons of cargo 

Passengers 

Ton-miles 

Personnel-miles 
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500,000 

400,000 

300,000 

200,000 

100,000 

0 
Allies 

20,000 

Into Korea 

65,334 

296,316 

906,262 

75,609,000 

481,338,000 

Marines 
80,000 

Navy 
120,000 

At the height of its partici
pation In the war, the 
fledgling US Air Force had 
more than 46,000 uni
formed personnel on the 
peninsula. USAF airmen 
suffered almost 2,000 
casualties, so returning 
from a mission In one piece 
was cause for con
gratulations, even for Capt. 
Joseph McConnell, USAF's 
leading ace of the war. 

Intra Korea Out of Korea 

58,573 45,572 

133,755 149,039 

416,686 868 ,753 

12,553,000 32,828,000 

Air Force 
476,00C 

Intra Japan 

40,864 

100,526 

413,890 

37,374,000 

96,911,000 516,352,000 188,766,000 
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Cause 

Enemy, air-to-air 

Enemy, ground tire 

Enemy, unknown 

Not enemy action 

Unknown, missing 

Total 

Category 1950 1951 1952 1953 Total 

Destroyed, claimed 97 180 383 293 953 
Air-to-air 49 175 383 293 900 
Air-to-ground 48 5 0 0 53 

Destroyed, probable 43 39 60 51 193 
Air-to-air 
Air-to-ground 

Damaged 
Air-to-air 
Air-to-ground 

Total enemy losses 

20 37 60 51 168 
23 2 0 0 25 

48 313 400 248 1,009 
22 303 400 248 973 
26 10 0 0 36 

188 532 843 592 2,155 

A survey of 825 prisoner-of-war Interro
gations having specific references to 

morale revealed that tactical alrpower 
contributed materially to the demoraliza

tion of Communist troops. The survey 
found that the demorallzlng effect of 

tactical air attack ranked second only to 
disconten t about lack of food. 

1950 1951 1952 1953 Total 

9 56 60 14 139 

103 229 154 64 550 

6 20 31 11 68 

104 186 112 70 472 

47 102 60 28 237 

269 593 417 187 1,466 

Alrpower put at risk not only Communist 
aircraft. USAF, Marine aviation, and friendly 
foreign air forces also claimed to have de-
strayed 1,327 tanks, 82,920 vehicles, 963 
locomotives, 10,407 railway cars, 1,153 
bridges, 118,231 buildings, 8,663 gun posl-
tlons, 8,839 bunkers, 593 barges and boats, 
sixty-five tunnels, and sixteen a/I-storage 
tanks. The aircrews claimed to have made 
28,621 cuts on enemy railroads. 

What Did It? 

Cause of Low Morale Percent 
Shortage of food 21.4 

Tactical aircraft threat 17.9 

Lack of training 11.3 

Lack of arms and equipment 9.8 

Insufficient rest 8.2 

Forced induction 6.3 

Casualties 6.2 

No cause for fighting 4.9 

Artillery attack threat 4.7 

Desertion 3.3 

Harsh treatment by officers 1.6 

Lack of replacements 1.5 

Inadequate clothing 1.2 

All other causes 1.7 

A Comparison of Air and Ground Forces 

Communist Force 
Targets 

Troops 

Tan l<s 

Trucks 

Artillery 

66 

KIiied/Destroyed 
by Aircraft 

47% 

75% 

81% 

72% 

Killed/Destroyed 
by Ground Arms 

53% 

25% 

19% 

28% 

Alrpower made a great contribution by Interdicting 
hostile troops, weapons, and suppl/es. Under 
vulnerable conditions Imposed by a lack of air 
cover and of training In antiaircraft measures, 
Communist forces found themselves exposed to 
the fullest shock effect of alrpower. 
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USAF Comtii Aircraft on Han 

Aircraft Type July 1950 July 1951 

B-26 bomber 79 157 

8-29 bomber 87 104 

F-51 fighter 190 227 

F-80 fighter 528 254 

F-82 fighter 37 24 

F-84 fighter 0 175 

F-86 fighter 0 93 

F-94 fighter 0 14 

Total 921 1,048 

e Korean 95~ 

July 1952 July 1953 Average, 
37 months 

190 194 

118 117 

150 65 

224 152 

0 0 

353 410 

177 439 

100 82 

1,312 1,459 

In Korea, up-to-the-minute 
fighters /Ike the F-94 fought 
side by side with World War 
II holdovers, such as the 
B-29 (left). On the support 
side, aircraft as old as the 
C-47 (which dates from 
1935) saw plenty of service. 

161 

109 

167 

270 

16 

247 

184 

56 

1,210 

USAF Sum,ort Aircraft on Hani:t In the Korean Theater 1950-53 

Aircraft Type July 1950 July 1951 July 1952 July 1953 Average, 
37 months 

R/WB-26 0 24 30 30 27 

R/WB-29 4 38 40 37 36 

RF-51 0 7 22 0 18 

RF-80 35 36 40 57 39 

C-46 41 72 76 73 70 

C/VC-47 84 129 134 133 123 

C-54 31 64 64 21 47 

C-119 0 86 95 104 87 

C-124 0 0 13 25 9 

Other 273 289 384 375 334 

Total 468 745 898 855 790 
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Operating Location June 
1950 

Guam 5,698 

Korea 

Japan 21 ,324 

Okinawa 9,339 

Philippines 5,293 

Total 41,655 

68 

Personnel Category July 1950 

Officer 5,067 

Enlisted 39,618 

Civil ian 9,792 

Total 54,477 

December June December 
1950 1951 1951 

4,073 4,186 3,972 

10,063 20,908 34,895 

34,923 35,059 43,468 

10,389 8,388 8,913 

5,659 5,097 5,635 

65,107 73 ,633 96,883 

Nr 
July 1951 July 1952 

11,11 7 14,178 

70,232 101,914 

11 ,200 12,045 

92,549 128,137 

June 
1952 

4,849 

42,376 

46,543 

10,550 

5,120 

109,438 

December June 
1952 1953 

6,585 5,416 

46,388 44,650 

54,418 60,297 

9,736 10,520 

7,369 7,807 

124,496 128,690 

This F-51 Is from the 18th 
Fighter-Bomber Wing, 
which remains in the 
region today as the 18th 
Wing, although It Is now 
stationed at Kadena AB, 
Japan. Today, Pacific Air 
Forces has about 35,000 
mllltary personnel In the 
region, compared to Far 
East Air Forces' 129,000 
In five countries In July 
1953. 

July 1953 

15,429 

114,039 

11 ,032 

140,500 

Final July 
1953 

5,399 

43,791 

60,299 

10,532 

8,036 

128,057 

Aircraft Type July 1950 July 1951 July 1952 July 1953 Avera~e, 
37 mont s 

B-26 bomber 40 105 174 191 144 

B-29 bomber 81 86 112 109 101 

F-51 fighter 70 122 118 121 

F-80 fighter 368 349 222 158 268 

F-82 fighter 25 29 18 

F-84 fighter 217 303 554 263 

F-86 fighter 121 216 489 203 

F-94 fighter 16 103 165 66 

Total 584 1,045 1,248 1,666 1,184 
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Country/Location 

Aircraft type 

Bombers 

Fighters 

Transports 

Other 

All types 

Fields 

1950-51 

180,581 

293,766 

290,360 

164,301 

929,008 

Active 
Runways 

Guam ................................. ... .................. .. 3 .............................. ......... 5 

lwo Jim a ................................................... 1 ...................... .. .............. . 1 

Japan ...................................................... 41 ................................ -..... 49 

Korea ........ , ............................................. 34 ...................... .. ............. 36 

Okinawa ................... .... .. .... ...................... 8 ........................ ............... 9 

Philippines ......................................... ., .... 1 ..... ... ... ... ......... .. ....... .. ... .. 1 

Ryukyus ................................................... 2 ............. .. , .... _. ...... _. ....... .. .• 4 

Total ...................... ., ................................ 90 ......... ., ......................... 105 
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Aircraft type 

Bombers 

Fighters 

Transports 

Other 

All types 

1950-51 

55,273,000 

79,357,000 

47,805,000 

27,552,000 

209,987,000 

1951-52 

185,151 

300,185 

390,897 

185,505 

1,061,738 

(gallons) 

1951-52 

48,277,000 

99,273,000 

61,875,000 

33,198,000 

242,623,000 

1952-53 

195,444 

385,120 

318,124 

278,678 

1,177,366 

Total 

561,176 

979,071 

999,381 

628,484 

3,168,112 

This 452d Bomb Group 
B-26 suffered major 
damage to Its nose and 
engines. Though USAF 
lost more than 1,400 
aircraft during the war, 
only 139 of the losses 
were caused by enemy 
air-to-air action. 

1952-53 Total 

55,757,000 159,307,000 

148,111,000 326,741,000 

41,893,000 151,573,000 

66,025,000 126,775,000 

311,786,000 764,396,000 
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Just as predicted, the Air Force 
is about to run short of pilots. 

By Bruce D. Callander 

S Army Air Forces pro-
792 rated officers-
15,938 navigators , and 
ardiers. Now the task 
8 years. The Air Force, 
ay and worked at pre

would not turn out its 
flyer until 2154. 
year for training came, 

e, at the height of World 
. Since then, the Air Force 

never has approached anything like 
lhe 1943 pace and is not likely ever 
lo do so again. Even for peacetime, 

however, the training rate is worri
some, languishing at a record and 
perhaps dangerous low, warn some 
service officials. 

The problem became acute in 1994 
and 1995. In each of the two years, 
USAF graduated just more than 600 
new rated officers-500 pilots and 
118 navigators. This was a big drop; 
through the 1980s, the Air Force 
annually produced 1,500 to 2,000 
pilots and 500 to 1,000 navigators. 
This year, the Air Force will pick up 
the pace only marginally. 

T.he decline began during the ten
year, post- Cold War drawdown of 
rhe force. As total strength dropped 
by about one-third. USAF jealously 
guarded its rated inventory, but with 
units closing and aircraft numbers 
declining, there were fewer cockpit 
slots for those already in flying sta
tus and none for those in the training 
pipeline. 

The Air Force's solution was to 
cut back on rated production. Hun -



A Changing Pilot Mix Competition from the airlines has 
long been a worry for the military. 
The concern has lessened in recent 
years because most airlines have been 
hiring only modest numbers and some 
have gone out of business. 

Numbers of Rated Officers, 1986-95 

Grade 1986 

2d Lieutenant 1,183 

1st Lieutenant 3,583 

Captain 9,184 

Major 5,990 

Lieutenant Colonel 4,208 

Total 24,148 

dreds of flight school applicants had 
to wait for training slots. More than 
1,000 pilots who already had gradu
ated were "banked" in nonflyingjobs. 
Even some seasoned pilots were sent 
to staff positions until the rated force 
thinned out. 

Now, with the drawdown tapering 
off, the Air Force has started to turn 
things around. It will take a long 
time to return to something close to 
normal production rates. This year, 
USAF will graduate 525 new pilots 
and gradually increase the annual 
rate to more than 1,000 by the turn of 
the century. It will produce 188 new 
navigators in 1996 and 300 per year 
in most of the ensuing years. 

Pilot requirements are designed to 
support the Pentagon's wartime mis
sion requ irements, urrentl gear.ed 
to fighting two nearly simultaneou 
major regional conflicts, as well as 
supporting contingency operations 
when not aor ally engaged in war. 
Officials S'af tb y fo resee no change 
in this approaqh in the near future or 
any major easing of the budget con
straints that help to keep training 
rates modest. 

Coming Shortages 
The Air Force will continue to be 

slightly overstrength in both catego
ries for a while longer. However, as 
older flyers retire, USAF will in
creasingly have to contend with rated 
shortages, particularly among pilots. 

The shortfall will be especially 
acute in some year groups because 
of the earlie,r uU,acks in training . 

. a result th ir Force will have 
to u ee perieeedfield-grade pilots 
in kpit oatlini for less rank 
and experience,. Then, as they retire, 
it will ha e 6 replace them with new 
company-grade pilots having far less 
experience-in many cases moving 

1995 

80 

997 

8,949 

2,717 

2,597 

15,340 

Percent Change 

-93.2 

-72 .2 

-2.6 

-54.6 

-38.3 

-36.5 

However. the airlines periodically 
lose experienced captains and look 
to service pilots to replace them. 
That could be a problem again. Ma
jor Olinto concedes, but he thinks 
the Air Force is in better shape to 
compete than in past years. 

Shifts in the Navigator Force 
Numbers of Rated Officers, 1986-95 

Grade 1986 

2d Lieutenant 741 

1st Lieutenant 1,588 

Captain 4,029 

Major 2,968 

Lieutenant Colonel 1,139 

Total 10,465 

them into jobs for which they nor
mally would not qualify for some 
years. 

The trade-offs are certainly less 
than ideaL Even if it makes them, 
however, the Air Force still will face 
overall pilot shortages in 1998 and, 
at projected training rates, will con
tinue to suffer from them into the 
next century. At that point, pilot re
tention could become critical. 

A few years ago, Lt. Gen. Billy J. 
Boles. then deputy chief of stafrf for 
Pers@nnel, predicted difficulties. He 
said that if the Air Force continued 
to graduate only 500 pilots a year for 
too long, it cou Id retain I 00 percent 
of them and still not meet its future 
requirements. It now appears that, 
even though training rates are begin
ning to rise, the prediction was cor
rect. 

At the moment, rated retention is 
not a major problem, said Maj. Lou 
Olin to, formerly of the deputy chief 
of staff for Personnel's Rated Force 
Policy Division. 

"'I think we are doing well," said 
Major Olinto, "but a lot will depend 
on the economy, and that's hard to 
predict. And airline recruiting prob
ably is going to pick up." 

1995 Percent Change 

10 -98.7 

129 -91.9 

2,605 -35.3 

1,774 -40.2 

1,335 +17.2 

5,853 -44.1 

"The difference this time," he said, 
"is that over the last few years, we 
have been restructuring and improv
ing policies so that when airline hir
ing does come, we won't see reten
tion rates drop as much as they did in 
the mid- to late 1980 . Right n 
retention is at the higbettpQIGli 
ever been in the Air Force. 

Major Olinto give 'pificant 
credit to one relati ly rec nt inceo
ti ve, Aviator Continuation Pay. That 
bonu · plao pay fl e up t 12,000 
per year f, r every ear they agree to 
remain bey n e1ght year of ac tive 
commissioned service (to a total of 
fourteen years). They can earn up to 
$72,000 over and above their normal 
flight pay, which now can reach $650 
per month for officers with six or 
more years of aviation service. 

Thinking Twice 
Even with flight pay and bonuses, 

Air Force pilots may not make as 
much as senior airline captains do. 
However, such incentives should be 
enough to make them think twice about 
jumping quickly into entry-level jobs 
with the commercial carriers, par
ticularly when they have begun to 
build up USAF retirement equity. 



Still, said Major Olinto, the ser
vice would like to increase training 
rates a bit more to be on the safe 
side. The problem stems more from 
tight military budgets than from a 
lack of candidates. There are more 
pilot applicants from students in the 
major commissioning sources-the 
Air Force Reserve Officers Training 
Corps, Air Force Academy, and Of
ficer Training School-than USAF 
can accept into training. 

Nor does the Air Force suffer from 
a shortage of navigator candidates, 
but here the situation is somewhat 
different. The Air Force long has 
trained fewer navigators than pilots, 
and now the difference is becoming 
greater. This is because changes in 
USAF equipment have sparked a 
decline in navigator requirements, 
said Maj. Greg Hayman, who works 

Enlisted Crew Numbers Stable 

The Air Force expects little near-term change in the number of enlisted 
airmen serving in aircrew positions. 

At present, about 6,850 enlisted troops serve in what the Air Force deems 
flying positions, including flight engineers, boom operators, loadmasters, and 
E-3 Airborne Warning and Control System command-and-control specialists. 

Equipment changes have had little effect on these totals, USAF officials 
said. When 345 enlisted tail gunners were removed from the B-52, for example , 
the airmen were shifted to other crew positions. Now, some units are receiving 
large aircraft, such as the E-8 Joint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar 
System aircraft, that require large numbers of enlisted crew members. 

Enlisted members also are moving into some flying slots previously filled 
only by officers. The air weapons director specialty recently was opened to 
airmen, and officials say that some battalion air liaison officer positions may 
be opened in future . Airmen also have been allowed to apply for astronaut 
training. More than 250 have done so, and six have been reviewed for 
consideration, but so far none has been accepted. 

An additional 1,200 crew members-both officer and enlisted-continue to 
fly in "command-unique" positions, such as nurses, medical technicians, and 
linguists. 

Percentages in the Pilot Force . In both rated categories, however, 
the problem again is less one of num
bers than of experience levels. 

Rated Office rs, 1986-95 

Grade 1986 Share 

2d Lieutenant 5 

1st Li eutenant 15 

Captain 38 

Major 25 

Lieutenant Co lonel 17 

Other 0 

in the Rated Management Section of 
the Operations Directorate . 

For pilots, such changes are ex
pected to have l i ttle impact. "The 
C-17 replaces the C-141 ," Major 
Hayman said. "That's an airlifter for 
an airlifter. As far as we know, our 
force structure will remain based on 
twenty fighter wing equivalents to 
fight two wars, so it is going to take 
X number of fighters whether they 
are one type or another. The F-22 is 
coming on and they may retire some
thing else, but it's still one pilot 
going into one cockpit in terms of 
fighters." 

For navigators, though, it is an
other story. 

"Modifications will take all of the 
nav requirements out of the KC-135 
aircraft," Major Hayman reported. 
"Also, the C-14 ls have navs, and the 
new C- 1 7 s do not, so we' re looking 
at the force structure out a ways, and 
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1995 Share Change 

0.5 - 4 .5 

6.5 -8 .5 

58 .3 +20.3 

17.7 -7.3 

16.9 -0.1 

0. 1 +0.1 

ifs pretty clear that the requirements 
are going to dwindle." 

Fewer Navigators 
Major Hayman, himself a naviga

tor, added, " We ' re down to about 
5,000 now, and we continue to draw 
down . The problem we face in pro
duction is that you can absorb just so 
many navs each year. We're poking 
up to about 300 per year for 1997 
and beyond, and that will support a 
force of about 4,200 total. The force 
requirements will continue to come 
down. The combat crew members 
will stay pretty steady, but you'll 
see a lot fewer navigators in the 
staffs." 

USAF' s projections for coming 
years bear out that prediction. They 
show the pilot inventory lagging re
quirements but the stock of naviga
tors exceeding requirements until 
about 2001. 

"We've had all these charts show
ing that we should be bringing in all 
these people to support the rated 
force," claimed Major Hayman, "and 
we've been way below it the past 
several years. That's because the only 
flexibility we had was to shut off the 
training pipeline. 

"It's going to result in our having 
some year groups ... without nearly 
the number of people you normally 
would bring in year after year. Over 
a twenty-year career, you would have 
enough folks in every year group, 
but we now have some older year 
groups that are large, so we're going 
to have to use them to fill in where 
normally you would have captains." 

Another effect of returning rated 
officers to the cockpit will be that 
fewer will be available for staff as
signments. 

"During the drawdown," said Ma
jor Hayman, "we had to have places 
to put a lot of flyers for whom there 
weren't any cockpit slots, so we had 
a lot of them go to nonrated jobs just 
to spread the rated expertise around. 
Now, units are finding how painful 
it is not to have such people. We're 
only producing to support the rated 
requirements and bringing all these 
rated folks back into flying jobs , and 
those nonrated positions are going 
begging." 

Even as it struggled to juggle its 
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rated resources and requirements, the 
Air Force has made drastic changes 
in the way it produces,flyers. Tradi
tionally, pilots and navigators were 
trained broadly and the Air Force 
considered any flyer at least poten
tially qualified to fly in any type of 
aircraft. 

That tradition began to change in 
the 1980s when USAF adopted spe
cialized undergraduate navigator train
ing (SUNT). In the years since, it 
has moved into a similar program 
for pilots. In both programs, Air Force 
students do some training jointly with 
the other services. 

Under specialized undergraduate 
pilot training (SUPT), all students 
receive flight screening in the T-3A 
Firefly and then primary training in 
either the T-37B Tweet or the Navy 
equivalent, the T-34 Mentor. After 
that, however, they are divided into 
different tracks to train for bombers 
and fighters or airlifters and tankers. 

The SUPT program still is being 
phased in. The program for naviga
tors has been in business for some 
time but shifted from Mather AFB, 
Calif., to other locations. Under 
SUNT, all students begin training in 
Navy T-34s at NAS Pensacola, Fla. 
Then, those picked to become panel 
navigators in airlifters-about fifty
five percent of the total-receive 
advanced training in T-43s at Ran
dolph AFB, Tex. The rest stay at 
Pensacola for training as weapon 

bombers and the rest to fighters. 
Another thirty-two percent take the 
EWO track, most going to bombers 
or fighters and the rest to heavy air
craft. 

philosophy, few flyers actually shifted 
among aircraft types anyway and the 
change would have little impact. 

Major Olinto said that it still would 
be theoretically possible to cross
train flyers to fly in different air
craft, but as a practical matter USAF 
foresees little need to do so. 

Tracked for Life 
Once specialized on types of air

craft, pilots and navigators are likely 
to remain with those types through-

"If there ever is a cross-flow pro
gram," said Major Olinto, "it will 

Year 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 

1993 

1994 

1995 

Pilots: The Fifteen-Year Record 
Actual Results, 1981-95 

Requirement Inventory Net+/-

23,219 22,297 -922 

23,819 22,814 -1,005 

23,719 23,458 -261 

23,645 23,901 +256 

23,978 24,198 +220 

24,137 24,210 +73 

23,499 23,663 +164 

22,699 22,819 +120 

22,537 21,750 -787 

21,474 20,917 -557 

19,672 19,222 -450 

17,157 17,887 +730 

15,939 16,723 +784 

15,209 15,963 +754 

14,792 15,453 +661 

New Pilots 

1,693 

1,875 

1,783 

1,937 

1,872 

1,700 

1,453 

1,510 

1,581 

1,581 

1,460 

870 

746 

500 

500 

... and in the Navigator Force 
Rated Officers, 1986-95 

never be in large numbers. Even when 
we had an exchange program be
tween the old [Strategic Air Com
mand and Tactical Air Command], 
the numbers were small." 

Grade 1986 Share 

2d Lieutenant 7 

1st Lieutenant 15 

Captain 38 

Major 28 

Lieutenant Colonel 11 

Other 

system officers; WSOs picked to 
become electronic warfare officers 
(EWOs) receive added training at 
Corry Na val Technical Training Sta
tion, Fla. 

About thirteen percent of the navi
gator students follow the WSO track, 
with some three-quarters going to 
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1995 Share Change 

0.2 -6.8 

2.2 -2.8 

44.5 +6.5 

30.3 +2.3 

22.8 +11.8 

0 -1 

out their careers. When the new track 
system was proposed, some officials 
feared it would reduce the Air Force's 
ability to shift flyers between fight
ers and bombers if requirements 
demanded. Those who supported 
specialization insisted that, despite 
USAF' s "universal assignability" 

The Air Force is considering some 
cross-flow at the moment, the Major 
said, but only for a specific group of 
pilots. Those affected would be of
ficers who graduated as fighter pi
lots during the drawdown and were 
sent to other types of aircraft. The 
proposal, still to be approved, would 
give such officers another crack at 
fighter aircraft. 

Overall, officials said, the feed
back from gaining commands on the 
specialized training approach is posi
tive. 

Now being considered are changes 
designed to beef up other tracks. For 
example, the officials said, when the 
planned T-38 Talon avionics modifi-
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cation is completed, the Air Force 
may be able to integrate the current 
graduate-level Introduction to Fight
er Fundamentals course into the 
bomber/fighter track. Then, fighter 

female rated officers dropped dur
ing the drawdown, for example, but 
in a smaller force the proportion of 
female flyers actually has risen. Last 
year, the Air Force had ninety-nine 

The Coming Drought 
Projected Shortages of Pilots 

Year Requirement Inventory Net+/- New Pilots 

1996 14,558 15,024 +466 525 

1997 14,211 14,464 +253 650 

1998 13,859 13,733 -126 850 

1999 13,714 13,219 -495 950 

2000 13,683 12,961 -722 1,025 

2001 13,737 12,932 -805 1,050 

steadily in recent years. This year, 
the Air Force said, about thirty-one 
percent of total pilot requirements 
are being filled by members of the 
Air National Guard and the Air Force 
Reserve. Totals are split about evenly 
between the two components, and 
officials say they do not expect this 
mix to change appreciably in com
ing years. 

Concern still focuses on what of
ficials term the "bathtub" effect, the 
dip in the rated officer inventory 
caused by the training cuts taken 
during the drawdown. 

Major Hayman summed up the 
difficulty this way: "People always 
see training as the point where you 
can be flexible, and when you do 
that you pay the price years down 
the road when you don't have the 
correct types when you need them. 

maneuvers and procedures could be 
introduced earlier and give students 
more experience and confidence when 
they graduate and make the transition 
to their follow-on weapon systems. 

Pilot Commissioning Sources 

This presumably would be a re
finement of an earlier approach the 
Air Force adopted during the draw
down. To relieve using commands 
of the need to do so much combat 
training, Air Education and Train
ing Command took charge of the 
Follow-On Training Units. The idea 
was to ensure that graduates were 
mission-ready when they reported 
to their operational units. 

So far, USAF officials said, the 
feedback from the gaining commands 
has been favorable, but AETC has 
found it expensive to provide the 
training and the combat aircraft re
quired to support the new mission. 
Being able to offer similar training 
in appropriately equipped trainers 
should help. 

Empty Bank 
Some problems caused by the draw

down already have been corrected. 
Of the 1,094 officers "banked" in 
nonrated jobs, all but ninety-nine were 
returned to the cockpit. Most of those 
ninety-nine have separated from ser
vice. Another 1,065 officers, most of 
them ROTC graduates, were delayed 
an average of three years in starting 
flight school. Of these, all but 265 
have entered training. 

Other changes in the rated force 
are also under way. The number of 
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Organization 1986 

Air Force ROTC 10,370 

Officer T raining School 7,023 

Air Force Academy 6,509 

Other 246 

Total 24,148 

1995 

6,807 

2,362 

6,121 

73 

15,363 

Percent Change 

-34.4 

-66.4 

-6.0 

-70.3 

-36.4 

Navigator Commissioning Sources 

Organization 1986 

Air Force ROTC 4,549 

Officer Training School 4,743 

Air Force Academy 977 

Other 196 

Total 10,465 

female navigators and 315 female 
pilots. Women now make up about 
two percent of the pilot inventory 
and a slightly smaller percentage of 
the navigator force. 

The percentages of reservists in 
the rated force also have grown 

1995 Percent Change 

2,950 -35.2 

2,076 -56.2 

774 -20.8 

26 -86.7 

5,826 -44.3 

The biggest pain will be with the 
field-graders who have to come back 
and fill line cockpits. But it will 
work out. As production increases, 
there will be a few tough years, but 
we will get back up to where we 
want to be." ■ 

Bruce D. Callander, a regular contributor to Air Force Magazine, served tours 
of active duty during World War II and the Korean War. In 1952, he joined Air 
Force Times, becoming editor in 1972. His most recent article, "The Transi
tion After the Transition," appeared in the February 1996 issue. 
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Flashbacl< 

In the Catbird Seat 

The Navy F-14 was not the first 
Tomcat to fly. Superstition spurred 
many aircrews to take a mascot 
with them as they headed overseas 
during World War II. Unfazed by the 
roar of the North American B-25 
Mitchell's engines-or the Army 
regulation strictly prohibiting 
animal mascots on military air
craft-this cat was caught napping 
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by pilot Ole C. Griffith on a 90th 
Photo Mapping Squadron flight 
over Peru in 1944. 
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Global Positioning System technology was too 
phenomenal for the Air Force to keep a monopoly on it. 
In wartime, that will make an enormous difference. 

GPS in Peace and War 

T HE USAF Global Positioning 
System is one of the most suc

cessful high-technology projects ever 
produced by the Defense Department. 
Signals from the twenty-four orbit
ing satellites that make up the GPS 
constellation now provide precise 
time and location data for all manner 
of US military forces-from troops 
creeping through unknown land
scapes to precision guided munitions 
speeding toward their targets. Reli
ance on GPS will only increase in 
the years ahead. Congress has prom
ised that after 2000 it will cancel 
production of any aircraft, ship, or 
armored vehicle not equipped with a 
GPS receiver. 

To some extent, however, GPS now 
risks becoming a victim of its own 
success. The commercial market for 
its services has exploded faster than 
anyone had predicted-complicat
ing national decisions about the 
system's control and use. Potential 
adversaries may be plotting to take 
advantage of global positioning data, 
having seen the power of GPS dem
onstrated by US forces during the 
Persian Gulf War. 

Thus, it is no longer enough for 
the Pentagon simply to deny other 
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By Peter Grier 

Both soldiers on maneuvers in the trackless desert and weekend hikers in the 
Adirondacks depend on GPS technology to tell them exactly where they are. 
The US must now find a way to ensure that its troops have the most accurate, 
secure, positioning information while denying such data to potential enemies. 

users the most accurate signals pro
duced by GPS satellites, according 
to a new RAND Corp. study. The Air 
Force and other services need to start 
thinking-now-about how they will 
handle the inevitable proliferation 
of global positioning information. 

"The United States must begin 
preparing to operate in a world where 
access to GPS-type and augmented 
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GPS services are the norm," says a 
new RAND study of GPS produced 
for the White House Office of Sci
ence and Technology Policy. 

For one thing, that means plan
ning defenses-in-depth against at
tacks by GPS-guided missiles . It also 
means devising ways to protect US 
global positioning assets. Attacks on 
such vital data providers could well 
be a facet of a coming age of infor
mation warfare. 

"The overall magnitude of [the] 
threat appears manageable, provided 
that the United States proceeds pru
dently in preparing an array of de
fensive measures ," concludes the 
RAND report. 

Three Systems 
Operated by the US Air Force, the 

Global Positioning System was de
veloped over two decades at a cost 
of around $10 billion. It reached its 
formal initial operational capability 
on December 8, 1993, though its 
fledgling satellites had already been 
providing useful positioning infor
mation for years. 

Technically speaking, the GPS is 
not one system but three. 

The first is a constellation of twenty
four Navstar satellites orbiting Earth 
in six different planes , spaced so a 
user on the ground will typically have 
access to the signal from a minimum 
of five different "birds." 

The second is ground control, con
sisting of a master control center at 
Falcon AFB, Colo ., and unmanned 
monitoring stations in Colorado 
Springs, Hawaii, Ascension Island, 
Diego Garcia, and Kwajalein. 

The third system consists of users, 
whose GPS receivers convert raw 
signals from the satellites into posi
tion information. 

The GPS satellites are in essence 
extremely accurate clocks in the sky. 
They broadcast precise time infor
mation toward the ground via coded 
radio transmissions, which are picked 
up by equipment ranging from hand
held receivers to units mounted in 
aircraft or on guided weapons. The 
receivers calculate how long it has 
taken them to receive the radio pulses 
from different GPS satellites-and 
use the barely perceptible differences 
in time to figure out their position on 
the face of the Earth. 

In fac t, GPS satellites broadcast 
two different kinds of time signals . 
The first is the Coarse Acquisition 
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signal, or Cl A-code. Designed for 
nonmilitary users, it provides posi
tion information accurate to about 
100 meters. The second signal is the 
encrypted Precision signal, or P-code. 
Intended for US military or other 
authorized recipients , it is accurate 
to within twenty meters. 

The Pentagon has long worried 
that the easily obtainable CIA-code 
might someday be picked up by ad
versaries and used against the US . 
Thus, GPS satellites already inten
tionally degrade the commercial sig
nal, using a dithering technique called 
Selective Availability (SI A). With
out SI A dilution, the Cl A-code would 
be much more accurate than it is; 
during the Gulf War, however, the 
Pentagon turned SI A off so troops 
would be able to take full advantage 
of commercially bought receivers 
many brought with them or received 
from their families. 

Tens of thousands of commercial 
receivers are undoubtedly still in use 
throughout the US military. They 
are small , readily available, and 
cheap . Given continued budget cuts , 
officials will undoubtedly be tempted 
to rely more heavily on off-the-shelf 
GPS equipment in the future. 

A Bad Idea 
RAND experts judge this to be a 

bad idea-for security reasons as 
well as accuracy. The more com
mercial equipment used by US mili
tary forces, the greater the internal 
pressure to turn SI A off permanently 
will be. More important, the less 
accurate and less sophisticated Cl A
code could become a victim of fu
ture electronic warfare. "US forces 
relying on the Cl A-code will be much 
more vulnerable to jamming than 
those using the P-code," says the 
RAND report. 

Commercial considerations, how
ever, will inevitably figure in GPS 's 
future. Since its beginning as a solely 
military system, it has grown into 
perhaps the most successful dual
use technology program of its age, 
with GPS signals serving a wide ar
ray of civil and scientific purposes. 
GPS guides airliners and helps con
trol the Internet; it keeps rental-car 
users from getting lost and helps 
farmers navigate their own fields. 
The market for civilian GPS use is 
about three times bigger than its 
military counterpart, and growing 
fast. An industry council predicts 

that by 2000, sales of commercial 
GPS equipment will generate $8.5 
billion a year. 

Striking a balance between na
tional security and the needs of in
dustry has thus become a prime prob
lem for Air Force GPS officials. In 
the past, much of this debate has cen
tered on S/ A accuracy degradation. 
Civil aviation users, among others, 
have called for SI A to be scrapped, 
in the face of opposition from the 
military services. But the civil-mili
tary GPS debate may soon include 
another, equally contentious subject: 
commercial augmentation of the stan
dard GPS signal. 

Augmentation services can pro
vide commercial users with greater 
accuracy than they can receive from 
GPS alone- in some cases , as pre
cise as within five meters . A tech
nique called local-area differential 
GPS (DGPS) is the most common 
such booster. It works by using a 
base station whose location is pre
cisely known to beam an additional 
signal to GPS users. 

Current DGPS services are lim
ited to relatively small areas and are 
used for such purposes as marine 
navigation. Their augmentation 
signals are broadcast on the FM
subcarrier portion of the radio spec
trum, or over phone lines, and are 
typically usable only by fee-paying 
subscribers. 

Commercial access to DGPS is 
likely to expand greatly in the years 
ahead, raising real security issues 
for the Pentagon. The FAA, for in
stance, is planning a wide-area aug
mentation service that would include 
broadcasts from geostationary satel
lites. Eventually, these add-on sys
tems may enable adversaries to have 
position information as accurate as 
that available to US forces using 
military-specification equipment. 

The availability oflocal- and wide
area DGPS is beginning to erode the 
protections provided by SIA degra
dation, according to RAND. The US 
and its allies need to plan for the 
emergence of DGPS-guided weap
ons . The Pentagon might also work 
to discourage other US agencies or 
friendly nations from providing wide
area GPS augmentations beamed 
from space-at least for now. 

"Time is needed both to develop 
electronic countermeasures and ne
gotiate international agreements" on 
DGPS control, concludes RAND. 
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Hostile Exploitation 
Hostile forces could exploit GPS 

signals in a number of ways . They 
could use location data for guidance 
of ground forces, as the US does. 
They could use the data to aid in 
warship location or aircraft naviga
tion. The most threatening use of 
intercepted GPS signals, however, 
would probably be to increase the ac
curacy of air-delivered ordnance or 
ballistic and cruise missiles. "While 
such [uses] are currently out ofreach 
for most Third World nations, their 
basic building blocks will be in the 
hands of several countries fairly 
soon," says the RAND study. 

The notoriously inaccurate Scud 
missile, for instance, is one weapon 
system that could be made more 
deadly by an infusion of GPS tech
nology. According to RAND calcula
tions , adding basic GPS guidance to 
a Scud derivative or a version of 
North Korea's No Dong 1 could im
prove overall missile accuracy by 
twenty to twenty-five percent. 

This figure would be little changed 
if the Pentagon turned off SI A and 
allowed easy access to the unaltered 
CIA-code, say RAND scientists. That 
is because so many other factors are 
involved in missile guidance that a 
more accurate GPS reading would 
make little difference. 

The situation is the same for cruise 
missiles. A GPS-aided cruise mis
sile could be a significant threat to 
US forces-particularly if outfitted 
with a warhead containing biologi
cal or chemical weapons. But it is 
the basic GPS signal itself, not its 
most accurate manifestation, that 
would provide aggressors with the 
greatest benefit. 

Thus RAND judges GPS to be a 
facilitator, but not a driver, of mis
sile proliferation. The military threat 
posed by the US GPS system must 
be seen in context, says RAND. Few 
nations have the potential to make 
real use of GPS in the near- to mid
term, and most of these are US al
lies. GPS-guided missiles are a real 
tactical threat, but not necessarily a 
strategic one, particularly if the US 
proceeds with upgrades to the Pa
triot missile defense system and other 
planned defensive moves. 

Overall, the use of GPS guidance 
could help an adversary place US 
lives and property at risk. "However, 
these forces' ability to destroy criti
cal national assets is marginal, and 
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the likelihood that they will either 
prevent the United States from win
ning a [regional conflict] or threaten 
the survival of the United States it
self is quite low," judges the RAND 

report. 
One implication of the RAND find

ings is that SI A is becoming an in
creasingly questionable defense tech
nique. Much of the benefit of GPS is 
realized simply through access to 
the basic signal. Meanwhile, more 
accurate augmentation services are 
spreading around the globe. 

RAND does not go so far as to rec
ommend that SIA be abandoned. A 
decision on whether to turn SI A off 
in the future should be made by US 
officials only after development of 
GPS countermeasures, says the think 
tank's report. 

Electronic Defense 
Offense is not the only way adver

saries could wage GPS war. They 
could also play electronic defense 
by jamming GPS signals and pre
venting the system's use against 
them. Current GPS transmissions can 
be easily disrupted by both inten
tional and unintentional interference. 

The vulnerability stems from the 
relative weakness of the GPS signal 
and the susceptibility of many re
ceivers to electronic attack. Tests 
show that a one-watt jammer can 
drive a commercial GPS receiver 
haywire at a distance of twenty-two 
kilometers-and large numbers of 
small jammers can be hard to find 
and destroy. Even a 1,000-wattjam
mer can be miniature enough to be 
man-portable. 

The first step in fighting GPS jam
ming may be to purge the military, 
as much as possible, of commercial 
receivers. The second is to increase 
the sophistication of milspec GPS 
equipment. Currently, military re
ceivers work by first acquiring the 
CIA-code, then jumping over to the 
encrypted P-code. RAND recommends 
that they be designed to acquire the 
P-code directly, as it is much more 
difficult to block than its CIA coun
terpart. 

Antenna improvements could pro
vide an additional antijam margin. 

RAND also suggests equipping each 
advanced GPS receiver with its own 
inertial navigation system (INS), to 
provide some location data in case 
of loss of signal. 

"It is clear that the use of GPS for 
military applications is extremely 
vulnerable to jamming without a 
design that includes additional anti
jam enhancements and an adequate 
INS to ensure graceful degradation 
after loss of GPS," says the RAND 

report. 
Adding INS capability could be 

expensive, however. An aircraft
navigation-quality INS unit can cost 
upward of $100,000. 

US forces also may need GPS jam
mers of their own. A future adver
sary could depend on commercial 
GPS receivers; therefore the Penta
gon "should ensure it has adequate 
electronic countermeasures to selec
tively deny GPS, GPS augmentations, 
and [similar] signals to an adver
sary," recommends RAND. 

In the end, Pentagon planners 
might wish that GPS had remained 
entirely under their control, without 
interference from commercial users 
or allies, but the time when GPS 
could be thought of as a purely mili
tary system is long past, concludes 
RAND . The commercial benefits are 
obvious, and the commercial market 
is too big. In addition, GPS is a 
strong example of US technical and 
scientific leadership at a time when 
the global economy is increasingly 
competitive. 

The threats from relatively open 
access to GPS signals can be man
aged through cooperation with allies 
and appropriate international bod
ies, conclude RAND experts. The US 
government also needs to do a better 
job coordinating the views of the 
various bureaucratic stakeholders in 
the system, from the Department of 
Defense, to the FAA, to members of 
Congress . "The United States should 
issue a statement of national policy, 
perhaps a Presidential Decision Di
rective, on the Global Positioning 
System to provide a more stable 
framework for public- and private
sector decision-making," concludes 
the RAND report. ■ 

Peter Grier, Washington bureau chief of the Christian Science Monitor, is a 
longtime defense correspondent and regular contributor to Air Force Maga
zine. His most recent article, "New World Vistas, " appeared in the March 
1996 issue. 
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National Report 

AFA Month 111 the O~d Dominion. In obs?rvance of the fiftieth annive•sary of the Air Force 
Associa~ion, Governor GeJrge Allen (cen'.er) proclairr.ed February "f.FA r.wnthJ :n t,'-ie 
comm or.wealth of Vitg'ni,z. On hand jor '.he signing ;:if the procl,,mation u·ere (!efi to right) 
'Virginia AFA State Presiient John Craig ff. Nationu! Secretary Mary AYl"le Th,mzpson, 
1'iilliam L. Ar.derson, sec~etary of the W;/l;'am A. Jones III (Va. ) Ch~pte~, and :'i.lilm M. Van 
nickier. Willinm A . JoneE III Chapter pres.dent 

One Year to Las Vegas 
Preparati::ns are well along for the and about :hirty 'leterans g::oups 

celebration of the fiftieth anniver- and other organizations plan to 
sary of the Air Force_. which AFA in hold reunions in -:onjunction with 
cooperation with the US Air Force, the event. Among the dignitaries 
will hold ir_ Las Vegas, Nev., April scheduled to atte::1.d are eighty-two 
22-26, 1997. ''This is the kind of chiefs of foreign air for,:es. Evening 
event that occurs once in a lifetime," events will include a SFectacular 
says Gene Smith. AFA National multimedia historical r~trospective 
President. "Anyone with an interest of the first fifty years o:: the US Air 
i.., airpower or the A~r Force will Force. 
c.efinitely vrant to be there." Because of the large crowds 

The celebation will bring to- expected, planners of the celebra-
gether veterans, Air Force tion advise those Flanning to attend 
□embers, aerospace industry t c• make their arrangerr_ents early. 
representatives, reunion grou?s, Reunion groups needing help 
the USAF Thunderbirds, foreign with meeting facilities sh:::mld call 
and civilian aerial demonstration Shirley Bledsoe at (800) 727-3337, 
t=ams. foreign air forces, and ext. 4875. 
airpower er_thusiasts. Industry representatives seeking 

Nine aerial demonstration teams information about the exhibition, 
are tentatiYely scl-_eduled to take call J. Spargo & J,_ssociatEs (800) 
part in the two days of air shows. 5E4-4220. 
There will be a two-iay interna- Watch for informatio::1. about 
tional airpower sympo.sium. Huge registration and hotel reservations 
halls at the Las Vegas Conventicn ire an upcoming issue of Air Force 
Center will be filled with exhibits, :\1:agazine. 

Members Can 
Participate in 
Long-Range Plan 

As the Air Force Association (and the 
US Air Fo:ce) look ahead to their second 
fifty years. AFA's Long-Range Planning 
Committee! has been asked by National 
President Gene Smith to conduct a top-to
bottom ex:imination of how the 
Associaticn can best prepare itself for the 
future . Ev~ry member of AFA is invited to 
contribute thoughts and ideas. 

The main subjects on the agenda so far 
are the Association's mission and 
organization, roles and responsibilities of 
elected officers, leadership development, 
and institutional and individual account
ability. Other issues can be considered as 
well, acco:ding to Bill Croom, chairman of 
the comm~ttee. 

Those wishing to make their comments 
in writing should address them to the 
AFA Long-Range Planning Committee, 
:_501 Lee Highway, Arlington, VA 22209. 

"Prec;se and accurate informa
tion are essential when 
weighing the pros and cons of 
any issue facing a member of 
Cong;ess. When it comes to 
issues relating to the Air Force 
and the aerospace industry, I 
find that I get the most reliable 
information from members of 
the Air Force Association, their 
news,etters, and the Air Force 
Magarzine." 

-US Rep. William J. 
Jefferson (D-La.), member of 
the House National Security 
Committee. 

Air Fcrce Association • 1501 Lee Higl:wuy • Arlington 1/ A 22209 



AFA/ AEF Report ~~ 
By Frances McKenney, Assistant Managing Editor 

In SHAPE 
"SHAPE," said Lt. Col. John F. 

Crandley, Jr., "is like nowhere else in 
the Air Force." 

President of the General Lauris 
G. Norstad (Belgium) Chapter, Colo
nel Crandley said the USAF contin
gent at the Supreme Headquarters 
Allied Powers Europe in Mons, Bel
gium, makes up "a very small part" of 
the SHAPE community. (Sixty-eight 
officers and 104 enlisted were as
signed to SHAPE as of February 
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al Director Julian B. Rosenthal 
lonald Fogleman the Exceptional 
norary award to a civilian. Here, 
ral Florida Chapter President Robert 
, Ira C. Eaker Fellowship. 

>r Mater has been stationed at Yokota 
)r four years. He calls it "the end of 
5,000-mile-long supply chain." 

.ightning Strikes Twice 
When Darleen A. Druyur, then 

.cting assistant secretary of the Air 
=orce for Acquisition, unleashed her 
Lightning Bolt" initiatives last sum
ner to streamline acquisition , her staff 
urned to AFA's Central East Region 
or help. 

AFA National Director Charles G. 
)urazo and the Central East Region 
Iave organized an annual acquisi
ion conference since 1987, so they 
vere able to provide USAF the know-
1ow for quickly disseminating new 
nformation and gathering feedback 
m the reforms. 

Mr. Durazo, a former director of 
~esearch and Development 2nd Ac
~uisition at Air Force Systems Com
nand, and Patrick A. Briggs, of the 
IJation's Capital (D. C.) Chapter, 
1elped Ms. Druyun's staff develop a 
road show" aimed at USAF acquisi
ion officials and industry leaders na
ionwide. It began with a roundtable at 
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2d Lt. Chad H. Scholes, an ROTC 
assistant region al director of Admis
sions, based at the University of 
Iowa's AFROTC Det. 255 at Iowa 
City. Army Capt. Patrick T. O'Regan, 
an assistant professor of military sci
ence at the University of Northern 
Iowa, Cedar Falls, represented Army 
ROTC. After an hour and a half of 
presentations, students and parents 
broke into two groups to meet sepa
rately with the various military repre
sentatives. 

A generous gift from National Director Jack Gross makes possible Employee 
of the Quarter awards for headquarters staff. The latest winners are (l-r) Laura 
Ingle, David Huynh, and Patricia Brownelie. The third-quarter winner was Jack 
Giese. Mr. Huynh was also chosen as Employee of the Year for 1995. 

When the students and parents were 
together, their questions centered on 
scholarship opportunities, said Lieu
tenant Scholes. By themselves, how
ever, students asked questions about 
a cadet's social and academic life and 
dormitory living. He said the most com
mon misperceptions we re that ROTC 
cadets must wear their uniforms ev
ery day and live in the same dorm, as 
Academy cadets do. 

Mr. Zimmerman, a University of 
Iowa graduate who served one year 
on active duty and has thirty years of 
commissioned Reserve time, first 
organized the Grass-Roots Seminar 
in 1972, when he became an Air Force 
Academy admissions liaison officer. 
He held the first meetings in the base
ment of his home with one cadet and 
two or three prospective students. 
This year, more than ninety students 
and parents attended the gathering, 
held at the local Elks Club. His big
gest turnout-150 people-came in 
the mid-1980s. During that same pe
riod, four local students were accepted 

Fort Belvoir, Va., last August. The 
General B. A. Schriever Los Ange
les (Calif.) Chapter sponsored the 
next roundtable in September. The 
road show traveled to Dallas in Octo
ber, where the Dallas (Tex.) Chapter 
served as its local sponsor. That same 
month, t,e Wright Memorial (Ohio) 
Chapter ,osted the final roundtable. 

During these conferences, indus
try CE Os recommended training ses
sions fo· implementing the acquisi
tion refo--ns. So AFA joined USAF in 
organizing another series of confer
ences. The first was held at the De
fense Systems Management College 
at Fort 3elvoir in December 1995, 
and the last two were at Los Angeles 
AFB, Calif., in January, hosted again 
by the Sc1"1riever Chapter and by Lt. 
Gen. Les:er L. Lyles, Space and Mis
sile Sys1ems Center commander. In 
all, the seven sessions trained more 
than 1,200 industry and Air Force 
program management, contracting, 
and engi,eering officials from USAF's 
highest-priority acquisition programs, 
Mr. Durcczo said. 

Grass-Roots Recruiting 
His gcal is "top-flight second lieu

tenants." 
To help :he military produce them, 

Carl B. Zimmerman of the Northeast 
Iowa Chapter ::>rganizes a "Grass
Roots Seminar," sponsored by the 
chapter, the Air Force Academy, the 
Air Force Recrc1iting Service, Air Force 
ROTC, and other organizations in 
the Waterloo, Iowa, area. 
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At last December's twenty-fourth 
annual seminar, open to seventh grad
ers through high school seniors and 
:heir parents, the audience learned 
about options for combining a col
ege e::lucation with earning a com
"Tiission. They heard from cadets, an 
Air Force Academy representative, a 
former Academy instructor, ROTC and 
Acade"Tiy graduates, a Naval Reserv
st, and a Coast Guard representa
tive. A.FROTC was represented by 

~~ 

0 f • - -: ~ . . . . 

. -

Gen. B. A. Schriever Chapter President Col. Charles Whited, Lt. Gen. Richard 
Scofield, Acting Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition Darleen 
Druyu~, Lt. Gen. ~ester Lyles, AFA National Director Charles Durazo, and Brig. 
Gen. Trmothy Malr.shenko (l-r) met at a recent acquisition symposium. 
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Coming Events 

April 19-21, New Mexico State 
Convention, Windrock, N. M.; April 
26-27, Louisiana State Conven
tion, Baton Rouge, La.; May 3-4, 
Tennessee State Convention, Mem
phis, Tenn.; May 10-11, South 
Carolina State Convention, Charles
ton, S. C.; May 11-12, Montana 
State Convention, Great Falls, 
Mont.; May 17, Maryland State 
Convention, Andrews AFB, Md.; 
May 17-19, New Jersey State Con
vention, Absecon, N. J.; May 29, 
Massachusetts State Convention, 
Boston, Mass.; June 7-9, Texas 
State Convention, San Antonio, 
Tex.; June 14-15, Arkansas State 
Convention, Jacksonville, Ark.; 
June 14-16, Arizona/Nevada State 
Convention, Las Vegas, Nev.; June 
21-22, Alabama State Conven
tion, Mobile, Ala.; June 21-22, Ohio 
State Convention, Youngstown, 
Ohio; July 13, Georgia State Con
vention, Robins AFB, Ga.; July 18-
21, California State Convention, 
Fresno, Calif.; July 19-21, Kansas 
State Convention, McConnell AFB, 
Kan.; July 20, Virginia State Con
vention, Charlottesvile, Va.; July 
26-27, Florida State Convention, 
Daytona Beach, Fla.; July 26-28, 
Pennsylvania State Convention, 
Trevose, Pa.; August2-3, Missouri 
State Convention, Kansas City, 
Mo.; August 9-10, North Carolina 
State Convention, Seymour John
son AFB, N. C.; August 9-11, Iowa 
State Convention, Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa; August 16-17, Colorado State 
Convention, Colorado Springs, 
Colo.; September 7, Indiana State 
Convention, Indianapolis, Ind.; 
September 16-18, AFA National 
Convention and Aerospace Tech
nology Exhibition, Washington, 
D.C. 

by the Air Force Academy, a Grass
Roots record. Last year, two area 
students gained admission. 

Although his first priority is to help 
students enter the Air Force Acad
emy, Mr. Zimmerman recalled that 
one year, three of his "top-notch" fe
male seminar "graduates" all entered 
West Point. 

Dedicating a B-2 
Carl Vinson Memorial (Ga.) Chap

ter members and other AFA repre
sentatives attended the dedication of 
the B-2 Spirit of Georgia at Robins 
AFB, Ga., in December 1995. 

Special guests at the ceremony 
included Under Secretary of the Air 
Force Rudy de Leon, Sen. Sam Nunn 
(D-Ga.), Rep. Saxby Chambliss (R-
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Before attending the dedication of the B-2 Spirit of Georgia, Georgia President 
Jack Steed, AFA National President Gene Smith, Carl Vinson Memorial Chapter 
member Robert Scott, and North Carolina President Alton Jones (l-r) visited 
the newly expanded Museum of Aviation near Robins AFB, Ga. 

Ga.), Northrop Grumman Corp. Chair
man, President, and CEO Kent Kresa, 
Vice President and General Manager 
of the company's B-2 Division Ralph 
D. Crosby, Jr., Georgia Governor Zell 
Miller (D), and Gen. Joseph W. Ral
ston, then Air Combat Command com
mander. 

AFA National President Gene Smith 
joined Vice President (Southeast 
Region) J. E. "Red" Smith, Georgia 
President Jack H. Steed, North Caro
lina President Alton V. Jones, imme
diate past National Vice President 
(Southeast Region) Dr. Dan Callahan, 
and chapter member Robert L. Scott, 
Jr., at the aircraft's dedication, held 
in front of base operations on the 
Robins AFB flight line. 

Spirit of Georgia is among eight B-
2s built by Northrop Grumman that 
bear the names of various states, 
starting with Spirit of Missouri in 1993. 
Others have been named for Califor
nia, Texas, Washington, South Caro
lina, Kansas, and Nebraska. The ninth 
bomber, now at Whiteman AFB, Mo., 
has not been named yet. 

Dr. Callahan reported that Senator 
Nunn, ranking Democrat on the Sen
ate Armed Services Committee, told 
the crowd that he wanted to see a B-
2 named after every state. 

Southern Hospitality 
The Leigh Wade (Va.) Chapter 

hosted the state's AFA quarterly 
meeting in February at Petersburg, 
Va. 

Virginia President John Craig Ill 
headed the list of guests that included 
the presidents or representatives of 

the Old Dominion's dozen chapters. 
The keynote speaker at the gather
ing's Saturday night dinner was John 
F. Salafia, manager of Advanced 
Technology Requirements in the Mili
tary Aircraft Systems Division of 
Northrop Grumman. 

Chapter President Glen E. Thomp
son read a proclamation from the 
mayor of Colonial Heights, Va., James 
McNeer, recognizing 1996 as AFA's 
runup to the Air Force's golden anni
versary. 

Mr. Thompson also presented the 
chapter's own Force Behind the Force 
certificates to recognize twenty-five 
people, including charter President 
Arlie Andrews and executive com
mittee members, who have made 
important contributions. The awards 
also honored the chapter's original 
community partner, Conner Small 
Engine of Colonial Heights. 

Mr. Thompson also proudly pre
sented a certificate to Tussing El
ementary School, Colonial Heights, 
Va., where he was once an assistant 
principal. It is the first school the 
chapter has signed up for the USA 
Today/AEF "Visions of Exploration" 
program that encourages youngsters 
interested in math and science. The 
Visions program at Tussing involves 
ten fourth- and fifth-grade class
rooms. The chapter plans to expand 
the program to include middle school 
classes this fall. Tussing Principal 
Leslie P. Fryar received the chapter's 
first Teacher of the Year award at 
this meeting. 

The 130-member chapter is named 
after Maj. Gen Leigh Wade, USAF 
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(Ret.), who piloted the Boston, one of 
four Army Air Service planes that set 
out to make the first round-the-world 
flight in 1924. 

Reaping Rewards 
In December 1995, the Thomas 

W. Anthony (Md.) Chapter honored 
two members with Commissioned Of
ficer of the Year awards: Vice Presi
dent Charles X. Suraci and Vice Presi
dent fo r Communications William 
H. Thomas. The chapter's president, 
MSgt. Robert D. Gatewood, Jr., Trea
surer Thomas "Sam" Bass, and Mary
land President Sam O'Dennis re
ceived awards for outstanding service. 

Mr. Suraci reaped a bonanza of 
awards during November and De
cember. He also received the George 
Wash ington Honor Medal from the 
Valley Forge Freedom Foundation 
and the Patrick Henry Medall ion from 
a local chapter of the Military Order 
of the World Wars, in addit ion to his 
AFA honor. 

The Anthony Chapter selected Mr. 
Suraci for recognition because of his 

Unit Reunions 

Air Transport Command Hump Pilots, CBI. 
June 5-9, 1996, in San Diego, Calif. Contact: Lt. 
Col. Arthur W. Sutton , Jr., USAF (Ret.) , 2154 
Tudor Castle Way, Decatur, GA 30035-2164. 
Phone: (770) 981-4640. 

Ass'n of Air Force Missileers. October 9-13, 
1996, at the Santa Maria Inn in Santa Maria, Calif. 
Contact: Col. Charles G. Simpson, USAF (Ret.) , 
P. 0. Box 5693, Breckenridge, CO 80424. Phone: 
(970) 453-0500. 

Aviano Reunion Ass'n (Aviano AB, Italy). Octo
ber 3-6, 1996, in Sh reveport, La. Contact: Tama 
Tillman, 3214 Fox Lake Dr., Tampa, FL 33618. 
Phone: (813) 963-3083. 

BAD 2 Ass'n (Base Air Depot, Warton , UK, 
World War II) . October3-5, 1996, in Myrtle Beach, 
S. C. Contact: Richard McClune, 527 Quarterfield 
Rd., Newport News, VA 23602-6140. 

CBI Veterans Ass'n (World War II). August 29-
September 3, 1996, in Irvine, Calif. Contact: 
Homer C. Cooper, 145 Pendleton Dr., Athens, 
GA 30606. Phone: (706) 548-3618. 

Glasgow AFB Ass'n (Glasgow AFB, Mont.), 
assigned units (1961-68), including the 91st/ 
4141 st Bomb Wing, 322d Bomb Squadron, 907th 
Air Refueling Squadron , 91st Combat Support 
Group (SAC), 861st Medical Group, and 13th 
Fighter Squadron (ADC). September26-28, 1996, 
at the Hampton Inn in Reno, Nev. Contacts: Lt. 
Col. James E. Bradley, USAF (Rel.) , 13840 Hwy. 
99, Westmoreland, KS 66549-9707. Phone: (913) 
457-3579. Col. Al E. Hodkinson, USAF (Ret.), 
41 O Willamette Dr., Vacaville, CA 95688. Phone: 
(707) 446-0878. 
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work in fund-raising for a POW/MIA 
memorial to be built at Andrews AFB, 
his efforts in organizing the chapter's 
annual Harvest Moon Ball, and his 
Civil Air Patrol activities. He is also 
the chapter's aerospace education 
officer and has been acting chapter 
president since Sergeant Gatewood 
was deployed to Saudi Arabia in late 
1995. 

Scrapbook for Vietnam War 
Veterans 

First came Air Force Magazine's 
popular "World War II Scrapbook" in 
September 1995. Next comes the 
"Korean War Scrapbook," scheduled 
for publication in July. On the horizon 
for October: the "Vietnam War Scrap
book." 

As with the previous scrapbooks, 
the magazine seeks personal snap
shots (rather than official photos) from 
current Air Force Association mem
bers who are veterans of the conflict 
in Southeast Asia. The photos will be 
copied and the originals returned 
promptly . 

Hahn AB, Germany. June 28-29, 1996. Person
nel stationed at Hahn AB are invited. Contact: 
Charles Edward, c/o Kimley-Horn and Associ
ates, Inc., Raleigh, NC 27636-3068. 

SAC Airborne Command Control Ass'n, Air 
Command and Control System and Post-Attack 
Command and Control System operations. Octo
ber 2-6, 1996, at the Marriott Hotel in Omaha, 
,'\Jeb. Contacts: Col. JackW. Suggs, USAF (Rel.), 
855 Crenshaw Loop N., Keizer, OR 97303. Phone: 
;so3) 390-2435. Jack Gatewood, 358 Sharon Dr., 
Niceville, FL 32578. Phone: (904) 678-6464. 

US Air Force Helicopter Pilots Ass'n. October 
2-6, 1996, at the Holiday Inn On the Bay in San 
Diego, Calif. Contact: Lt. Col. Howard D. 
Armstrong, USAF (Rel.), P. 0 . Box 4118, San 
Marcos, CA 92069-4713. Phone: (303) 979-3790. 

1st Tactical Depot Squadron, including 1st TSS 
and 9th AFDS. September 3-6, 1996, at the 
Sheraton Inn in Albuquerque, N. M. Contacts: 
Col. Fred I. Chanatry, USAF (Rel.), 3709 Big Sky 
N. E. , Albuquerque, NM 87111 . Phone: (505) 
292-7475 . Charlie Malitz, 13516 Cedarbrook 
N. E., Albuquerque, NM 87111 . Phone: (505) 
296-3668. 

3d Photoreconnaissance Squadron. May 5-8, 
1996, at the Holiday Inn River Walk in San Anto
nio, Tex. Contact: Claude "Cowboy" Erving, 
30760 Bartels Rd., Bullverde , TX 78163-1916. 
Phone: (210) 438-2859. 

4th Emergency Rescue Squadron Ass'n. Sep
tember 29-October 2, 1996, in Dayton, Ohio. 
Contact: Chet Gunn, 237 Franklin St., Reading, 
MA 01867-1030. Phone: (617) 944-6616. 

Please mail photos and their de
scriptions, before June 15, to Air Force 
Magazine, 1501 Lee Highway, Ar
lington, VA 22209-1198. 

More Chapter News 
Fred D. Womack and Chapter Presi

dent George E. Caraway represented 
the General Bruce K. Holloway 
(Tenn.) Chapter at the thirteenth 
annual Veterans' Day Luncheon in 
Knoxvil le, Tenn., last November. Adm. 
Jeremy M. Boorda, Chief of Naval 
Operations, delivered the keynote 
address at the gathering, sponsored 
by several local chambers of com
merce and military organizations, in 
addition to the Holloway Chapter. 
Chapter member Jack K. Westbrook 
has served as luncheon chairman 
every year since the event began. 

Have AFA/AEF News? 
Contributions to "AFA/AEF Report" 

should be sent to Air Force Maga
zine, 1501 Lee Highway, Arlington, 
VA 22209-1198. Phone: (703) 247-
5828. Fax : (703) 247-5855. ■ 

8th Fighter-Bomber Wing, 4 75th Fighter 
Wing, and assigned units (1947-53), ltazuke 
AB, Japan, and Korea. September 4-7, 1996, 
in Colorado Springs, Colo. Contact: Marshall 
J. Loftus , 2318 Lockhaven Dr., Colorado 
Springs , CO 80909-2042. Phone : (719) 473-
3667. 

8th Fighter Group Ass'n, 5th Air Force (World 
War II, Korea, and Vietnam). September 18-22, 
1996, in St. Louis, Mo. Contact: Charles Sisler, 
762 Oak Valley Dr., St. Louis, MO 63131-3933. 
Phone: (314) 821-0930. 

8th Photoreconnaissance Squadron Ass'n, 5th 
Air Force (World War II). September 18-22, 1996, 
in Albuquerque, N. M. Contact: Andrew J. Kappel, 
6406 Walnut St., Kansas City, MO 64113-2316. 
Phone: (816) 363-0261 . 

8th Tactical Fighter Wing, 8th Fighter-Bomber 
Wing, 8th Fighter Group. September 12- 15, 1996, 
at the Radisson Hotel on Town Lake in Austin, 
Tex. Contact: Brig. Gen. D. 0 . Williams, Jr., 
USAF (Rel.), 9207 Clearock Dr. , Austin, TX 78750. 
Phone: (512) 258-9448. 

12th Tactical Fighter Wing Ass 'n. August 9-11, 
1996, at the St. Anthony Hotel in San Antonio, 
Tex. Contact: Gregory T. Scott, 643 McKinstry 
Ave., Chicopee, MA 01020-1122. 

18th Fighter-Bomber Wing Ass'n (World War 
II, Korea, and Vietnam), including the 12th, 39th, 
44th, 67th, and 70th Fighter Squadrons. October 
7-10, 1996, in Las Vegas, Nev. Contact: Duane 
E. "Bud" Biteman, 1000 S. Idaho Rd., Apt. #670, 
Apache Junction, AZ 85219. Phone: (602) 983-
3015. 
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23d Aeromedical Patient Staging Squadron 
(AFRES). May 4, 1996, in Old Forge, N. Y. Con
tacts: CMSgt. George Milroy, AFR ES (Rel.), Box 
708, Old Forge, NY 13420. Phone: (315) 369-
3150. CM Sgt. Raymond J. Gosnell , AFR ES (Ret.), 
5 Bridgewood Lane, Watervliet, NY 12189-3450. 
Phone: (518) 785-4012. 

27th Air Transport Group, 310th, 311th, 312th, 
and 325th Ferrying Squadrons; 86th, 87th, 320th, 
and 321 st Transport Squadrons; and 519th and 
520th Service Squadrons. September 26-28, 
1996, in Columbia, S. C. Contact: Fred T. Garcia, 
11903N. 77th Dr. , Peoria, AZ85345-8251 . Phone: 
(602) 878-7007. 

30th Ordnance Company, 991st Ordnance 
Heavy Maintenance Company. May 15-18, 1996, 
in Louisville, Ky. Contact: Norbert H. Sonnie, 
1268 Cushmore Rd., Southampton, PA 18966. 
Phone: (215) 355-1605. 

34th Bomb Group, 8th Air Force (World War II). 
September 19-22, 1996, at the Marriott Crabtree 
Valley in Raleigh , N. C. Contact: Lt. Col. Robert 
H. Wright, USAF (Rel.), 411 Parkovash Ave., 
South Bend, IN 46617-1029. Phone: (219) 232-
4287. 

35th Air Police Squadron, Johnson AB, Japan 
(Korean War) . October 1996 at Tyndall AFB, Fla. 
Contact: Ken MacDermid, 3490 N. Key Dr., Apt. 
#203C, North Fort Myers, FL 33903. Phone: (941) 
997-0309. 

40th Bomb Wing personnel assigned to Smoky 
Hill, Schilling , or Forbes AFBs, Kan . (1952-64). 
October 6-8, 1996, in Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Contact: Lt. Col. Charles F. Emmons, USAF 
(Ret.), 19730 Capella Dr., Monument, CO 80132-
9708. Phone: (719) 481-3385. 

USAAF Pilot Classes 42-D through 45-B (Se
quoia Field, Calif.) , September 27-29, 1996, in 
Visalia, Calif. Contact: Bruce Baird, 9322 Melba 
Dr., Garden Grove, CA 92641 . Phone: (714) 539-
9747. 

43d Bomb Group Ass'n. September 8-15, 1996, 
at the Hyatt Orlando in Kissimmee, Fla. Con
tacts: James Diefenderfer, 2042 Gatlin Ave., 
Orlando, FL32806. Phone: (407) 859-1356. Lloyd 
Boren, P. 0. Box 15036, San Antonio , TX 78212. 
Phone: (210) 229-1484. 

Pilot Class 44-D, Luke Field, Ariz. June 1996 in 
Dayton, Ohio. Contact: Harry D. Gandrup, 759 
17th St., Nevada, IA 50201. Phone: (515) 382-
4365 . 

Pilot Classes 44-G-H-I-J. October 10-14, 1996, 
in Tampa, Fla. Contact: Stan Yost, 13671 Oven
bird Dr., Fort Myers, FL 33908. Phone: (941) 466-
1473. 

50th Fighter-Bomber Wing officers (1952-58). 
October 17-20, 1996, in Fort Walton Beach, Fla. 
Contact: Lt. Col. James S. Yealy , USAF (Rel.) , 
331 Yacht Club Dr., Fort Walton Beach, FL32548-
6437. Phone: (904) 244-3954. 

USAF Pilot Class 52-G. October 25, 1996, at the 
Hyatt Regency on the Riverwalk in San Antonio, 
Tex. Contact: Randy Presley, P. 0. Box 1238, 
Mt. Pleasant, TX 75456-1238. Phone: (903) 572-
2195. Fax: (903) 572-4393. 

54th Troop Carrier Wing and assigned groups 
and squadrons. September 26-29, 1996, at the 
Sheraton Inn in Buffalo, N. Y. Contact: Glenn 
McMurry, 8944 Krueger St., Culver City, CA 
90232-2437. Phone: (310) 559-8331. 

Class 56-H. October 4-6, 1996, in San Antonio, 
Tex. Contacts: Bill Schwoeble, 2714 Grennock 
Dr., Austin , TX 78745. Phone: (512) 444-6471 . 
Dick Holland, 2561 Guntley Rd., Philo, CA 95466. 
(707) 895-2136. 
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57th Bomb Wing Ass'n (World War II) , including 
the 310th, 319th, 321st, and 340th Bomb Groups, 
plus the 308th Signal Wing and attached squad
rons. October8-13, 1996, at the Hilton Pavilion 
in Mesa, Ariz. Contact: Robert E. Evans, 1950 
Cunningham Rd. , Indianapolis, IN 46224-5341. 
Phone: (317) 247-7507. 

Pilot Class 58-D and 58-E (Hondo and Bryan 
AFBs, Tex.) . October 11-13, 1996, in San Anto
nio, Tex. Contact: Dick Westerberg, 105 Hillcrest 
Dr., Wayne, NJ 07470. Phone: (201) 696-1471. 

58th/60th Fighter-Interceptor Squadrons, 33d 
Fighter Group (Otis AFB, Mass.). October 16--20, 
1996, in Fort Walton Beach , Fla. Contact: Dick 
Dorrity, 15598 E. S. R. 37, Sunbury, OH 43074. 
Phone: (614) 965-2455. 

Mall unit reunion notices well In 
advance of the event to "Unit 
Reunions," Air Force Magazine, 
1501 Lee Highway, Arllngton, VA 
22209-1198. Please designate the 
unit holding the reunion, time, 
location, and a contact for more 
Information. 

Aviation Cadet Class 59-C. October 18-19, 
1996, in San Antonio, Tex. Contacts: Brig. Gen. 
Thomas R. Webb, USAF (Ret.), 6404 Lakeside 
Dr. , Flower Mound, TX 75028. Phone: (817) 430-
1049. Don Gray, 1345 Solar Heights Dr., Prescott, 
AZ 86303. Phone: (520) 776-7889. 

69th Depot Repair Squadron, 301st Air Depot 
Group, Kunming, China (World War II) . April 13-
16, 1996, in San Antonio, Tex. Contact: Marty 
Oxenburg, 1109 Valley Glen Rd., Elkins Park, PA 
19027-1750. Phone: (215) 663-1488. 

75th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron (Presque 
Isle AFB or Dow AFB, Me.). October 10-12, 
1996, in Hampton, Va. Contact: Maj. Tom D. 
Johnson, Jr., USAF (Ret.), 124 Brinkman Dr., 
Hampton, VA 23666. Phone: (804) 766-0731. 

90th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing Ass'n. 
October 17-20, 1996, in Topeka, Kan. Contact: 
Glen Montgomery, 735 N. E. Poplar St., Topeka, 
KS 66616. Phone: (913) 357-1537. 

97th Bomb Wing, Smoky Hill AFB, Kan., and 
Biggs AFB, Tex. September 12-15, 1996, in 
Williamsburg, Va. Contact: Col. John H. Allison, 
USAF (Ret.), 11751 Bollingbrook Dr., Richmond, 
VA 23236-3216. Phone: (804) 794-7988. Fax: 
(804) 794-7550. 

98th Bomb Group/Bomb Wing Veterans Ass'n. 
September 13-17, 1996, Chattanooga, Tenn. 
Contact: Lt. Col. Robert T. Schrawger, USAF 
(Ret.), 701 S. College St. Georgetown, TX 78626-
6015. Phone: (512) 863-7358. 

100th Bomb Wing (Pease AFB, N. H., B-47-KC-
97 era). September 5-8, 1996, in San Antonio, 
Tex. Contacts: Lt. Col. Arthur W. Saylor, USAF 
(Ret.), W. 104 22d Ave., Spokane , WA 99203-
1952. Phone: (509) 747-5307. Sigmund Alex
ander, 1211 O Los Cerdos Dr. , San Antonio, TX 
78233-5953. Phone: (210) 653-5361 . 

315th Troop Carrier Group Ass'n and support 
units (World War II). September4-8, 1996, at the 
Hyatt Regency Hotel in Milwaukee, Wis. Con
tact: Robert L. Cloer, 1417 Valley View Dr. , Yuba 
City, CA 95993. Phone: (916) 674-3681 . 

316th Troop Carrier Group (World War 11). Oc
tober 10-12, 1996, in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Con
tact: Col. Allen A. Beaumont, USAF (Ret.), 101 O 

American Eagle Blvd., #441, Sun City Center, FL 
33573. Phone: (813) 634-3388. 

320th Bomb Group, Mediterranean (World War 
II). October 6-8, 1996, at the Radisson Airport 
Hotel in Buffalo, N. Y. Contact: Stu Rowan, 108 
Aspen, Hereford, TX 79045 . Phone: (806) 364-
3015. 

339th Fighter Squadron Ass'n (1942-86). Oc
tober 9-12, 1996, at the Drawbridge Estates in 
Covington, Ky. Contact: Vernon C. Allison, 10732 
Shaffer Rd., Versailles , OH 45380. Phone: (513) 
526-4344. 

340th Fighter Squadron Ass'n (World War II). 
September 26-29, 1996, in Dayton, Ohio. Con
tact: Duane Kuhlman, 4 Sweetgum Crossing, 
Savannah, GA 31411. 

364th Fighter Group Ass'n, 8th Air Force, 
Honington , UK (World War II) . September 15-19, 
1996, at the Silver Legacy Hotel in Reno, Nev. 
Contact: Dan Leftwich, 6630 Caldero Ct. , Day
ton, OH 45415. Phone: (513) 890-3641. 

375th Troop Carrier Group Ass'n, including the 
55th, 56th, 57th , and 58th Troop Carrier Squad
rons (World War II) . October 10-13, 1996, at the 
Holiday Inn Palo Verde in Tucson, Ariz . Contact: 
Lt. Col. Eugene A. Diemand, USAF (Ret.), 625 S. 
Wheaton Ave., Wheaton, IL 60187. Phone: (708) 
668-9575. 

380th Bomb Group Ass'n, "The Flying Circus." 
October 16-21, 1996, in Savannah, Ga. Con
tact: Helen H. Thompson, 208 Roland Ave. , Jack
son, TN 38301 -4353. Phone: (901) 427-6502. 

384th Air Refueling Squadron, Westover AFB, 
Mass. (1955-66). July 25-28, 1996, at the 
Ramada Hotel in West Springfield, Mass. Con
tact: Charlie Morris, 5366 Knollwood Cove, Mem
phis, TN 38119. Phone: (901) 767-1321. 

384th Organizational Maintenance Squadron. 
May 17-19, 1996, at McConnell AFB, Kan. Con
tact: Jay S. Stark, 725 Carette Dr. , Fort Worth, 
TX 76108. Phone: (817) 246-3664. 

440th/472d Signal Battalions. October 1-3, 
1996, in Reno, Nev. Contact: Joe Terrien, 909 
Colonial Ave., Williamsburg, VA 23185. Phone: 
(804) 220-1277. 

446th Bomb Group, 8th Air Force, UK (World 
War II) , September 19-22, 1996, at the Pines 
Resort Hotel in South Fallsburg, N. Y. Contact: 
Marv Speidel, 708 Dianne Ct., Rahway, NJ 07065. 
Phone: (908) 388-2843. 

454th Bomb Group Ass'n, Italy (World War II). 
October 15-20, 1996, in Arlington , Va. Contact: 
Ralph Branstetter, P. 0. Box 678, Wheat Ridge, 
co 80034-0678. (303) 422-6740. 

456th Bomb Squadron, 323d Bomb Group 
(World War II). October 1-6, 1996, at the Red 
Lion Inn in Bellevue, Wash. Contact: Tom Curtin, 
1874 Southwood Dr., Surfside Beach, SC 29575. 
Phone: (805) 650-0405. 

459th Bomb Group Ass'n, 15th Air Force (World 
War II). October 24-27, 1996, at the Hilton Hotel 
in Cocoa Beach, Fla . Contacts: Anthony 
DeGaetano, 2835 S. E. Pace Dr., Port St. Lucie, 
FL 34984. Phone: (407) 336-4055. John Devney, 
90 Kimbark Rd., Rochester, NY 14610. Phone: 
(716) 381-6174. 

483d Bomb Group Ass'n, 566th Air Engineers 
(World War II). September 15-21 , 1996, in Se
attle, Wash. Contact: George F. Stovall, 38970 
Kings Valley Hwy., Monmouth, OR 97361 . Phone: 
(514) 929-2295. 

509th Bomb Wing. September 18-22, 1996, in 
Tucson, Ariz. Contact: Don Dalton, 6721 N. 
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Quartzite Canyon Pl ., Tucson, AZ 85718, Phone: 
(520) 299-7758. 

530th Fighter Squadron, 311 th Fighter Group, 
CBI (World War II). September 29-October 2, 
1996, at the Ramada in Panama City Beach, Fla. 
Contact: F. H. "Tiny" Wilbourne, 4118 Keagy 
Rd., Salem, VA 24153. Phone: (703) 387-0562. 

692d Radar Squadron (ADC). July 5-7, 1996, in 
Baudette, Minn. Contacts: 692d Reunion, Box 
P-560, Baudette, MN 56623. Loni Rickert, 224 
Tyler St., Athens, PA 18810. 

Bulletin Board 

Seeking contact with military or civilian personnel 
assigned to Rushmore AFS, S. D., 1952-62. 
Contact: Lt. Col. George A. Larson, USAF (Ret.) , 
3947 Fairway Hills Dr., Rapid City, SD 57702. 

Seeking information on and photographs of the 
Hughes/Norden/Grumman Pave Mover Target 
Acquisition Weapon Delivery System installed on 
F-111 E#67-0115, tested at Holloman AFB, N. M. , 
July 1983. Contact: Robert E. Styger, 15 Genesee 
Lane, Willingboro, NJ 08046-3319. 

Seeking the whereabouts of SSgt. Clarence N. 
Nelson, 16th Bomb Group, 315th Bomb Wing , 
whose last known address was McKeesport, Pa. 
Also seeki ng contact with Lt. Col. Frank A. 
Crockwell, whose last known address was Se-

839th/840th Engineer Aviation Battalions, 
KDrea (SCARWAF). July 24-28, 1996, in Des 
Moines, Iowa. Contact: Don K. Tomajan Ill, P. 0 . 
BJx 90457, Los Angeles, CA 90009. Phone: 
(310) 459-4034. 

905th Air Refueling Squadron . June 14-16, 
1996, in Grand Forks, N. D. Contact: Bill Sykes, 
22591 N. W. Bishop-Scott Rd ., Yamhill , OR 
97148. Phone: (503) 662-4526. 

3910th Bomb Group, 7th Air Division (SCAR
WAF) , June 14-18, 1996, in Louisville, Ky. Con-

attle, Wash. Contact: Col. Rex E. Werring, Jr., 
USAF (Ret.), 5701 Sunrise Dr., Prescott, AZ 
86301-7354. 

Seeking an AAF technician badge with an AP 
Electrical Specialist SP bar, an AP Instrument 
Specialist SP bar, and a Radio V-I bar. Contact: 
Peter F. Ardizzi, 835 St. Davids Ave., Warminster, 
PA 18974-2548. 

Seeking USAF unit and wi ng and civilian law 
enforcement patches. Contact: SSgt. Matthew 
S. Kernen, USAF, 7021 Firethorn Dr., Riverbank, 
CA 95367. 

Seeking the whereabouts of 1st Lt. Jack Phillips, 
from Memphis, Tenn ., assigned to Hq. PASC, the 

'1101~ ()1111()1l'J1UNI'IT Y()1J'l71~ 
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Original parts removed from the B-52 that you actually flew, 
whether in combat or on a training mission. 

Veterans of ArcLight, Linebacker II or Desert Storm, 
all available at your request. B-52D, E, F & G apply. 

Give us the opportunity to provide you with a 
piece of history that only you can attest to. 

Contact: JERRY FUGERE 
Former Crew Chief/Maintenance Supertinendant 
4595 South Palo Verde, Suite 533 • Tucson, Arizona 85714 
(520) 750-9454 • Fax (520) 750-9448 11~~ 

■ ~ 
west 
l.L.C 

tact: Bill G. Parkhurst, P. 0 . Box 2881 , Tulsa, OK 
74101. Phone : (918) 446-6400. 

3917th Air Base Group, 3931 st Air Base Squad
ron (RAFs Manston and East Kirkby, UK). May 
31-June 2, 1996, in Natchez, Miss. Contact: 
MSgt. George J. McNally, 123 School Rd., Bethel , 
PA 19507. Phone: (717) 933-4849. 

6147th Tactical Group "Mosquito" Ass'n, 5th 
Air Force (Korea). July 2-7, 1996, at the Crowne 
Plaza in Natick, Mass. Contact: Bob Gibbons, 49 H 
St., Hull , MA 02045. Phone : (617) 925-2093. ■ 

Philippines, 1946, and Hq. FEAMCOM, Japan, 
1947-48. Contact: CMSgt. Robert D. Brown, 
USAF (Rel.), 8491 850th Ave. W., Oak Harbor, 
WA 98277-2142. 

Seeking a Norden bombsight. Contact: Capt. 
Russell A. Doyland , USAF (Ret.) , 4859 N. Bengs
ton Ave., Fresno, CA 93705. 

Seeking World War II 1st Combat Cargo Squad
ron officers Capts. Frank Buckley and Jack 
Miller and Lts. Edward Sampson and Bruce 
Maccarter. Contact: Gerald A. White, Jr., 1818 
Barbee St., McLean, VA 22101. 

Seeking information on Maj. Felix Asia, Jr., com
mander of the 336th Fighter-Interceptor Squad
ron, 4th Fighter-Interceptor Group, shot down in 
Korea August 1, 1952. Contact: William F. Villani, 
4501 Franklin Blvd., Apt. #10, Eugene, OR 97403. 

Seeking information on and contact with Master 
Sergeants Blank and Duval , who flew a modi
fied B-17 from Brazil to Morrison Field, Fla. , 
1946-49. Contact: Lt. Col . John A. Banasick, 
USAF (Ret.), PSC 02, Box 1602, APO AA 34002. 

Seeking information on the 4116th AAF Base 
Unit, Dover AFB, Del. , World War II. Contact: 
Wil liam J. Cecka, Jr., 15 Sumerfield Lane, Sara
toga Springs, NY 12866-5496. 

Seeking information on World War II bombardier 
Ernest Anderson and pilot Clarence Howard. 
Contact: Herb Steward, P. 0 . Box 29760, Los 
Angeles, CA 90029-0760 . 

Seeking information on the nose art and other 
markings of the C-47 Hezekai piloted by 1st Lt. 
Joe May in Wo rld War II. Contact: Michael A. 
Spero, 117 Kings Mt. Rd. , Freehold, NJ 07728. 

Seeking contact with personnel from the 347th 
Bomb Squadron, 99th Bomb Group, 15th Air 
Force, World War II , 1943-45. Contact: Frank 
Puppa, P. 0 . Box 560009, College Point, NY 
11356. 

Seeking contact with graduates of USAF OCS 
Class 54-B. Contact: Lt. Col. Robert E. King, 
USAF (Ret.), 420W Island View Dr. , Camano 
Island , WA 98292. 

Seeking information on units stationed at 
Brookley AFB, Ala., McCoy AFB, Fla., and 
Ramey AFB, Puerto Rico. Also seeking pre-
1980 copies of Airman magazine. Contact: SSgt. 
David J. Marti, USAF, 316-C Sweeney Dr. , Biloxi, 
MS 39531-3158 . 

Seeking information about construction work
ers captured on Wake Island and shipped to a 
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Shanghai prison camp in 1942. Particularly 
seeking information on Leo Driscoll. Contact: 
Rusty Smith, 11 O Woodbury Dr., Winnsboro, 
SC 29180. 

Seeking patches from, photographs of, and in
formation on the 180th Bomb Squadron, Missouri 
ANG, 1947-51 , and the 112th Tactical Fighter 
Squadron, Ohio ANG. Also seeking information 
on SSgt. Emelio A. Ragucci, who served with 
the 112th TFS, 1961-62. Contact: Joe Detrick, 
6916 Winchester Pl ., Fort Worth, TX 76133. 

Seeking information on and photographs of USAF 
mechanic Clyde Stover, stationed at RAF 
Sculthorpe, UK, 1957-59. Contact: Wayne A. 
Bell, 114 Speedwell Rd., Colchester, Essex CO2 
BDT, UK. 

If you need Information on an 
Individual, unit, or aircraft, or If 
you want to collect, donate, or 
trade USAF-related Items, write 
to "Bulletin Board," Air Force 
Magazine, 1501 Lee Highway, 
Arllngton, VA 22209-1198. Let
ters should be brief and type
written; we reserve the right to 
condense them as necessary. We 
cannot acknowledge receipt of 
letters. Unsigned letters, Items 
or services for sale or otherwise 
Intended to bring In money, and 
photographs will not be used or 
returned.-THE EDITORS 

Seeking the whereabouts of MSgt. William H. 
Osborne, from Pennsylvania, stationed during 
1946 to 1950 on Tinian and at Chanute and Scott 
AFBs, Ill . Contact: Dr. William H. Griffith, 1725 
Winding Way, Richmond, VA 23235. 

Seeking information on p:3a pilot Rex Pitzer, 
killed in action in World War II. Contact: Maj. 
Sheril D. Huff, USAF (Ret.), 3200 Chetwood Dr., 
Del City, OK 73115-1933. 

Seeking information on B-17G #338560, 94th 
Bomb Group, which made an emergency landing 
at Cambrai, France, 1944. Contact: J. R. "Bill" 
Bailey, 1541 Eastwood Dr., Slidell, LA 70458. 

Seeking recollections and photographs from and 
contact with former members of Air Force units 
that served at Decimomannu AB, Italy, 1956-
96. Contact: Alessandro Ragatzu, via Sulcitana 
134, 09030 Elmas Ca, Sardegna, Italy. 

Seeking the whereabouts of Neil Ford, stationed 
at RAF Barford St. John, UK, 1960-62, possibly 
with the 2130th Communications Squadron, Det. 
1. Contact: Deborah Jean Palmer Tyler, 46 Win
ters Way, Bloxham, Banbury, Oxfordshire OX15 
4QS, UK. 

Seeking contact with David Coleman, stationed 
atWeatherfield, UK, 1961. Contact: T. C. Moore, 
11 O Rising Grove, Laindon, Basildon, Essex SS15 
5NW, UK. 

Seeking contact with anyone who served with 
Col. William Tudor Gardiner in 8th Air Force 
Intelligence, 1942-45. Contact: Claude G. 
Berube. 1754 Dogwood Dr., Alexandria, VA 
22302. 

Seeking contact with anyone who served at or 
passed through the former US Gunnery School 
on The Wash, Norfolk, UK, 1942-44. Contact: 
Brian Clipston , 3 Chase Farm , Wood St., 
Geddington, Nr. Kettering, Northampshire NN14 
1RA, UK. 
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Seeking information on any Reservist or Guards
man who suffered an amputation because of an 
off-duty accident and was allowed to remain in 
military service. Contact: SMSgt. Steven J. 
Wesolowski, 2611-A S. Third St. , Milwaukee, WI 
53207. 

Seeking the whereabouts of A2C William T. 
Dixon, whose last duty station was Bangkok, 
Thailand, 1966. Contact: Tin Kay, 18422 Van
owen St., Reseda, CA 91335. 

Seeking contact with anyone who knew Ellis B. 
Stringfellow of 59th Base Headquarters, Phila
delphia, Pa., October 1942 to August 1943. Con
tact: Anna Stringfellow Kauffman, 3201 Wood
haven Rd., Apt. #F-4, Philadelphia, PA 19154. 

Seeking information on Lt. Darwin M. Kelter, 
95th Fighter Squadron, killed in a C-45 crash 
near Romulus Field, Mich., August 4, 1945. Also 
seeking contact with Capt. Lloyd Fleishman. 
Contact: R. M. Clarke, R.R. 1, Box 2102-1 C, 
Blue Hill , ME 04614. 

Seeking information on the 558th Bomb Squad
ron, 2d Bomb Division, France, 1942-45. Con
tact: CMSgt. Guy A. Chauvin, USAF (Ret.), 1681 
N. E. 56th St., Apt. #2, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334. 

Seeking information on a UC-64A Norseman 
that crashed in Somerset, UK, after hitting a turret 
on King Alfred's Tower, July 10, 1944. Contact: 
Gordon Pickard , 12 Jarvis Way, Stal bridge, Dorset 
DT10 2NP, UK. 

Seeking contact with aircrews hit by fighters or 
ground fire over Germany who made it to Polish 
territory. Also seeking information on the 
Krzesinki/Krelsing raid, March 29, 1944. Con
tact: M. H. Abbott, 2007 Mound Rd ., Jackson
ville, FL 62650. ■ 

There's A Job 
Waiting For You! 

L 

Pentium"Computer Included 

You can earn up to $4,000 or more each 
month performing needed services for your 
community from your kitchen table, with a 
computer. Over the last 14 years we have 
developed over 25 services you can perform
no matrer where you move to. You can start 
part-time and then go full-time. If you 
purchase our software and business program, 
you will receive the computer and printer at 
no extra cost. If you already own a computer 
you may receive a discount. You do not need 
to own, or know how to run, a computer-we 
will provide free, home office training. 
Financing available. 

To receive free explanation cassettes and 
color literature, call toll-free: 

1-800-343-8014, ext. 764 
Or Write: 

Computer Business Services, Inc. 
CBSI Plaza, Suite 764, Sheridan, IN 46069 

M-1 AFA Tie. l 00% silk, with embroi
dered AFA logo. Specify marooon 
with navy stripe or navy with maroon 
stripe. $23.00, shipping and handling 
$3.95. 

M-2 Walking Shoes. Comfortable 
walking shoes with Air Force seal on 
tongue and Association name on 
shoe side. Leather upper. Specify size 
- men's even and half sizes 7-11. plus 
12 and 13: women's even and half 
sizes 5-10, Available in white or black. 
$56.95, includes shipping and 
handling. 

When opened 
this 59 inch umbrella will provide great 
protection from the elements. 
Alternating blue and white panels, 
with AFA logo and name, $25.00, 
shipping and handling $3.95. 

Shoe Orders: (800) 333-7780 
All Other Orders: (800) 727-3337 
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Pieces of History 
Photography by Paul Kennedy 

Four Decades of Falcons 

Of the more than 28,600 cadets who 
have graduated from the US Air Fcrce 
Academy in Coforado .since 1959, 
about fifty-three percent are still 0.'1 

active duty. Authorizecf by President 
Dwight D. Eisenhower in April 1954, 
the Academy imparts l'he knowledge, 
skills, and values that help make a 
good Air Force officer. It also 
provides a choice of twenty-six 
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academic majors, plus military 
training and athletic cc,,ditioning. 
Part of the Academy's intense 
a~hletic program is its Western 
Athletic Conference football team. 
v.-hich has earned the Commander in 
Chief's Trophy more Umes than either 
tf1e US Military A1cademy or US Naval 
Academy. 
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IT'S PROVEN ITSELF IN THE 
MOST CRITICAL TEST OF ALL. 

KEEPING THE PEACE. 

In December, twelve C-17 s were enlisted to fly 
troops and supplies into Bosnia as part of Operation 
Joint Endeavor. By being the only airlifter capable of 
carrying large equipment and landing on restricted 
runways in severe weather, it gave our peacekeeping 
forces an immediate presence. With its unrivaled ability 
to quickly ur:load cargo and personnel under the most 
demanding conditions, tr_e C-17 Globemaster III will 
continue to do the heavy !if ting in the most vital military 
mission of all: peace. 

/ 
MCDONNELL DOUG~ 




